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ItItR3DUCTION

1

by

Wosef BUrg

The society in the seventies and eighties is faced with two

JR-Oig challenges - a social one and an ecological one. Ecological

issues often lead to a paradox. For example industry, creates

ecological hazards, but at the time prod es the means by

which these hazards may be overcome.: There are a few features which

characterize the Israeli society, damelyt

a) 92% of he d belongs to the government. As a result of this,

,regional and urban plannir6 can be performed without too many
.

disruptions.

The hasty development of industries sinc;-the establishment of

theState resulted in the'establishmeni of industrial plants all

over the country with very little consideration'of environmental

issues.

c) Most of the

such as the

woulatiori is concentrated in a few urban centres,

Tel Aviv area. This concentration creates severe

problems-of air pollution, water pollution etc.

In recent years considerable progresshas been made in dealing

with the quality of our environment, including the allocation of

resort areas, nature reserves, restoration of the Kineret etc.

Efforts have been made by the government to redistribute the

population and direct people to areas such as the Gallilee.'

.A Ministers Comm tee fd;;Environmental Quality and an Envirohmental

Protectibn S ice have been established. Yetr.perhaps,the'major

vehicle to the preserVation of our environment is education. Education

in schools, at home and through youth movements should make special

efforts to create a public which understands its responsibilities

toward our environment and behaves . accordingly. THe fate of our

environment is ip our hands - let's not defeat ourselves!

4 .0 1
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATIOil - SOURCES -MO.TFOPS

BY

P. Teirtir

./

In the last five years there is a grdwing concern o1 the public in -)

environmental problems. At the same time the demyld for environmental

education is steadily growing. Studying the environment and environ-

mental education shouldnot be substituted for each other. The study of

the environment deals with the whole complex of problemg issues and aspects

of the interrelationship betwpen man and his environment including on the

one hand "philosophical views about Man and his destiny and'whether the

environment as presently established directs Man to his destiny" and

on the other hand suchpradti!cal issue\as waste disposal" (Ben David,

1972). The scientific literature, as well as the pdpular literature and

the newspapers arell of studies and articles dealing with environmental

lity and the dander15olts abuse to mankind. Public organisations,

gov nments, municipalities, research and industrial institutions have

given `environmental problems a,high priority. This high interest-in-the

environment has reached Isra?1, too, as evidenced by the two
.

Nationdl

Cohferences on Environmental Quality held in Jerusalem in 1971 and19921

as well as by, they establishment of the Environmental Protection Sdrvice

under the auspices of the Prime Minister Office. In the Second Conference

a variety of stbdieswre presently on topics such as pollution standards

(air, water lanO,food pollution) toxicology of dagerous gases (i.e. CO),

health and medical implications of pollutiOn, ppstidldes, 4rban planning,

nature reserves, recreation zones etc. At the same time dficussions and

deliberationi regarding priorities in treating environmental issues took

place. (Reshumot, 1972). Although mentioned in that Conference, education

was dealt 'with only as far as the training of environmental scientists and

technicians was concerned. Stich.a training is, of course, the fuhction
4

of institutions of higher education. Almost all such'institutions in

Israel have already established environmental courses. Yet, as, mentioned

by Gunner (1972), they are faced with two questions:

7
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"1. Can thefuture environmentalist be properly trained under traditional

discipline courses?

2. Will the University be acle and willing toabandon its all.of academic

stanze and actively participate in solving actual public and social.

problems ?"

Indeed, a variety of aW4lable programs were presented at the Conference

(Resnumot pp. 148-154). However, such tograms do,not represent what

we.mean'by environmental-education. 0

L

The study of the environment and the development of environmental sciences
are of course very important for the protection of environmental quality.
Yet, unless they are complem nted by.the education of the citipms to environ

.

mental literacy, the aim of rotect91g the quality of our environment will
not be achieved.

Environmental education is a comprehensive, integrative education

directed at every citizen rather than at -a few specialists;--The content
of environmental education includes the total environment of man the
bioIogical,'social, economic, cultural, ethical and aesthetic components
nf the environment. It is. aimed at producing an inavidual who is motivated
toward the rational use of the environment in order to develop the highest
qualy bf life for It includes the basic understanding that man

A
not a separate form of life and completely independent, but that he is,

interrelated to resources both natural and cultural and to other,forms of
"Nlife around him(.. He should have an understanding of how to identify ,

environmental problems, how to solve, theSe problems and the acceptance of
responsibility.for the aolutionof the problems as a basic civic duty ".

(Aim, 1774, p. 55) . '

.

8
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The Needs and Sharing of Society

A3-elready Mentioned, environmental education meets a significant

need of our society. Any citizen should be aware of the factdre which-

may influence, our environment, the dangers which may abuse the quality

of the environment as well as the means to deal with environmental

problems, The following outcomes are sought:
4 * -

te ,

.

(a)fdA knowledgeable citizen may be expected to behave rationally, -mot

to abuse /the environment and try to proteceIts quality. -

. (b). When faced with decision making, hel-wil be able to reach ap-
.

_propriste decisions baseeon rational consideratiOns and decline ,

/ political pressures often put on naive and uninformed public.4

(`b) While it is important to advocate environmental 'protection, of en .

uninformed statements -,are made which unduely exaggerate the ill
.

.effect of technology, industry end modern civiliiation. Statementie
,.

of this kind may create unnecessary tension; even, hysteria (Ben

+' David, 1972) and may cause unconsiderate hasty "anti technologfcal"
.

tesponset with far rsaching negative effects..

(d) Another aspect, different than those mentioned above, is the

availability of services of various people in the community which

.
are(often ready to cooperate either in school or out of school in

education;s1 activiti9s which pertain to ' environmental quality. '

e-
The Needs and Interest of the Learner

' . . 4 -.

.
di

pften a Clash exists betweeri the needs and interest of the individual

student on the ones hand, and'those of the soci ety, on the other hand.

,Many Students etuarla ipt of what is presented in schools, not because

they like it, or because they feel that it is important for their de-'

'velopment, but rather because this is what the school (namely the iboiety)

believes to be important. A majoueason for a low level of motiv44tion to

learn is the inability of,the students to see the relevance of"their
4 V

studies to their own good. Envgonmental topics appear to have a distinct
. F

advantage, in this respedt. .The study _of this topic should be teed on the
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environment of the student, on current problems which touch the student.,

directly and therefore, naturally, interest him. The opportupity not to
,

rely solely on learning from bOoks, but rather involving the student in .

problem identification pctual'observattans, data gathering and analysis

as hell as making inferences/and drawing conclusionsi will contribute '

significantly t9 the development of both skills and positive. attitudes. An

environmental study framework allows for more individualized approaches

to meet the needs arid interest of each student. The. integrative nature

of environemntal,study has a special advantage. for yqunger students who are

often not Able to distinguish among the disciplinds and select those which

may help to solve problems -which they identify in their surrounding.

(See Blum, 1973,,p. 31). \

Integrated Curriculum
,

The advantages and potential of integrated curricha has recently

received a wide treatment (UNESCO, 1973). Two different'integrated

approaches to. env .ironmental issues'have been suggested:, the first

calls for special environmental programs which drali.upon the tradi- .

tional disCiplines such as biology, chemistry etc. The second attempts

, to incorporate environmental aspedteinto each or the traditional dis-
.

ciplines .Wherever such an approach is adequate.

BrAnan (1974) advocates the second approach. According to him,

"prograMglliarrowly conceived -P-space, special health, nature, comer-

dvation -,hevealways failed or met with limited success. To'be suc,

cessfuT ancj enduring, programs. must integral part of general.

education.... Educatgr, curriculum specialists and teachers, rightly

look with suspicion oh any new claims on their time and the time of their
. .

children" (Brennan, 19740 p.'17). The research and development of

materials to fit this approach are the aims of the newly.established

Pinchot I9stitute in Pennsylvania. - Yet, the etheYaeproach does have

its propon ents. ppecially designed integrative curri la with a strong

.
.

10
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emphasis on environmental issues are SCISP (1971) in gland, Agriculture
0

as ari Environmental Science,4 (Blum, 1972), Chemistry in odernSocipty .

(Novick, 1974) and.The Man and His Environments (Ben P etz at. al. 1974) -

in Israel. Thus it appears that in Israel the trend is toward the design

of specific environmentally oriented modules' which will be taught as
4 -

special units subsituting traditional disciplines sOch as biology, chemist

ry and agriculture. In any event, both approaches advocate integrated

'science and hence benefit froM thdse advantages which result from an

integrated approach (Blum, 1973). In addition to these benefits, an

integrated approach "helps the student to gain an understanding of the

role and function of science'in his everyday life and the world in which

he lives" (D'Arbon, 1972);

Teacher Education

An integrated environmental program is based on an eclectic approach

which requires special teacher education. The teacher cannot rely solely

on his own descipline and should be trained to deal with novel problems

to which he himself may not know the answer,. and perhaps even will not

. be able to find an answer. In addition, the assumption made that environ

mental studies should deal with local problems makes it necessarifor

the teacher to design his own curriculum. Certainly,, resource materials

can and should beamade available to him,' but even then.t)e has to.know

how to use thelse resources and adapt them to his local situation.

Indeed, one of the major purposes of the Environmental Education Con

ference, reported in this book,'was to run a variety of workshops-where

teachers would be able to experience activities Which then could be used

in developingir-own edvirOnmental pmgrams,

1

4

1
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-Environmental:EdUcetion Confeience.- AUgiost'18 to 21., 1975
. - sa

. 4.,
...

.

.

,Tpis Cdnference nay be viewed as complementary to the previous two
...

. :conference's on the oukityof the environment held in the years 1971, 1972.
'The present Conference focused on ways and means used in environmental.

. ...
education'in Israel and abroad, mainly in thlf.S. More than 200 participants

t

.

from various parts of the country were present. '80% of Them, were edubators,, .

the rest,comprised.architests, economists,- scientists; lawyers a nd house-
..

wives. Of the educatOrg, about half were biology teachers,' a third teachers
Of other, subjects swch as history, math, bible,'geography etc. The rest :. .

. were.inspectors, curriculum developers, University. professors and.youth
instructors, About half of the participants stated that they came because,
'they considered the topic to be both important and interesting., About a

' third expressed their will to be actively involved in the improvement of a

,environmental quality protection,

sium.

be.

The Conference included five lectures, twenty .four workshops apd a sympo-.

. Jhe workshops appeared to be most successful anti eXemplitied)the
richness of 'topics as well as the variety of approaches;which Characterize
eNvirondenta eduCation (field trips, films, lab exercises, discussions,

etc.'simulation gams

.

In this bdok,summaries and descriptions of thempacturesvfieid tripsi3 -,

).
.an'a workshOps will be,Oresented4

When asked'to evaluate the Conference, about's third of the participants
responded. While many of them found at least some ,of the lectures to 'be

,
Apteresting'and useful,.the workshops received the highest ranking. Teachers

. -may take -this order of preference as g guideline for desirable emphases
in their own courses. Of coarse, there were also critical comments and re-
servations,,servations, but the,overall

response.has'been highly pOsitiVb... Many part-
.icipants offered. suggestions grid ideas. These, together with similar ones

12.
aa,
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offered at the senior educators deliberation. on August'21st are listed

-below (no Special.order is intended):

1. Prepare materials for illustrating simple illustratioilscomprehensible'

tp'studen ts.

2. Provide information on ecological problembwhich may be introduced

to the classroom.

3. Emphasize the scientific bases and evidence and deemphasize intuitive,

emotional approaches, Which lackoientifid support.

4. Idemtif-Yrenvironmental aspects in each of'the traditional disciplines

and introduce 'greater variation into environmental education.

5. Use aUdiovisualsmoril intensively, especially in lectures.

6. 'Pam close isontatts between educators and other professionals interested
0 .

in. environmental issues. -

7. rind ways.and Means by which teachers, and students may actually'in-

--- -!fluence what happiens in'their community;
.4. . ,-

--t.r';8. Co"nduct intervide training. and courses for teach
.4,

'.. issues. .

on environmental

--...-_....

9. Form a netwaik of centers all overthe country which will serve as
',/ -'

meeting places, provide information ancLmatbrials and organise regional

envirbnmental aafiJifies. .... .

10. Prepare self - instructional teacher'training materialton eAvironments4
.

'topics.

11. Prepare appropriat teacher training programs and liartniversity
.

courses to be taug t in such an integrated approaph as that expected of-

teachers in.fheir schools.

"le. Incorporate environmental. aspects 4i riresentsurAcula at all levels

from kindergarten -to high school..
e"

13. Encourage 'the development of ecologically oriented programs for elemintsv
A 31'

schools.

14. Find ways to integrate cognAfive aria affective objectives.

15. Test the feasibility and desirability a spiral approach to environ-

dental concepts and;skil s. 11410

16. Put a speclalLemphaSis op ctler training.outdoors, inrthe field.

.

.

S
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:

17. Prepare resource materials fdr educators at all levels.

18. Try teaching environmental topics by tedm teaching.

14% Prepare ecological modules become part.of tHS high stabol biology

curriculum.

20. InvolVe high school students in actual environmental act ivities at4

. the community level.
.

21. Direct high school students interested in individual 1-esearch projects

to choose ecological topics.

22. Identify in each school landscape features to be protected and presaved
by the students.

23. Train field schools instructors and help them to design progressive

high quality programs.

24. Prepare for genera l elementery-teachers in teachers colleges a special

'environm- entally oriented program.

25. Prepare field trips which emphasize urban environmental issues.

28. Examine environmental programs developed abroad (such es Investigating

Your Environment developed by the BSCS) and adapt them for use in Israel. "

-27. Involve parents in educationa/ activities dealing withittle environment.

28. Conduct public quizes or prize bearing races-on environmental topics.
29. Use field, schools (such Sdeh Baker) fer teacher training in environ-

mental topics.

30. Hold an dinnual enviro al education conference:,

In Ord to examine the above suggestions and accomplish those found.to

be worthwhile, there's a peed for an appropriate channel.

A

Hertpe, it wasdecided to establish 6 sub-center for environmental education

under the auspices of the Israel Science TeaChingpenter Ant! the' Environmental

Protection Service at the Prime Minister Office.

14
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Miriam Ben Pereiz o1 Halfz.Universitytwas elected:as the Head of this

organization. *She is also the chairman of a.three-person steering

committee. Dr. Uri Marinov; Head of. the Environmental Protection Service

and Dr. Abrah.bm Blum of the Faculty of Agriculture at the Hebrew University
. .

will be the other two members, A Cbuneil headed by Prof. A. Poljakof-

Mager will assist in directing the activities of this new organisation.,

Let's wish the organisation success and hope that the teachere will

tekeadvantage of its projected services.,

(".
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Environmental Education a Bandwagon?

Frank X. Sutman

Temple 'University

a

Introduction

It seems appropriateat this Envirentental Education Conference
. ,

to examine ,in a cautious-scholarly way environmental, education.
.

as it' eiists today,-from the point'of>view of.a professiOnal

educator. One way of doing this is to ask the auestioni. Is en-
- virOnmental eduCation just another fads just'anOther bandwagon?

This presentation wIll attempt to examine this question, and in

addition will look at the environmental education movement in the
-.United States to:dete,imine.if we can le&rn anything from the suc4

Cesses'and fail4res of,pis movements The presentatiOn.gived two

crucial references that should be examined closely as professionals
. , .

. .

* in Israel mote,into the expansion of their :environmental education. . . .
.

activities: .

1 .

;` ... ,..
. .

.P . . ,
. , 0

1 Bandwagoning ,
.

,
o . ..

,.
,

There. is always danger w hen any "new" educational movement

or idea gets Undeivay for that movement to.b4.earied to extremes;
,that is to be adopted and accepted as a cu.re-ill,for a segment

,of educatiomarilfs before its. worth_As proven. This blatant

. adoption acceptaliceof an educational cure=a11,is very often iefeT-
.

red to; in the United. States as .bandwagoning. Or the movement

.is referred to as a band.zagon.. The realrIn far...±4te7wexpression

is becose-'the movement or idea'saldom,'Af ever; meets-its ex-
.

pected objectiveof.being.a cure-all._ And in most,,initaxices it.

damages, the olgain4 process cif.raticinal education.. That is band -

wagon' g can.actually i.ssen the probability.;of the state objective

or obj ctives. being met. I consider vaiuesclarification courses,1: . .

.. Ii
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- courses in humanis is education, open space edu

psychologically d aged children, and performan

education, as it is presently being practiced,
bandwagoning.

For instance it is now known, that in

the United_Statesi.'that,the use of open spa

With psychologically-daMaged youngsters of

age has caused a

these. youngsters.

with the idea of

ation for

e based teacher

examples of

1- ge cities in

.ty.pe education

lementary school

significant d4op in readi g leyel among' ;.

Yet new sciloois ardst.4. 1 being built '

expoOng all children 'to open spate education
;An spite of "this finding.

r
This exampleidoes not

k

jmilly that

-',arebandwagons and are useless. What
is that "nee-educational movements c

are adopted too quickly i4'the name o
c

Bandwagoning occurflor a numb

-reasoih, in a cgpitilist c ,society

and individual charlat.. ty& edu

'..their 'Own financial lo i'poses.. A
are professors comm ding $300

""?'run workshops in v ues.clarif
' that thd-se warksho and theti

a "new" move:Mentz

is example shows

beCome so when they
,

r of teasons. One such

is profit, 'Corporations
,

tors, abuse new .ideas. for

ain, as an example; there

er day in consulting fees to

cation. There.is no eyidence,

ouraes gra4ng out' of the

serving as a messiah.

workshops, do any ng toinProve-judgemeA of children on
moral issues. T ere is evidence that when

ficatipn caurs 'are.substituUuL for caurses in language
skills, which appens in some school districts, that the

language Skil ability of children,drops.
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A second reason for.bandwagoning is an honest attempt,

on the.part\of educators, to combat or to overcome the difficulty

encountered by school districts and teacher training institutions

in accepting, even trying, educational innovations. It is the.

major premise of this paper that educational innovations can be

helpful in improving the quality of education if bandwagoning

is not allowed to-occur.

a

.

Looking at Environmental. Education as an Innovation

Our. Conference is` iedicated to nourishing an innovative

movement-already seeded in Israel,: namely that of bringing

.1envirpnilient-al education to the schoels. The nourishment of this

seedcan be helped'by examining. some strengths and weaknesses of

a few activities in environmental education occurring in the

United States: This' examination can help, and if not lost.sight.

- of it can prevent bandwa-aning-here in Israel.

At the tst trh Hemispheric Inter national,rnational Conference on

EnyirOnmeritai Education hild in the World, Health Organization

building in Washington D.C:, in October of 1970, Paul Brandwein

in his keynote addresi indicated that hisconcerns for envi-

ronmental education in the'schools had been pres ted 30 years

earlier in a-similar conference sponsored'hy the inchot Conser-

vation, Faundation. Thirty year's had pessed without any significant

change in commitment to environmental edcuation; even with prod7.

. ding from groups like the Pinchot Foundation and the Conservation

Foundktion. We know that a number o.4 professors who had been pre-

pared in sgveral environmental field's "sat for 25 years in some of .

.America's leading universities, while.the academic community moved

almost totally towards an emphasit.in the so-called hard-non
.

humanistic sciences.
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$orOday this extreme emphasis is being balanced by an expanding
commitment to the hpmanistic sciences, and these professor's may .
not breathe again:

It is significant to note that the 1970 Conference was
directed to develop awareness among edticational leasiPrs in the'
western hemisphere. -And ministers of education from'17 countries
did attend, in addition to representatives from the United
States and Canada. An Associate Director.of.the U.S. Office of
Educati'ofts Division of Technology and Environmental Education,
who attended the 1970 Conference, recently.said that the 1970
Cohference was the first of the new series of meetings designed
to bring to educators an awareness of the.need to ihoorporate

environmental issues into schools and'teadher.training curricula.

i

The first. Environmental Education Conference in ,Israe ) is
beyond the awareness level. The nature of phe .zorksiatipt_at. this.
Conference are an indication that' you as teachek.educators andas

.

teachers' are ready for action! This action., unlike during earlier
movements in bott countries, can ocbur at the teacher training

->
level before it oceursii.inAhe schooAs. Too ofie6, in-the past,
teacher training has lagged fa4,behind the needs of the schools:
This time teacher education can & must take the leadership role,

-

During the 30 years of inactivity in' the U:S..i.raerred.to
earlier, there were a few , notable.!.exceptisms. We can learn,
a lesson from one .of these exceptions. As early as 190 the
Legislature of the. State of New Jersey-appropriated .funds to)pla
used by the New Jersey State Teachers' Colleges...to conveNvan.

iused'Civilian Conservation Corpse camp at Stokes State 'Forest

conservation school to be us.ed in giving teachers experience
in outdooi edpcation activities. For over 20 years this facility

yob
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serviced the training needs of every teacher 4raduating from

an outdoor

ages. Could

sere -the needs

the-State College System: as well at serving

education facility for school children of all

Israel establish one or more such training- to
-

of 'teacher education?

t)nly since about. 1969 has the environmental education

movement in the schools, in its broadest sense taken an any

status in thaUnited S s. And.this:movementiwas verl

nearly short lived, or a few years ago .an attempt was Made,

during the Nixon Administration c/ose down the activities

of the Division of Technology add Environtental Educati e.OW

The argument 'was proposed that environmental edup.tion.act-
.

ivities could be handled more efficiently.hy the- Environmental

" Protection Agency. Fortunately, for'several reasons this
.. .did not hagben% and the Di4ision of Technology and Environmental

.

Education functions today. ThisDivision has supported

financially A number of projects directly related.to school,

level curricula. But; in my opinion, far too little support

has been available directly for prOjectS related to teacher'

education. Fortunately some Materials developed for use by

children, in schools, placed inthe hands of creative teacher

educators; are serving as effective instructional materials %

in teacher preparation. The process 'Oriented activities.

presented by Patricia Sparks at this Conference..in Israel

are examples of such material. In Israel should -there be.

' su..ort throu h the Env.ironmentil Protection Servic. for a

Curriculumkproject in environmental edilcation, specifically

designed for teacher education.? EVen more urgentshould the

Environmental Protection SerVioe togr50_aethewiththetii't

of Education develo an Environmental,Center to deal with

all aspect of environmental education? I believe that the

answer to both of these wettions is a resounding yes! And,

the time tor this action is now.

21
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Innovation and Environmental Education 1

You very often hear the phrase educational innovation." , -

f 04
,

Whit does'it mean? Recently John Pincus defined innovation as

any new policy, process or organizational change. Tp,i s definition,.
'in education, applies to a particular classroom, school building,.

-.

' or school district even if the change has been established in (
general'. Following this definition ehvironmental,education

)
in the United States can.be consi dered an innovation. In the .

.

same article by,Pincus,..appearingin a recent issue of the
4

.
. ' 0

.

Review of Educational Research,ihe also gives perhaps a More
.fruitful deTinition innovation. He states that ihnovation.can

.
.

be considered to be '!imp 4oVement of the educational processes,
educational outcomes or the ecpnomic efficiency of education. :4

o

Folloviing this definition envikonmentaldlicationin.the.United -'' 1

...r.States 'has
y
not.been innovative. For there is no evidence that ,-

..
.

.

any one of thete three objectives has or is being met. The '.;.

, ,.
4. 1., it.

reasonfor this is that environmental education is being.taught.
. .

like Most traditional subjects. Even more unfortunate envi,r8t-
. .mental education is being Pretenled as, factual topics in existingP 6

Biology 'and other courdes.. These new topics
.

ae being crowded ,..
.

a .

.-

into exciting cOurses to be covered.'

In Israel you have the opportunity to learn from our
-mistake; to use this second definition for innoVation and .to make
Certain that your environthental program iS truly innovative.
This can be acoomplished through emphasis on problem-solVirig

.and' student involveAent in this process. '
.,

Two yeare ago, I Made reference in a seminar at the Hebrew
University to a publication titled: The Universities anti

Environmental Quality. This 'was a report-to.the President at
the United States emanating froM the Office of Science and

Technology of the Executive Office. I refer again tp this most .

14,
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! .

.tuSeful report. It states that: "it is patently.obvious4. }hut .
.

bears repeating ;. that the problems and opportunities related.to

ou!r.
,

,

environment ,inin a grbwing and increasinglitechnOlogical

sobiety are multidisciplinary'..... . Marty of dux most serious t ;

(ekronmental] problems have arisen because narrow* conceived
v. .

technological-improveme is have failed to take account of side - ,
. ,.

,effects.... which-,inevit bly accompany a widespread technological

change in.society'!.

l'.
..4

. . I

,1 The Report c.4Th for problem7focused rather than discipline
: t

. fbcpsed.enVironmental
A
ducateducation., The'introftc to ry,paper

. Curriculum and Teaching In Environmental Education: A Process
t

Orientation,. prepired for this Conference by Spirks, Sutinan and

Schmuckler, indicate s' that the Environmental Education Act,

pasSed by the'V'Congress, itself calls lor a4probl,em orientation
4be

environmentalin education. The related activities by Patricia
. c

. .

Spa4ks,.,are examples, of problem focused environmental education
. .

activities. The solutions to these problem's cut across trams
. ,,.

ditionar discipline lines. - ,

:. .

For the most part problein oriented teaching in environmental

education is occurring in the United States mainly in programs

that' are_ financially supported by outsid4, monies, such as thrOugh

the Office Of Education and ,through State funds under title

III of the Elementary and Secondary Educa tiom,Act.

,Very little local school effort has*Zneinto problem oriented

'teaching about problteOrrented issues. This is.the major

reason I propose' that: environmental :education has not been in

.novatiVe'acording to the second definition given by ,Pincus.

Once again, in Israel there iS opportunity to develop your
4 1environment al education curriqula along the lines proposed in the

two documents that have been referred to; and in doing so.make
.
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the curricula innovative,

22

s-

Problem'XOcused environmental education is catching on

slowlkim the U.S.;.perh-aps-too slowly. If otr'schools do not

become cognizant for their inability to become innovative, as

ably analyzed by Pincus, I.fear.that.the environmental .education

movement _in t4e Uni,ted Stattes is-in jeopardy,. WO in the.UNS.
Ad you in Israel must examine his proPoLtions very carefully
and- act accordingly.-

Israel has already hegun to. learn from our ,mistakes;

it must con inue'to do so. Innovation can occur through

continued commitment of the Environmental ProtectionService
and the Ministry of Education; Bandwagoning can be prevented '

through continued commitment of the universities, teacher

training colleges and the §choOls. I see a great future both,

for Israel and for en1qpnmentardducation inIsrael.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL

CONFERENCE

by .

c Frank X. Sutman

This summary and recommendations are for specific action in the

area of environmental education for Israel.

In Israel there is a need, at this time, for greater emphasis

in education about the oonservation of the environment, This is

true because it would serve to balancethe Present over emphasis on

the more theoretical subjects taught in the schoolt, allowing for

concern for humanistic problems and their solution.. This Conferent

has indicated that the Rbeishould be-met by instituting an Environ
.

-mental Education Center where capable people from many disciplines'

would, on a part, time basis, communicate and work together on a

variety of activities related to environmental education, These would

include,''for example, development of curriculUm materials, .evaluation

of materials aria :evaluation of different approachesto teaching

about the environemtn,.develoOment of speCial-materials for

citizen or adult education,land. serving as a nucleus to tie the

environmental activities going on aroind the country together. ''.1113`

Center must deal with problems of educating Israeli people at

all levels; even at the university level.

The center should,be sptnsored,and support:ill by both the

Environmental Protection Servibe and the Ministry of Education,

obtaining additional support from other agencies. The center

would make recommendations to the Environmental Protectipn

Service and the Minitpry of Education regarding ynvironmental.

education,matters. The center should be directed by .a proven

scholar who hah oriented his or her attention to the more
,

humanistic aspects of education. Staff members shoul include

1knowledgeable university level, school level and pers nnel

from'other levels on_a part time basis; even on a to porary ,

basis.. The Director should have a part time committm nt to the '
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center, at least.at the begittining.

.1
Acador commitment and responsibility of the Center must

be to serve all teacher ,training Wetitutions-in the pountrY.&

This would by done, in part, by' dei/eloping one or more environ-

) 'mental education "camps," to be used to give all teachers

training experience with outdoor emOronmentV education :,.

problem oriented type experienctia. These camps should be
away fromhe college-university atmosphere; away from the

traditional classroom..

" I :: , c.

. .

The environmental educatiph center staff would organize

internships,- training workshops, etc.,for teachers' and for.2'

.other leaders in the Country.

4

tnitially,,curficulum materiaWdaveloped'through the

'center,shbUld followguidelfnes developed by an' appropriate

diverse committee. This committee should seriously consider

0 the following ideas Wtheyi develop their guidelins!:

1. the inle of ecolOgy as-a,MotiVational introduction

to environmental education pro6lems. ""S

'2: activities that are probleworiented and.allow the

teacher to serve mOi as m4nagei and less*.'es lecturer.

3. the adaptationaf.already available appropriate materials,
4. the incorporation of1environmental concerns into tra-

ditlonal curitcu2e; when these materials are being revised...

5. the de'veloprnent of less specialized interdisciplinary

type,thetSriaid for use in the, schools.

To cause thin movement to go forward, Dr. Uri Marinov,

Direcbr of the EPS.and the 4nister should meet with other

appropriate people, in the near future, to consider questions of

finance, time schedules*, etc. 'One year from. now (by September
1$

1t6) the leadpiship of this present Conferenbe should Oe

called together by a member of the ScienC6 Teaching Centre tot

2
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consider prognesSmade, and to make further recommendations for

action related to Israel's etro
,

tal education movement

.Several additionil concernsewere made following acceptance
. 1.
of the above recommendatipp-summary.

.

';
1. the center mustconsiider preparing people to teach in

,
.

,

the -en ironmental field schools or camps.
.

;

2. the training of tedcOre needs consideration

3. an Urban Studies Center should serve at least as one

of the field sbhbOls.

4. aeScriptive materials regarding the best places in

industry to hbw. examples of problems and Solution of

problems are needed.

5. ,contact witri the British Council should be madefor

ideas as then Center develops.

ipgaltrdirni environ..'

mental - issues.

t

4

p

s
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SUCCESSES AND FAILURES IN- NATURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL 'QUALITY EDUCATION
-

(The ways of the society for the protection of nature)

4e/
by

Azaria Alon

Initially, before the nature preservation authority was establishedv

the society for the protection of nature was'largely occupied with the phy-

sical act of nature preservation, decTgiretions of preservation, ,etc. After

the authority Was established, the society diverted'its principal activity

to the subjectof education. Until recently the society was occupied with

the protection of nature in its narrowest genie:- protect .landscape end

nature treasures. A cumber of years ago, when the problems of the polluation

of the sea of Galilee, and power plants along the coastline, and so on arose,

the society briCdened the scope of its action to that of environmental quality
In_general. From there it's mat far_to the apecifiC subject of Cleanlipess

-igailiTintnCiej3dUCatiane 4

The society functions by means of two networks: Its urbaj branches; and

field schools.. The'letterMeet with alargerand mom varied public, prin-
cipally adolescents. At the present time the field schools handle5D,000

youths per annum. Besides that, there 11 a central explanation network,

mainly through the society newspapers. 20,000 copies of the veteran nelks-

paper "Tevah Va*aretz", which is intended for adults, are distributed.

"Slasit", a newspaper for youths that has been started three years ago,

has 19,000 subscripers, and "Pashosh", the youngeet a childrens' news-

paper which now completed it's first year, reach:m14,000.

We were able 'to learn from the relatively successful action to prevent

the pickinj of protected wild flowers. This was apparently a most unpopulai.

thing; A Strike against unaccepted and believed tradition. Togethbr with
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P
the nature pr- eServation authority, the society went on ari all encompassing,.

multifacdted campaign: included were a law prohibiting picking

flowers, distribution of information about the meaning of protected flowers,

an explanation of the need for their preservation, and area supervision. What

characterized this campaign was its consistency and perseverance through the

years, while addressing itself'to each age in accordance with its concepts.

'Use of law and fines was.small, but deterent. Principally it wastri--6ducatiohal

campaign, and as auch,involved children. They turned into the major proponents

Of wild flower protection. After ten years of-consistent educational aptioh,

it is possible to point out results in two areas; One is the strengthening of

public awareness in general,and among children in particular;. the second is ,

signifiPant improvement in the cOnditiGn of wild flowers which, in the past,

were placed in danger of extinction.
.

In another area where-we tried a similfir action, the prevention of harm

to corals and to'the rest of the underwater creatUres, it is impossible to point

to a similar success. While picking wild flowers effects a broader public,

especially children, thmajority of those who remove corals are adults, a

portion of whom even do so fora living (illegally). Turning to logic and to

the conscience did not work here, except in the smallest measure.

On the strength of our experience with the subjecOsof wild flowerer about

two years ago we embarked on an all encompassing action of envirdnmental clean-
-

liness education. 'We are still groping whether for ways of explanation and

action, or whether in preparetpn for an active crew. In reality, this task

appears almost as physical/labor: the adult public, whether individuals or

as a whole, pollutes its environment without due consideration, and it is not

easy to educate children to cleanliness in. the midst of general growing pol

lution. The time we have spent on this, still does not enable us to reach

23
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conclusions. Our -Fundamental approj is as follows: we will educate against

pollution, whether by means of mplanation, or by MiiiSh& of cleaning actions,

which will bp carried out by the children. The supposition is that children

who take part in these actions, and espeCially if 'they -are permanent actions,

in a defined area (neighbourhood,Tschool district; etc.) will be restrained

in the future from polluting their environment, and the maintenance of clean-

liness will come a second nature to them.
,

On the agenda: creation of''exteasion letworks that teachers and kindet-

garten teachers till use in environmental quality education..
.

;!

a
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ISSUES IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

. W by

. Avranam Blum
e

J.

3ntroduttion

A

Environmental educition is more than the study of the bicOo-rical
.

and human'factors in our environment, as education is always more than

the imparting of a subject smatter field. Yet its backbone is the ob-

jective study of a variety of environmental facets. Therefore MB shall

first lbok at the structure of the envionrmental disciplines and their
...

implications to education. We shall see that some demands often made

in education are emphasized in envlronmental education. Then central

issues wiil be discussed, as well as strategies, which will help us,

/".. hopefully, to foster environmental eudcation both within and outside
t

the formal framework of schools.

The Structure of the Disciplines_and_Environmental_Science

The environmental sciences include many and different disciplines,

"far more than is.attributed commonly to ecology. When we speak about

environmental sciences, we are not only referring to the entirety of

thElj disciplines brought under one common heading. Important are the

relationships between the different subject matter fisIde, between

different aspects/ end, often, between, different outlooks and different

'interests. 0n the same token environmental studies cannot consist

of an array of chapters borrowed from various disCiplinesv °Environmental

units have to be integratedtin one way or another (Blum, 1923).

Beyond the classical sciences (Comte, 1877), environmental science

4

I

will draw'mainly upon those disciplines,%hich Aristotle called practical,

meaning those disdiplines the aim of which is'to do, to chose deliberately'

between given alternatives, to:decide on an appropriate actions (Schwab, 1964).

31.
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AristOtle included in the practical disciplines mainly ethics and politics.

We could add modern applied sciences like administration, systems theory

and perhaps those parts.of medical, engineering and agricultural sciences

Whict4 are concerned with what should be done in a certain situation. Kotarbinski

speaks about praxiciogy, "the science of efficient action":

... The tasks of prakiology are to formulate and to prove recommendations

concerning what must' be done: What it is advisable tp de) under de-

finite circumstances in order
*

to attain the intended results in the

most efficient way". (Kotarbinski, 1962, p. 211).

Brandwein suggests a corriculum in ekistics,using a term renewed by

Doxiades,.teaning "the study of the ecolbgyiof huntib beings in settle-

ments\r communities". (California, 1971). Whatever the fancy word for it

may be - environmental science embraces a range of disciplines which have.

a common:aim: to show how the natural and mark -made environment can be im7

proved. We shall later comeback to the question, if this integrated ap-

sproach also means necessarily that a new scho61 subject has to ba created.

V

Environmental Studies and Environmental Education

When we consider environmental studies to be practical disciplines,

they are only means to an end. In environmental; education we aim at higher

goals. We hope to impart values and to prepare studenti for action. This

two-fold endeavour 'in both the cognitive and the affective domains is ex-

pressed in the definition adopted by the International Union for Conserve-

.) tion of Nature and Natural Resour:Ces:

32

"Environmental education is the progress of recognising values and

calrifying concepts in order to develop skills and aptitudes.neceak.

sarytto understand and appreciate the interrelationships between

man, his culture and his bio- physical surroundings". (National

Association for Environmental Education, 1972).

This definition recognizes two levels of understanding - that of

basic concepts, which will be used in the development of the mental skills

'1
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needed in order to understand - on the second level - complicated inter-

relationships, which are typical for the web of life.

Parallel to this there are two levels of affective learning: that of

receiving particular values, a stage which begins when the students become

aware of these values, and the higher level of internalising the values to

some degree of commitment.(1)

The final goal of environmental eaucation.is reached when the student

functions according to his best knowledge and reasoning, based on a com-

mitment to improve as much as possible the quality of his environment. Such

reasoning demands an understanding of environmental problems, knowledge how

tb procure up-to-date knowledge and skills to differentiate between facts,

commentaries and propaganda.

a So far we are still in need for appropriate curricular materials, which

serve the goals that were defined.abowe.

A monodisciplinary approach cannot serve our purposes, although we

should examine each discipline taught in the school as:to how it can con.-

tribute toward the understanding of environmental problems and their
. -

solutions. In order to foster the understanding of problems, the instruct-

ional activities should be omnized around environmental problems like air

pollution, pesticide residue's, improving the landscape.

It should be stressed that in environmental education we are not only

concerned with pollution proiblems but also with the creation of a pleasant

environment. If we extend the domain of environmental quality to that of

quality of lifethen we shall have tb prepare also curricula on fundamental

problems like the race between population growth and food production, the

(1)Cp. the classification of education goals in the affective domain in
Krathwohl, Bloom and Masia (1964). e

33 -
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inequalities in _society and possible remedies.

Controversal Issues in Environmental Education Curricula

Common to all these issues is their controversial character. Points

at issues in each. problem are the degree of immediacy, in which it should

be dealt with, its possible causes and, even more solthe optimal remedies

proposed; Common to these Problems is also the emotional involvement,

which they inducer and which enter the deliberations. When reading state-

ments about controversial issues.we should try and analyse, which open,

hidden or unconcious motives Tight have influenced a certain stand taken;

One way how this could be done in a curriculum unit will be demonstrated

in the following examples.

Is the catastrophy.iMminent?" This is one of the questions, on which

.experts on the world hunger problem 'disagree. The question is also asked in

the booklet "Fight Against Hunger" (Curriculum,Center, 1975). Students

Vids of optimists clash-
.

read contrasting opinions of experts in develo

with those of petsiMistS. The students on their,p rt try to understand what

stands behind the different opinions: belief, involvement in an ongoing

project; temperament, experience etc.

Top easily a scape-goatis chosen, in order to simplify the problem;

Such a goat can be a cow - as in the case of the holy cgw in India. Did

she create the hunger problem? Is she a-by-prodyct of ignorance? what

is the ecological role which she fulfills? Can holy cows be slaughtered

everyWheib? These too are questiOns, on which students debate, with the

help of task cards, and reading chapters; which are part of the Fight Against
Hunger curriculum., The questions are asked in the instructional materials,

where also different views are exposed - but students are encouraged to

come to their own stand.

One of the big dangers in environmental education is that blind involve-,

ment, which springs from good will, but which deviates easily towards

34
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exaggerations and co;Ifusing facts with slogans. Environmental problemb
can be solved only when the facts are given an objective-consideration.
This i1s another skill, which we should develop in environmental education,
for instance by presenting the students with excerpts in favour and against
a Certain way of .thought or action. They could be asked to anelyze (sometimes
with thehelp of critical questions) how the authors stress what. is con-

d.venient to their line of thought and feeling, sometimes by distorttag the
facts and taking them out of context and by using the classical tricks of
propaganda (Oath, 1950). As example for a "classical" discubsion in which
the opponents do not restrict themselves to an objective exposition of their
views, can serve us Rachel Carson's very influential ':Silent Spring", and the
answer given to her arguments 4y the spokesmen of,the US Department of Agri-

.culture before a congressional committee. In the curriculum unit "The Eli,
DDT and We" (Blum, 1974), for instance, these clashing expositions frOm both
sides of the barricade appear under the heading "Who exaggerates"? and students
are lead to distinguish

between facts and emotional statements and toianalyze.
how both sides explain the same facts, how they answer weak points in the
opponent's arguments, but refrain from giving an answer, when this would be
embarrassing.

The Problem how to Brinq Information Up-To-Date

In.enviromilental education there is a constant need to up-date in-
formation. This truism holds indeed for all domains of knowledge, bt it
has'a special meaning wheh applied to the education towards problems
-analysis and problem solving. Real problems are influenced-by may fact-.
ors, the weighing of which changes all.the time. The building of a new,
factory can deteriorate air quality in itkvicinity.very drastically. The.
introduction ofan anti-pollution(device

can improve it. Dlta like the
number of cars per hour, traveling through a village pr recommendations
for the use of pesticides change quickly and one has mow at least, where
up-to-date information can be obtained. This cauldbe a good' opportunity
for students to-"learn how to learn" (a hackneyed ducational platitude,
which is still without cover in most of our schools, even those whip
have a library or are close toone). A strategy, how to teach students .
gradually'to use books, and periodicals, can be found inthe teacher's 3 5

I
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guide to the mentioned Fight Against Hunger unit.' It is based on three

degrees of guidance:

1. Students receive a list of books and periodicals, which are in the

library, with full bibliographic details on the pages, en which they

will-find what they are looking-fort.

2. They obtain a list of recommended publications without further details.

So they are obliged to use the table of content and the subject matter

index. In a parallel unit, taught in the language arts, &amples how

to go about are given for the different school subjects outside language.

.? In the most advanced phase students are asked to find for themselves re-

levant chapters in books, articles in periodicals, with the help of a

catalogue and abstracts,.

The Need.for Regional Activities

In environmental edimation we are concerned, Jain. With world wide

issues and with changes in the whole biosphere. But a meaningful environ-

mental educatiln must begin at home, around the school and in the near°

vicinity Of the student. For him a local ecological nuisance is more

relevant than the account of a terrible disaster somewhere else. (This

should not imply that typical case hiitorles from further away cannot

be used effectively where appropriate). In his clAe environment the

student can stroll, learn from nature, collect impressions and observe

data - all this without expenditures for trawl. Therefore in environ-

mental education, more than in any other educational field, regional

activities are apt to tie the students mind and soul to his environment

and its problems, Teacher's colleges, schools which encourage, pedago-

gical innovations, pedagogical centers and clubs can contribute to this

effort andprepare local materials, in which thg Specifics will be stressed,

which students Will be able to observe and experience in their own habitat.

36.
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Systems Analysis and Decision Making A

In environmental education we do not ',confine ourselves to thertle=ript-
1

.ion of the state of affairs and even not tb the study of those theories, which

.teach us 'how to improve 66 environment, which we live. In environmental

educatl'on we have to learn how to examine Practical suggestions on their

merits and how to,make an optimal decision in a complexsituation - and in

reality it is always complex.

In this task two auxiliary.tdisciplines cen helpsust systems analysis

and decision making. We approach the cybernetic era, in whiCh we shall have

to master powerful integrated systems, if we do not want to let them dominate

us. Our habitats and the biosphere are systems too.. Whehtwe come to analyze

the manifold factors which interact in these systems, we need appropriate

tools. Systems analysis and flow diagrams can be such instruments. They,

belong to language.which should not be restricted to the use of technolo-

gists. SOfar these topics were seldom taught i!etschool, and we shall have

to explore.ways of fitting them into the curr-SculUm.

In environmental education we are eager for action to improve the quality.

of life. Many outlobka, opinions and plans clash With each other and we

have toaloose among them.. Here we have the problem how to decide, how

to choose among alternatives, without being able to forma all the possible

implications, and while pdrt of the factois like "enjoyment" or "peaceful

environment" cannot be measured, since they belong into the.realm of aesthetics

and ethids. Decision making is.a skill, which might tie belpful, but is

seldom developed in schools. Foecke (1971) argues that 11.84 indeed, because

the ordinary man.in the street applies _knowledge... much more often. than he

generates it, it would seem that the decisiOn making method should receive as

much attention as the scientific method". The number of alternatives, which

we held in memory cdncurrently, is smalls Qimon (1974) estimates this

number to be five, Shulman (1974) believes this number: to be already on the

high side, which only few people attain, and Schwab (1974) holds that most

people can work with only two or three simultaneous hypotheses. Both Shulman
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and Schwab agree that computers should be used in a, very sophisticated way

'Sand that this can be done only after the alternatives were prepared carefully and

the relevant data have been collected.

This does not suggest in any way that the computer can'take the place

of the -lumen decision maker. It can only serve him and help him. This

point should be stressed specially when weal l4 about environmental issues,

'in which we attribute to aesthetic and moral fdctors different weights, ac-

cording to the decision maker's judgement. With this limitation in mind the

complexity of the cybernetic era and the 'iOmediacj, of thp environmental problems

force us to find less intuitive ways and to set aside time to develop skills

needed in decision making.

Mora jr. the,over-crowded time table of our schools should this be done?

Schwab (ibid) in summing up his paper on "Decision'and Choice - the Coming

Duty of Science Teaching' proposes:

that the natural sciences, the social studies and thehumanities in

every school jive serious thought to curtailing their time and coverage

of their own subject- matter's by one-third; that the time thus made

accessible, be used to convey the disciplines of treatment of practical

problems."

. .

The declaration of the IUCNNR', which was cited at the beginning of this

paper (National Association, 1971), goes on:

"... Environmental education also entails practice in decision making

and formulation of a code of behaviour about issues concerning environ-
,

mental quality".

Various curricula in the social and natural sciences began already to

produce units, the aim of which is to develop in stuaents skills needed in

decision making. Simulation` games can be very suitable for that PurP ode

38
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(Varenhorst, 1968). The science program of the Educat on Research Council. in

the US and the Schools Council Integrated Science Proj ct (1973) in Britain were

among the first developers of simulation games about vironmental issues.

In other curriculum units, as "0n Moulds and Mi ew" of the Agriculture,

as Environmental Science Project in Isrbel (Blum, 1 4), protOcols of a meeting

of decision makers are given to, students, who have too take a'stand and declare
. .

what decision they would htve made. Students are so presented with controversial ,

opinions of experts on insecticicte.pollution and e asked to evaluate their argu

ments critically. (Ibid).

311,
i

The Foundational Approach to Science Teaching'project in Hawaii prepared ca

special unit on decision theory. In. new environmental education (curricula like.

"People and Resources" of the Conservation Education Project in England (Barker,

1975) much room is allocated to the investigaticim of pollution problems in the

students' vicinity and the search for possible tolutions is encouraged.

I
_ .

The Need for iln,4hvolved Teacher

. . .

Above all anvironMental education is value education. The infbrmation con
.

veyed to the students has to give the necessary factual background and to enable

them to put the theory into action. Most iMportant is the teather's concern for,
.

and involvement in, environmental, problems.. Irhe can persuade his students of

his own sihcerity in environmental issues and iP he is involved in the struggle to

improve the situation, his teaching and belief have a chancetto be transmitted

to his students. If he does not identify himself with what he is preaching, he

will build.up unintentionally his students cynicism towards nv ronmental problems.

The ubfortunate experience with "Jewish conciausness" can show us how im,

possible it is to hand down a decision to educate from today on towards these, or

other important values, if the teachers themselves did not internalfze these values

hnd outside school there is no favoUrable atmosphere which could support the, effort

made. There are else) other cases, in which the value education was confined to a,

certain hour in the school's timetable and the results were In acbordanap

with thit approach. EdUcation.towards productivity anethe values of creative

39
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work.beCamtra monopoly of agricultural and industrial tirts teachers, education

to love onalAHhomeland was "apportioned" to geography, or the Education Hour
10:.

of theficlassroom teacher (if it was not pushed out from there too for pressing

"organisational reasons"). We have to remember this experience when we come
. ,

- to the question, ifa new subject, Environmental Studies, should be introduced

into the syllabus or not.

TyIntr811,Uce.a Special Subject or to Infiltrateinto the Existing? .

.

We discussed already the,pcdft.that the environmental sciences do not

constitute a separate discipline and that environmental studies cut across '

most subject matter fields. This does not imply that we should necessarily,

refrain from introducing new subject into school. In Environmental Studies
%

we Can concentrate on the exposition of different, environmental issues, on

their analysis in an interditciplinary.Approachtpn the crytallisation of a

balanced, but integrAed how to solve. the problems, and on the

educatIon towards positiv. -action. Yet, some very gopd reasond.speak against

all our into one sdhooi subject.

. . .

Thelpoint was made that by compressing environmental education,Into the

school subject, we might push it into a solitary corner. Environmental

Studies at a separate Aubject do not stand many chances of becoming a.cdm-
_.

pulsory Bagrut (matriculation).subject, and therefore it will have difficulties:

in finding.living space in high school although even as elective Bagrut
. '

subject it would gain prestige. 'It would be.difficult to find room in the

heavy loaded weekly Scheduls'for.a new subject. In-place of what shbuld
I..

'
(it come?

The problem is specially difficult in senior high school. In the academic

. streams the Bagrut examinations and the demands of the universities do hot

leave many degrees of freedom. In vocational high schools technical aspeota

are emphasized. There afficient,prod uction is considered the centrIal goal

and thq commitment to environmental quality is not very Outspoken. Barely

4 40
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is there a commitment towards safety education. So far little attention.
. .

was given, in vocational and industrial schools, to those environmental

problems, which ardttreated by industry and the accelerated use of energy

from fossile sources.
.

The situation is better in elementary schools. Hera the distance from

Bagrut is greater, and the balance between knowledge acquisition and fostering
,

educational valaes not so distorted. An important step forward on a promising

road was made lately by the Pedagogical Secretariat of the Ministry of

Education and CulN,Ire, when it decided to chapge the subject Agriculturein

elementary schools, into Environmental Studies end Agriculture. This decision

was influenced mainly.by two developments.

*

The new curridula in Agriculture as Environmental Science, whidh were

developed during the last decade for grades 7-9 and which were already in-

troduded into a large percentage of the schools..stress the environmental,.
4

nonaLationai relelitance of growing plants and animals, (Blum, 1971). Both

the creative-tnjoymentc, which can be gained from wingfor living organisms

* and specially flowers, and the problbms arising from ,the farmer's inter-
o
-,ference with nature are emphasiied.

The second development, which contributed to the decision to change soda-
,. A

thing in the composition of subjects in'elementary.schools, has to do with the .

inclination of many teachers tole ?le natural studies to the laboratory or

the classroom. Here "Agriculture" was able to compensate partly for what was
1 .

,lost. Flow far the change of the name of the subject, from Agriculture-to

2:-Environmental Studies and Agriculture will bring about also a further change

n content and apppoac4 will depend mainly on dukic.opinion and the teachers.
A

Those biology tedrchers who neglected the education'towards apprediation of
( .

the living environment and the cars for plants and animals, did so because

of their lack of knowledge and self-assurance and not out of any Weltanschauung.

Agricultural 4athers, whose scienti'id edubatioq was limited and whose training

Was one'sided, functioned in the opposite way and for the same reason: They.

felt secure in the garden and felt uneasy when confronted with theoretical

questions', in the basic sciences. This feeling of insecurity which was triggered
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mainly because of lacking knowlidge, is apt to'hinder.also in future changes in

the direction of'a stronger ecological- environmental emphails. Therefore

teacher pre- and in-service training in the new curricula and in what is behind

them might beithe key to an improv4 environmental education.

The infroduCtion of a new subject, .Environmental Studies, which will com-

prise elements from the natural sciences, "homeland" and social studies ant

which will stress the value aspect, could well increase the difficulties which

exist already now in finding suitable teachers. Without an enormous effort

in teacher training and re-training, much more than is done today, °grated

curricula, which are necessary in Environmental Studies, will not be impleMented.

We shall have to find ways in 'teacher training, how to enlarge the study of

science which is needed to understand facts and problems and, simultaneously,

strengthen also the humanistic side, without which environmental education will

not succeed. ,

Even when we assume that a place can be found for Environmental Stugl.es.

in the weekly schedule and competent teachers can be twined, we still'should

,try to infiltrate most other school subjects skstematidally with environmental

consciousness. We can take as an example-the approach of the Elavarian school

reformers towards sex education. They decided td include different aspects

of the topic in the various school subjects, from religious instruction

(sexual ethics) through biology to the fine'arts (nude in works of aft),

`Sayerisches Staatsriinisterium, 1970).

In a similar approach a group of English teachers convened to explore the .

place of arre'Pe in envrionmental science, assuming that the same should be done

for other subjects, (Association for,Science Education) 1974). They felt that:

. .

nee. the specific contribution of the science area of theculticulpm.should

be:
. ,

.1. to establish the major scientific thepties about milittervisnOgy and living

things.

2. to use these theories to explain natural processes, cycles and conpipls

at work in'the world system.

,42
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3, to show how the application of scientific knowledge does and could

affect "natural" environmental systems, individuals,, communities, world

development.

4. to examine the interactions between science and technolog5;1 environments,.

communities, economics, politics and value (belief) systems. Thereby

show that decisions concerning science and technology involve other

considerations outside these two areas which may be of great import-

ance and public interest.

5.. to help to develop the knowledge, skills and attitudes involved in

forming an opinion Ind. in publicly expressing it."

Many of these recommendations, which weie originally directed towards

science teachers, are not so specific for the science area. With a minor

change in context and point of view and a small shift in emphasis they apply

as well to other subject fields taught in school.

In both cases, when a new field of study is introduced into school, as

well as when the environmental topics are.divided pp between the existing'

subject matter fields, a close cooperation between specialized teachers is of

paramount importance. Without it environmental educatim Will be lame. In

many places much progress has been made with team teaching in one form or

another. Teachers, who used this tectinique, got to'understand' better each

others',point of view. Team teaching is still a strange thing to many teachers

any future wif,1 show how specialized teachers will create patterns of environs

mental team teaching. '4 1 . '
Other Franieworks for Environmental Education

In all our discussions how to orgdnize learning sctilrnts.in environmental

education effectiveIyand.howtp int00ite thaaCin the over-all curriculum, we

should not flitet oarPentral goal. The tinfieistanding of problems iS'Only the

starting point for building up positive attit6desl'the will and skills to work

43'
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towards balanced.aglutions of environmental problems. Therefore the in-

duction of a, deliberate and practical commitment to the improvement or

the environment gust be an integral part of environt mental education: 'It

could well be that extra-curricular fremeworks,'Aich are more flexible

and less knowledge-centred, will be more suitable for our purpose than

the formal set-up of most of pur schools, in whiph the contact between

teacher and students is more restirdted. At least On first-sight it seems

that special'circles or clubs would be most suited. They could attract

students of different abilities and interests. the teacher- leader in this

framework can make more allowance for personal inclinations than in the

formal lesson.

Students in academic streams might be interested in suggestions, how

to prepare thesis papers (instead of a Bagrut examination),. Other suitable

Frameworks are the Bagrut examinations themselves, into whiChenvironMental

problems could be included, camps for youth interested in environmental

problems and environmental science fairs, The topics of such a competition

could come frog' two complementary areas;

1. Development of methods hnd apparatus for environmental investigations.

2. -Exposition of projects Which have brought about an improvement (even

.7

. "
'a small one) in environmental quality.,:er could feasibly do so,

if they were,implemented.

'

education Hour of the classroom teacher could be an auxiliary mean, if

properly used. Its scope is not wide enough for a thorough investiiatilon of

environmental issues (for which purpose also the classroom teacher's know-

ledge is usually unsufficient,). Yet Education Hour could be very relevant as

%focus for fostering positive attitudes by planning and expcuting'activities,

which could ameliorate something in the community, to which ithe School belongs.

Trendt in the Curriculum Units Developed in Israel'

During the last few years some environmental, curriculum units were also

produced in Israel, and not only in the natural sciences. These units 'how

4
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two deVeloping trends: Infiltration of environmental education into more

subject matter fields than was the case before, and a ,trend towards breaking

up the boundaries between the classical subject matter areas. The following

is a short description of some of these units:

1, "Garden in my room" - In this unit children grow plants,.which can be

found in each kiiCkin(beet, sweet potato, onion

etc.) as ornamentals in their room at home.

The unit was developed as part of the topic "In

the house" and will be built intq the social studies

Curriculum'foi. grades -4. Also the topics."Around

the house" and 'The quarter" (or the village") are

part of this draft curriculum:

2: "How to grow plants"- This teacher's guide on simple garden techniques for

primary school teachers is still in its development

stage and will be tried out during a Matal-inserViCe

training, before being released.

3. "Plants in your home " -In the framework of Environmental Studies and Agriculture

sixth graders will learn hOZto grow home plants and

.ornamentals. They will.take the pots home and invest-
.

igatethere, which is the most suitableplace to grow

each species.

sp

4. "Let's Grow Plants" - This course is given in grade 7. A substantial part of

the course is on plant propagation and experimenting

with flowers. .Among-the subjects, which have a special

environmental aspect, is the protection of epiphytes.

S. "Excess nitrate in water'

This unit deals with the nitrate polluticin of water,

its effect on babies and lakes, and ways how to prevent

the pollution. It will complete the chapter on the

use of artificial fertilizers in "Let's grow plants".

Students discover that excess fertilizer is not

only harmful to the pocket but also to plants end.

ground water quality. 4 5
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6. "Prevention of cruelty to animals'

This module was prepared by a joint team of the

Curriculum Center and Bar Ilan University, as

as part of the Oral Law curriculum for religious

schools. After a discussion of the religious laws

against the cruelty to animals students check if

experiments done in school do not break these laws.

9. "The forest and water "-and similar chapters for further reading, which

belong to the "Plant and water" unit of.the ?th grade

biology curriculum, present environmental issUes, on

which public opinion is,split.

8. ."Man and water" - is one of the main topics in 9th grade biology. It

centers around water pollution, The team froM Haifa

University, which prepared this unit, developed water

pollutidn experimental teacher guides for excursions,

alohg rivers and an educational game;

9. "A fly, DOT and Us" - this curriculum is about pesticide pollution and

alternative ways of plant protectA. The reasons,

whiCh influenced the rise and fallof Der are

discussed and problems like resistance andbiologicei

control are investigatNi. Students look at the prgtalem

from the points of view of both the producer and the

consumer. The "Silen Spring" controversy serves to

initiate an exercisein which students learn to dif-

fersntiate between facts, commentaries and propaganda.,

This unit is given in 8th or 9th gradet-ip the frame-

works of either Environmental Studies and Agriculture,
4/*

or in Biology.

10. "Arranging flowers"- is now a subject in 8th grade Home Economics. Relevant

instructional materials for students and teachers were

prepared.

11. "Our environment" - a unit, which was developed by Metal in Tel Aviv

5niversity, is taught in.elementary school as part

of the Nature Study program. It has sections on most

polltion problems. 4
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12. "Chemistry in modern society"

is a text prepared in the Hebrew University of Jeru-

salem for the secondary school students, who choose

a humanistic strand. It deals i.a..with air'pollution.

13. "Fight against hunger"- if we take environmental quality in its wider sense,

as human ecology, we should include the world hunger

problem and the ways to fight it among the most serious

environmental issues. The peak learning experience

of this curriculum unit is the simulation game "End

to hunger", which was presented in one of the work-

shops of this conference.

Conclusion-=

We are only at the beginning in environmental education, and shall have to
invest much effort in order to create effective patterns in thisnew, but quickly
developingrares of education. So far most instructional materials, which were
developed, were mainly ecological. New approaches are crystallizing and environ-
mental education is starting to infiltrate also subject matter areas outside the ,

natural sciencesi., Learning activities- should be centered around real 'and releva?t
problems, if possible from the environment of the student, and interdisciplinary
in their approach. The goal of environmental, education will be reached when

students will analyse Wsituation, come to a balanced decision what can and should
be done, and.will act within the limits of their pbssibilfties, in order to im-
prove the quality of their environment. To attain this goal teachers are needed,

owho are both committed and have the, necessary knwoledge and ability to lead their
students. To quite some extent they will be able to do so through team teaching
striategiesand by using many.possible frameworks. Within formal education the
potential -§ special "Environmental Studies should be further explored, but environ-
emtnal fogfin all school.sobjects should be exploited. Circles and clubs for the
improvemen*,of the environment, teacher colleges and pedagogical centres, contests
and projetwork are other frameworks, which could be used effectively in environ-
mental edu tion.
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PROBLEMS PF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR

EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

by

Miriam.Ben Peretz

Even though environmental problems are central to the life of man in

our era, many difficulties arise in struggling with these problems through

educational endeavors.

It is possible to divide these difficulties into three main groups:

A. Difficulties whose source is the school,

B. Difficulties which derive fro16 the nature of the educational process.

C. Difficulties which derive from thenature of .the subject of envirenmental

quality.

Lesson planning in the area of environmental education must be done-with

awareness and sensitivity to these problems, otherwise the goals of the

programs, awareness of environmental problems in their entirty and personal

readiness for action aimed at environmental quality _preservation won't be

achieved.

Below we will try to specify the various difficulties confronting

the planners, acki the effects arising therefrom, as theysare expressed in

the learning material that was prePared in the curriculum framework of

"Man in Nature".

A'Difficulties whose source is school

The environmental education effort is,focused principally upon the

framework of the educational system, with all its advantages and limitations.

It is important to make the teachers aware of the underlying difficulties

within the reality of school.

1. there is a sort of hidden barrier between the outside world and life 51.
in school (Liebard, 1965,-Bellack, 1967). For the majority of students

the sUbjects which are studied in school constitute a totally different

r;
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framewerk which is irrelevant to all that occurs in daily life. The

emphasis on theoretical concepts and the dichotomy which prevails,

in the school between theory and practice is liable to obscure the

maning'of the material which is taught and prevent its "translation"

into daily practice. As a response to this difficulty, the planners of

the program "Man in Nature" are trying to present the different topics

in contexts which draw.on the lives of the students. For example;

in the unit "Man And Water" the subject, the quantity of water man

consumes, is brought up while checking water bills which the children

are requested to bring from home (Man and water, 1974). Diversified

activities are suggested to the teacher which bridge the gap between

"school" and "the world" such as : contest of photographs of environ

mental mistreatment, gathering newspaper clippings, visit to a water

purification installation, a tour and survey of dwellings to determine

the degree of concern about water distribution. (Man and water,

!
teacher's guide 1, 1974 ).

2. Teachers and students have personal priorities withkegard to the import

ance of ecological problems in relation to other,proplenis. For teachers,

top priority might be given to diversified objectives such as: imparting

broad education to students, development of intellectual apacities,

expansion of good interpersonal relationships and develop ent of the

learners' personality. The teachers might be bothered by the multiple

eaUdational problems, lack of national consciousness,. impatience, and

lack of personal identification do the part of the students. The.

problem of environmental edudation is not always' the students' major

concern. They have their own problems, espedially,during adolescence,

the period in chthe program "Man and Nature" is taught. The extent

of their awareness ans readiness to be involved in general environmental

problems is liable'to be plight. This'situation imposes a burden on

all who try to.teach environmental educational efficiently. The planners

see great importance in the effort to overcome this difficultyvin

creating a scale of.values for teachers'and students alike. This

awareness is achieved in different ways, such as: questionnaires for

teachers, debates which revolve around analysis pf excerpts of li

terature'and recommendations to hold "public trials" on environmental

topics. 52
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3. In the immediate environment at home, in the street, and in the

school, the learner does not come across many meaningful positive

experiences that argue for preservation and impirovement of

environmental quality. Frequently the schoolis neglected, the

courtyard desolate, and the street dirty and noisy. The learner

lacks "models for emulation" in the environmental subjects. The
,--

seriousness of this difficulty should not be ignored. Not to

practice what one preaches isa vice especially in education, and

is liable to sabotage any educationalendeabor. The concomittant

experiencing of this phenomblon strengths.the gap between learning

and doing, between more words and the acceptance *of personal'res-

ponsibility for daily behaviour. It is not within the power
i

. .- .

of a curriculum limited to a small number of hours during one

academic year to solve this problem. This incere attempt requires

e)an all encompassing effort by many of t 44 authorities lnvblved in

school life. The littlethat the planners can.do is to suggest to

teachers to direct their students towards projectt for beautification

of the school district or Of residential areas. Indeed, there are

schools where beautification projects are carried ot.'t by the students

.. ,and teachers.. In this way the students are given the opportunity

actively to experience environmental beautification.-
.

4. In school one does,Aot deal with these problems but rather one learns.

"subjects" (Martin, 19700 Environmental problems are found in a

so-called "nomansland" between the studies of nature, geography

and citizenship. 'Few hours are set aside for the treatment of topics

in the field of environmental quality, and these generally, in nature

lessons only In this way, *the student does not see the f 1 extent

of the problem and doesn't get a complete picture of the f tors which

influence his environMent -*physical, ,biotic and human. T is problem

is beyond the capabilities of the planning crew of the,topic "Man in

Nature" and requires genuine ,changes in the general curriculum. The

planners tried to present to,the students something of the richness and
. .

the complexity of .environmental problems_ by utilizing differentjieldd

of knowledge and expressing them in the study material. The
1

unit

"Mao and the Landscape" is rich in it s treatment of historical events,
. .

" artistic expression and mutual relations between man and his surroundings. '

53
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This unit might serve geography lessons and lessons in the history

of man in the same way that it is meaningful to nature lessons.

The curriculum "Man in Nature" triep.to place before the student a

number of problems which requira,of man diversified knowledge, a-
*

equitable social system and a background of Wellfounded values.

B. 'Difficulties Which derive from the nature/of the educational process

.

In each attempt to educate fOr a certain behaviour, the educator runs

into a number of serious practical and ethical problems.

1. There are objections to the position that there is a right to educate

toward requried values (Kleinberger, 4.P.; S. Yzhar, 1971).

Here the questionarises.in.all its severity. To what eeent is it

permissible ifor the educator and the teacher to, become involved in the

shaping'and consolidation of the value system of their students.

In a subject with such far reaching meaning for the future of man as

environmental.education, there is ns.escape from the conclusion that

no society can allow itself, under modern conditions to forego education

for positive values in the sensitive area of preservation and care of

resources and environmental quality. In the light of this approach,
4

the planners don't doubt their right to expect that the idea of

environmental quality will not be used just as 'a title for a chapter

i0 ,a school book, but rather as a guiding principal for responsible

behViour in our private and public lives. In the program, a,great

emphaais'is placed on reasoning.,exercises and "translation" of

"") 9 knowledge attained into just decisions in daily activitea. .

2.. Knowledge of c)od is not a guarantee for ethigal behaviour. A man

can be familia with ecological processes and able to form far .

reachir3 concLzions and may neverthelsss not act on the strength of

this knuwldge tor in accordance with these conclusions. Consequently,

the problem of 'translation" pf knowledge into a pattern of required

values for daily behaviour exists. Actually the choice which stands
1

before man is not one of clearlylgoodor clearly evil;, in every
.

decision there is aponflict of. pppoeed values. Behaviour which is

4
.
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laid to be based on.a system.of va4ue#d considerations whic

'derive from consciousness of environmental problems requires

,a capacity of "translation" of prinCiples to meaninqful action.
. k '

How is it possible to develop these.capaCitisa? Schwab and
st

Cohen (1965) specify.what.the difficulties in "translation" of

ethical principles" to practicdl plmonal decisions are. They

emphasize the need to cultivate the intellectual ability to

struggle with problems and buggest an educational way to exercise

the application of prinCiples to situations drawn from daily life.

Th4 way might foster the ability in the student to accept ethical

decisions. The planners of the program "Man in Nature" intend to

go this route and to increase exercises in which the student is

required to define fr himself which.are the environmental prin-

ciples liable to occ a. in differenk life circumstances and what 4'1'

can be deduced from themregarding personal behaviours'

3. Before each educator stands the problem of evaluating hieieducational
.

In a subject with educational implications such at the subject

of environmental education one should not,express evaluation proces7

ses thrqu examination of /pagning acqevemente which are focused

on understa dipg concepts and principles. We expect environmental A

education to bear fruit through a meaningful change outside the

walls'of the schoolOinthe long run. It is hard to evaluate changes ./
ih the area of.attitudes, approaches and deed s. Examination of edu-

cational success in the areeof attitudes and approaches is the most

difficult. Neyertheless the'plangers placed the goal before them-
,

belve01,that the educational effort invested in the topic "Man in

Nature:" will be accompanied by a follow-up white central question.

is to what extent can the students translate tile learning material

into deeds and-to what extent Concern for environmental quality is

manifested #n their lives. #1° ' .

. 0

C. Difficulties which derive°frorthe nature of the subject - environirldneal
.

-

quality.

-

In orgahizing field of knowladde a number, of serious problems stand
1

. .

before the educatorl , :5.5.
- 4 .

.
,

4
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1. Prdblems of emAronmental quality arepmost Odthp1eiX.41;di a scientific

stand point. Knowledge which is required for familiarity with

environmental processes is accbmulating ir diverse fields, and a

substantial part of it requires delving into much that is beybnd.

the ability of many students. This situation might cause the

educational treatment of environmental topics to be shallow, based

on dicta which are not founded on established facts and which lack'

scientific validity. To combat this difficulty, the planners of

"Man in Nature" emphasized quali'iable measurements, as expressed

in a unit of "Man and Water", which is rich in e4Derienaes that

require quantitativameasurement. The topic."Men and Water" is

presented as a case study Which exemplifies the problem of pol

lution of resources and their destruction. The students face an array

of factors, chemical and bacteriological which effect the quality of

%Ver. The problems of water usage, water purification, and dif

ferent causes of pollution, were brought to their attention through

an array of experiences. Also the students are required to struggle

with the decision making process "aS superrigbel of the water quality

of Lake Zuk". MA alternative programs are presented to. them

for the reduction of dollutioh in the Iaka and they Mutt explain

the program they choose. On the batis.of comparative data from

examinations of two lakes, the students are required to determine

whiip lake is more seriously polluted andNto justify their claims.

Every didactic measure which is taken by the planners should aid

. the student to get a meaningful, valid picture, scientifically

speaking, of the totality of factors involved in each problem of

environmental quality.

2. Study of ecological problems .leads to knoliedge.of the serious

problems of existence wt.iitph are a result of man's interference with

his environment. The stuort discovers that the suggested solutions

are still few and their risalization is frequently hindered by difG
fici..aties which derive from economic or social considerations. This

situation is liable to bring the student to utter despair, seeing

the situation as uncorreCtable and having a sense Of impotency and

hopelesbness. Because of this phenomenon, the program planners56
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accepted as Eucimatic the isinc iple -that?, in the curriculum "Man

in Nature", the possibility of affirmative action

should be emphasized. The unit "Man's Uniqueness" constitutes

a central element in the program because it focuses on the'im-

mense'human potential hidden Within the human brain. The unit

"Man and the Landscape" introduces the student topreservatiOn

and cultiyation which can be performed. The tone of the program

"Man in Nature" is not that of presentiment but of an optimistical

vision of man's Ability to accept responsibility for preserving the

ecosystem in which he lives.

3. Man is a creature with a great capacity for adaptation to the most

varied environmental conditions. Students who live in a noisy,

crowded metropolis under conditions of serious environmental

pollution are not necessarily aware or it. They are used tii'their

surroundings and frequently accept this' environment without com-

plaint; Teachers who taught the topic "Man and Water° reported

that during conversations about environmental elements, the

students expressed the approach that noise does nbt constitute a

disturbing factor to them and'even indubitable.environmental harm ..

is now grasped entirely in all its seriousness. Indeed, we are

not laying down a single treatment of what is essentially a value

subject such as environmental quality. Moreover, it is incumbent

di= us as educators to be aware that acceptance of reality as it

is might sabotage intended improvements. Under, these circumstances

the planners must plan learning opportunities which demonstrate

environmental problems in all their severity.. The tour along the

river which is an importgnt element'of the unit "Man and Water" is

intended to serve this purpose. During the tOur, the students use

quantitative experiments in order to determine water quality, and

in that way} oftting into practice what is learned in the laboratory

is validated,, Moreover they have a strong emotional experience of

-shock and even repulsion from, water sources polluted by man.

57
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By means of this experience and others, the planners hope to

increase the awareness of the learners of theenvironmental

' quality of their lives.

4

The problems presented are part of a totality of problems which

stand before all who want to struggle with environmental education.

The difficulties are many, as we said, but CfDe the performance of

environmental eudcation the words bf our wise' men apply: "You needn't

finish the job, but you are not free to avoid it".

50
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DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO ENVIRONMENTAL

EDUCATION

by

Menahem Zaharoni

Here in Jerusalem there lived a tragic prOphet who had been

destined to see it destroyed. He also saw the destruction of the.

land whose capital it had been, and the exile of the people. But

as he had strong faith and love for his people, he predicted the
6

beginning of its resurrection: "And I shall: assemble them from far-

away, the blind and the amputated, the pregnant and the one who 'has

given birth - all together, a big crowd shall come back here" (Jeremiah,

8, 33). It is a pity, though, that this prophet did not predict how all

the blind and the amputated will reunite to form one normal people in

.a homelanQ which will be rebuilt. These issues are very relevant also

,...../rimpressiOn I got was that she was not blaming

are educationally wrong. Ignoring reality Is

reality as it is while standing aloof is even

to the second return of Jews to Zion.

A strange discussion took place inthis conference:. F.Sutman

was optimistic in relation to whatis happening here. in environmental

quality. An Israeli woman, however,:had opposite opinions: she claimed

that the situation here is as bad as it .can be. -There could not be any

doubt as to who she was blaming for the existing situation, and the

60
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herself. Both approaches

a bad.haliit, but taking

worse.

I think that Berl Katzenelson (an Israeli leader of she first

part of this century) has written about our situation in both a poetic .

an a realistic manner. He knew that all kinds of people were re-

sembling in our land, among them "man- worm ". "And thou shalt make

an out'of the worm, a people out of the man and a country out of ,

sand". It is'ridiculous to compare our situation here with the state

of eall-formed nations who have been settled intheir land for many

generations. However, there is not any other example suitable for our

situation, to which we-could have compared our achievements and

failure. We still ddiot have in Israel a well-formed state and 7
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united nation. We should create them. If ahyohe assesses the situation
4

considgring reality, he' can perhaps claim that what we do have here is

a greeCiracle. It might have been much - worse. But with all the

conepOtion this thought may give,;we absolutely should not take the,

exi situation, including environmental quality as it.is. We should

adv all fields. The reason for not enough progress reCentlj,

(evellppmpared with the progress made during the Mandate) is the Israeli

inc Ilan which did not exist during the Mandate, to lay the burden

on d is shoulders. Who should'educete the Israelis? The common

""You and him", and mainly "the Orvernment".and "the in-

stitiiipns" but not "me".. I, personally, di; not, accept this attitude

andl m trying to do .whatever I can. My.responsibility hurries me to

actib .and if I do not perform enough., and if the. situation in many

res 'including the attitude to environmental qualityi' makes me

.sad then feel that I am also to blame for it. This feeling of

gu his a motivation for action. I suggest that everybody in this

.cont4ence accept this position.' This is how. an educating nucleus

will be formed. An Environmental Quality Edudt4on Center should be

buiWon this bdsis; otherwise it will be still another institution to

. ) bea d .

nvironmental Quality EducatioA is an integral part of education as

a Whbls. Changing the public's behaviour with regard to environmental

que4ty does not depend, for its most part, on logical explanations.

Peneities will not achieve .the aim either; for hot only is penalizing
criiiihals not educatibn, it is also not realistic in terms.of the

number of Otilicemen required to do it.

..,.=Educating people for better preserving of environmental quality should

stett with babies, at least with children in the Kindergarten. It should
. .

go-: 46p during all life's stages, using methods suitable for each stagei

ThOTiain problem is only hdw to educate, what methods, to employ. There

is *danger of mingling education with learning and gettingalearning

ins d of education. Todwmlgarning is in most cases not to be identi=

lytith education, Acquiring.any kind ofk.,information concerning problems
.4 61
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of environmental quality, the dangers of polluting and destroying

the natural environment , even in the form of studying tne.subject as

pert of a respectable and committing profession, cannot assure a

desired behaviour ofthe individual. It may men be that the motivation.

for the study of,..this subject, which will probably include suitable

sections in chemistry and physics and their relation to man's phySiology

and hygiene, will be Stranger than the will to study otner topics.

This is so because it pertains to the, learner's health. Nevertheless,

there is almost no doubt that this is not the way to attain significant

achievements in the individual's behaviour. Thelproblem of smoking

can serve as an example. Everybody is familiar with the dangerslof

smoking and, nevertheless, the number of smokers ks not getting lower.

Man's abuse of environmental quality is always immediate end is a

'result of men's laziness and of his egoistic demands. Preserving
11111.

environmental quality asa personal motivation is a long term task.

Man does not feel directly the result of any harm done to the

environment (which wilieventually affect his health). Environmental

quality education requires thourough and patient work, and this has

not been stressed enough in our symposium. It has to be baSed not

only on common sense, butalso on all mental powers; communicative,

affective and behavioural. A child should be made aware of his m
lationship with the environment from early age, and with due zon
sideimtion to the aspects of. education, mentioned abbve. With such

constant awareness, there will be a better chance for achieving long

term outcomes. The starting point of any curriculum in the natural

sciences, in geography, should be the study of the environment. We

do not need so much learning and studying in the laboratory, be the

problems even the most curre ones in modern, biology. What is

necessary now is the study of the environment's phenomena outdoors,

completing this study in a lab. In observing the environmept, aesthetic

and emotional elements should be emphasized, imagination too.

For God's sake, do not only teach "cognitive" science as is common

today, even in elementary school and even in Kindergarten. Learning

about the aquarium and exploring the behaviour of white mice are not

suitable for elementary school. If the child is to acquire a

humanistic appiroach to the environment, he will gradually avoid

62



`lie thought of abusing- it. He will not be able,, mentally,to pollute

it with waste, for instance, just as he would not go to the-toilet in -

public.

A cognitive "useful", "hygienic" approach will not result in such

an'improvement. I'll venture to call my approach a humanistic, cultural

. historic approach. It is based, naturally, oni the whole mental powers, --s-

of man, and not on logic or analytical thought alone. A general cultural

approach includes, of course, hygieny, as well, but it is much more

than that. It contains considerations of nonmaterialistic cultural

values. Such an approach will bring aboLit the preserving of scenic

elements and historical monuments in a suitable way, even though there

won't be any material advantage in'1A7erving them. Sometimes preserving

theih will even involve iterial losses. This approach will feed intelect--

ual curiosity. Why worry only about air pollution Caused by the:smog

in "Nesher" factory and by the gases emitted from the purification plants

in Haifa? Why not worry also about preventing pollution in the sea not

only in order for us to be able to bathe in it, but for the need to maintain

tife on the beach? Why not have a pure river in place of the Kishon,

which will sOpport common natural animals and plants in and around it?

People will enjoy it and sea what this place looked like for thousands

of years. Near Haifa and Acre there are salt ponds and palm trees, which.

"have existed there, as historical sources tell us, for more than SO) years:

Why are we letting them gradually degenerate, until soon there will be

nothing left of them?'

0

How will the child:underatand that the international road from

Egypt to the lands of Prat and Hidekel .(the Sea Way) went along Eeron

Valley, when today, according to common sense, it should have crossed

Haifa? It will be hard for him to grasp it if we dO not have anything

left-of the swamps which made the ]atter alternative impossible. A .

humanistic approach to environmentalqualiti education will emphasize

the relation between man and'the environment throughout the ages and

in the present time as well..
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This relation, according to that approach, considers both a

continuation of the past and changing the past to be importadt.

However, the dAtent of the changes Should be limited, in order not

to disoOnnect the line of history and man's existence. It should

be noted that there is no clear-cut borderline between the "hygienic"

and the spiritual-aesthetic aspects. Going out of urban-areas, which

are piled with men and industry, towards open views, was once considered

only an aesthetic, almost romantic need. Today it is already clear

that it was also a "health need", the need to relax the mental stress

and the stress over the eye muscles. Today we are planning green

areas in cities. Waterfalls are beautiful, but are healthy, too,

because of the negative ions contained in the air around them. It

is possible that whpt is thought to be only an emotional experience of

romantic value today, will eventually be considered a vital health need.

I would like to reemphasize the danger of conventional education.

Under the influence of different,factors, there might be a new program

for the study of problems in environmental quality, suggested by the

Mihistry of Education. The program will probably be built in the form

common to the programs in the study of nature, and may even.be part

of the matriculation exams. As it is, we can accept with some

satisfaction the program for ninth grade, which is being developed

at Haifa University.. It is called "Man in Nature" and it includes

humanistic viewpoints and emphases, although these are're not

arranged according to regions, and do, not possess all the aspects

mentioned above. Still, environmental quality education is a new

field in education. Therefore, there is some chance that it won't

be given in the same oisdinary'fasion, characterizing education today.

T

le
Perhaps t will be worthwhile to mention another area, to

.

whiCh enviro rital quality education, in its humanistic irend,

cam contribute (at least something). Snow a British physician

and author, 'described, in his novel series "Strangers and Br there ",

the lives of

Tv.o Cultures

in the, world.

people who have free professions. His article "The .,

and the Scientific Revolution" caused a serious debate

It p9sedanother.severegiroblem for education.
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The humanists of today do not have-a suitable knowledge in modern

natural sciences, and most of them do not even understand the
.

principles of modern science.
/V

Most of the natAel scientists nowadays,

have given up even the least knowledge of humanities. .Thereis a

gap, then, between these twd academic types. The humanists use old

categories
of thinking, and the. natural scientists lack .a very ..

important aspect of man's life. There'are exceptions, of course, but

I am referring'to the general phenomenon. Education is more interested,

thoughl'in the non-academic section and in the section of university
\

.

graduates who are not scientists. Literature is not studied as an
. ,

educational-humanistic value in high school and university. It is

learnt asap objective subject, as if it were a science such as .

physics. Technical problems in iterature, and not the educational

power of,it, are emphasized. In highschool, literature is a subject

for.the..matriculation exams and it'is usually a burden to be oer6-.

come/ It is hard to find graduates who majored in the humanities in

high schools, for phomqi.tereture is an important value after they .

have finished high school. The spirit has been out of humanistic

education nowadays, because nobody educates for humanistics: they
.

all teach it. Those who major in math, in biplogy and in 'the physical

sciences get very little humanittic studies. Graduates who majored
. .

in the humanity tiedelected to-- study there because they were not

able to stan7 the requirements of the biology or physics courses,
.tb.

not becausa.t4LOY appreciated the humanities. HumNistic studies are

_ considered as having less prestige than the study of*.pcience. This

is not the time to give e detaileorveech on the kind of culture
.

441111which is produced by schools add universities. The humanistic
c

cultural-historical'app ecq to environmentaCquality education

can cohtribute to the improvements of the present situation. It
. ,.

can arouse the motivation of all high school pupils, for an honest ',

interest in both'humanistic and scientific cultures:' They will come

to bridge between theCtwo, for these cultures are both vital to the

existence of Mark
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CURRICULUM AND TEACHING IN ENVIRONMENTALEDUCATION: A Process Ofientation

c

by

Patricia Sparks

and .

Frank X. Sutman

Much activity is occurring in the United States, in Israel and ,in other

countries in developing environmental education curricula for the school and

college level. The curriculum movements of &le 1950's-1970's in the United

States and later in Israel indicate the importance of how these materials

are presented in the classroom. We rediscovered that there is no teacher

proof curriculum. That the curriculum materials are one matter, and that

how they are presented by teachers is another.

This introduction to a series of environmental activities accepts1

the abdve premise; but it also supports.the idea that curriculum maker
.

rials can be developed which lend themselves to the process teaching

oriented classroom. What is meant by process teaching? We know that

John Dewey used the term orocesS interchangeably with problemsolving.

And historically the steps of the scientific methbd have been viewed as

processes. As early as 1941, but beginning seriously with the late 1950's*

process: problemsolving and the scientific .method have, been applied to

science teaching. In'all of the nationally-developed curricula in the

United States funded mostly by the National Science Foundation, process

means the solving of theoretical problems of interest to scientists. With

the reemergence recet.;41 of environmental eudcation a new dimension has

been added to the meaning of process inteaching. The Environmental

Education Act (p.L. 91 -516) itself recommends that' environmental educa
r

tion stress problem solving. Sidney Marland, former U.S. Commissioner of

Education, elaborated on the definition of environmental education in

q
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."Environmental Education Cannot Wait," American Education, May 1971. He
. -

states that "Environmental education is directed toward attitudes, and

therefore, the emphasis is on process... ".
.

Thd Congressional Committee involved in drafting the Environmental
.

Education Act believed that good environmental education should include ,

the f011oWing characteristics;

A multidisciplinary approach, with emphasis on the intern- relationships

of man and nature;

A focus on contemporary problems relating to the urban and rural

environment - mart made and nature; OP

Incorporation of.non-formal as well as formal education processes and

utilization of resources outside the classrooms;

Development of-understanding and attitudes as well as information;

Involvement of all age groups; and

' A participation centered design, involving each jearner'participant

. in choosing priorities both as to the issues to be studied and the sOlu-

tions that,seem appropriate.

As we examine the term process in'teaching about the environment it

ibecgmes evident that a concrete definition should be. uded'which can also
.

"Bvirepplied to the development of coiviculup materials. For this purpose
-.

, it is most useful to reconsider the old steps of the scientific method;

stated in tomb of specific skills. In preparing, consider these

skills it is helpful first to define a process skill as: a specific
Ai. 'physical or mental process that when integrated causes actionsttich

ban affect 'change. In this context then the process skills appliglOto

teaching about the environment arj
. .

0'7

ta,
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1

.0bseriiation Skill: Involves the initial recognition of.objects or

fact8irs to be considered in dealing with a specific problem. Ob

serving ma> also involve noting past experiences or factual in

. formation.which bears on an environmental Problem or problems.

Classification Skill: Involves placing an,observation into a category.

7n order for an observation to fit into a category it rust meet certain

y
criteria which distinguishes it from other categories in use. Clas

.

sification goes beyond observation in that.the characteristics of the

observation need to-be deliniated before'the observation can be clas

sified. In addition,meach category into.whicri an observation is clas

sified must either ha equal stature or be considered a subcategory.

4 ir

Comparing Skills: ObserVations and categories are compared. Quality

factors play a major role in comparing observations and the categbries

into'which they can be grouped. Comparisons not only provide for an.

extension of data about the environment but they surface qyestions

which can provide the basis for further environmental study:'

4

Questioning Skill: As students move to a higher level of awareness)

questions will arise From classifying and comparing Otervations. These-
questions then set the basis for further study of the environment..

Measuring Skill: Measurement technives are used to extend observe,.

tions and may include diagramming and graph Making.as'well as number

'manipulation. Numbers repre*Senting observations of environmental'

phenomenon can be' manipulated to reflect relationships in. cbncrete

- terms, enhancing the Observations.
0

.

Inferring Skill: Inferences regarding the environment are considered
-1

a step upward from direct observations because they usually require

subtle observations; 'the "it seems that". form of observation.

ferencesAmre generally based on information gathered beyond direct

observation, i.e., from classifying, comparing, questioning and mbasur,...

ing. Students are able to make inferences when they are able to ar6.

.range.information intellectually into pattenrs of, thought. Inferences

68
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involve making intercon ections in data. Inferences may lead to the

development of hypothes: which can provide the test ground for the

inferences.

Predicting Skill: Pred tions of the "what if we change or vary this

factor" variety, are based an data collected through abterVation and

measurement. Very simple o more complex graphical representations
.

of data provide a,comton fr ework from which predictions can be made.
.

Dysi nin a Plan of Action :k'M, formally referred to as Hypothedis

Develbpment: If environment- education and environmental projects
.

are to get off the ground, designing a plan of action is one of the

most imiertant process skills to be developed. The word hypothesis

is got given, emphasis Hers as,in historical descriptions because, .

1, the word' hypothesis in(piiesdealind.with theoretical problems. While

- f
environmental_orojects'm be theareticallysonted or the school

level the emphEisit shoUld be mpre,On'the practical level -if studenti,
.

are:ta be motivated.

j ...

.,

/

Data Collecting Skill:. Is cdnsidered part of an experimental process

involving designing a plan of action, data processing,-and.:dataevaluat4

ion These three process skills ere often teferred.to as "Integrated"
4processes. Recording of ,information differs frost data collection in.

that the parameters of data collection are based on the.design of the

action Olen while the recording of information is far less restrict.

c

. , --. ^
. .

. .

Data processing Skill: Is'an extension of the praeci;SsskitIbs mentioned

... above it-dedas for comparing, categbrizing and inferklip. More ad,
,

.vanCed students who become involved,in dOwelOpipg this skill iritetoret.

the results-of their eXperiAents and deal Nith,different ways of ex=
, . .

pla4.ning.resAts. Data processing is part cif the,:ex9primental process

and is thus considered one of the integrated processes rioted above,.
, .

Data evaluation Skills The final processskill calls for application,-

explanation and testing Of an actiion plan. Student's view, objectively

6.9
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their data, interpret the meaning of that data and finally evaluate

the significance of that data in terms of recommendations for action.

In environmental studies th6 is. usually of significance to society.

It is clear that thinking in terms o1 process sh-1.1j.s rather than

simply process, particularly as it relates to environmentaftducation,

is in reality refinement of earlier definitions of process. 'These skills

aremost important to consider when developing curriculum activities'in

environmental education. Placing them in a diagram or model'to be followed

is also helpful. Of course such a model is fluid or changeable, but might

look as follows:
.

A Process Sk1;11 Model For Environmental Education Activities

) . CLASSIFYING MEASURING

OBSERVING . COMPARING INFERRING

QUESTIONING / .PREDICTING

QUESTIONING

DESIGNING A PLAN OF ACTION

("FiYPOTEESIS

DEVELOPMENT)

DATA COLLECTING

WalAPROCESSI-Na

DATA EVALUATION

.,.QUESTIONING SUMMATION op

CONCLUSION

It is being proposed here that activities or curriculum projects in

environmental education should not only deal with the practical problems

of our environment but they also must be designed to teach the process

skills that,are important to science and related fields. 4oseph Schwab

recently referred to applying process in the solution of practical prob-

lems as practical inquiry.

Keeping in mind the diagram relating process skills it is now use-

ful to examine the following outline for developing process oriented

curriculum materials in environmental education. Each activity should

contain the components that follow: 70
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I. Introdudiion

II. Objectives
I

III. Questions

To introduce.the activity

2. -To initiate the activity.

3. To continue the actvitk

4. To expand the activity.

IV. Equi

V. Procedure

VI. Lim#ftations .

VII. Reference

.

The introduction ito the activity serves to state the type of act

ivity, the focus or main. concern of the activity and the need for any

special equipment. It further indicates the time needed to complife the

.activity. The objectives of the activity are useful statedin behaviour-

al terms and should focus on the particular concept(s) being developed.

The questions allow teacher and students to begin an activity at

their own level of expertise and understanding. The. first group sof,

questions introduce pi- lead into the activity. They are intended to

direct thinking toward the problem to pe investigated. These questions

should be Oimarily broad based conceptual questions vhilch introduce the

problem. They generally draw on prS'vious observations and ray call for

comparisons and classification of data.

r-
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The questions-Which -initiate the activity require some preliminary

action., This action may be to -find some vital information or source of

information. In many cases the questions cannot oe answered adequately

simply through group discussion nendi therefore, require further invest-

igation. At this-point content is introduced into the activity as

needed, by seeking information from available resources. In seeking

answers the students frequently deal With the process skills PA.question-

ing, observing, comparing, classifying and 'inferring.

The contiuing questions are considered while the activity is in

progress, fare they guide and reinforce the activity. These questions

generally can be answered by performing the activity.

Supplementary resources Will be needed. The activity

deal with all pf the proces'S skills as they relate to

per&ment; or they may only involve-data collection from which questions

might wise which would lead into a 4roblem investigation at a higher

level. Once students-become involVed in the activity it may go in many

directions. There can, be do oresuFed answers when Utilizing the process-
.

apptoach to teschingabdut the environment. This point' is. so crucial,

and one that is ignored by so mdny.teachers that claim process teaching.

In some cases

and questions may

a specific ex-

The expansion questions prAdvide for furthel7 Study; Each question

allows.for independent or small group study and can _generate a wide, -

--.
range of suggpstiOpsOn managing further investigational- Each question
r.
thould.prov10 1:4 195:for eq, least one other activity.

Note that the Orocedure:Itself is ripurposely given lowey prioty
-

than questions. That ist questions-aL,not procedure provide the

structural foundaticin of each process oriented aqivity. Only through

conscious acceptance of this idea can the -specific process Skillsbe
used in problem solving. And in this way pfocess skills are developed
ana reinforced.

The section.of each activity on limitations provides hints to the

teacher, problems which might be avoided if certain ctells are taken,

and' estrictions which might be considered. The in purpose of this

72
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limitations sections is to help teachers avoid many less pbvioyis con

siderations which might lead to unnecessary failure of the activity.

Finally an annotated bibliography should be provided at the end

of each activity. This is-intended as a resource for answering the

questions given in the pailticular activity.

With this general background we are now ready to become involved

in"four sample *process oriented ,Environmental activities. These are

appropriate for use in most school environments including teacber

education prdgrams designed to teach the skills indicated in this

presentation. As yo6 proceed through these activities be cognizant

not only of their environmental implications, but.also of the process

skills each activity. emphasizes.

.
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MUTUAL RELATIONS IN THE ECOLOGICAL. NETwow

(SPIRAL DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPTS)

by

' M. Silberstein

Mutual relations in the ecological network forme composite

picture which contains many elements whose relationships are in dynamic

equilibrium. An in-depth understanding of this picture requires, on

the one hand, knowledge of many concepts in the field of biology,

cheMistry, physics, earth Science- meteorology and more, find on the

other hand, a substantial ability of abstraction for understaning the

complexities of possible relationships.

In the ew curriculum for biology instruction in the middle

scti91 this piCture%is built up gradually, by means of accumulated

knowledge that broadens and deepens the understanding of mutual relations

in the ecological network.

ThisPccurs in two senses:

a) additienpf new elements to the picture, and

b) repetition 3f_known_concepta for .deepening the meaning (see the

. , concepts marked With one, two, or three asteriks below).

rI

The'follo*ing is.a list of concepts and ideas in the order:in which

a student is likely to -encounter them

7th grade

Topic: Ariimals and their Environment.
0

Chapter 4: -claSiification based on sources of food: Herbivores,

carnivores and oklivores.

- foh Chain (with regard to a linear relationship)

- food web'(with regard to a network of alternative food chains)

-* producers (With regard to the first member in each food chain)

-* consumers (with regard to members of the food chain which depend

on. tie producers)

- interference by man disturbance of a member in the web,
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- causes a chain reaction and upsets the equilibrium in the web

Chipter 7: -* ecosystems - an independent ecological system which maintains

itself within SUch system are: producers, consumers, de-

composers and a stab environment.
-2:

- in a. closed aquarium - circulation of.materials in a closed system.
.

.

Relations among the members of the system are of movement ands, ex -.

change of gases. m

8th Grade

"The Plant and Light" ** Producers - green plants which are able to transform

light energy to chemical energy, which is stored in organic substances -

photosynthesis.

** consumers - derive nutritiorkfrom the organic materials produced

by the plants - respiration

** circulation of materials in an ecosystem - closed cyclic system

ir energy flow in an ecosystem - unidirectional open system. Food

pyramid decrease of the quantity of available organic material

in passing from one nutrition le;vel to another. Limited length

of food chain.

"The Plant in its Habitat" the indivual and populatiOns

- interspecific and intraspecific competition

- approaches (nutrition, reproduction, etc.)

-,development of plant and animali societies

- developing ecological systeMs
.

ecdlogical systems at climax

Grade 9
t

. .

Resources and energy in the biosphere
C>. . . 1

*** floWof energy in the ecological system - quantitative calculcations.

'Influence of mants interference on the ecological system (primitive
. , .

.

societies, developed societies) .
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SYMPOSIUM ON DIFFERENT APPROACRES.TO ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

THE TASK OF THE UNIVERSITY IN THE ENVIRONUENfAL CRISIS

by

Zvi H. Evan

-1. Youth and the Environmental Crisis

f

The environmental crisis whiCh afflic the industrial world left its

mark on the young generation and awakened within it reactions of alienation

of different sorts. Sometimes we witness:abandon;entof scientific and

technological study. to a great extent,`in favour of Art and philosoiphy.

Indeed, the reaction evenapproaches a refusal to see,accibisition of

knowledge as a means for the advancement of man and in its place comes

' a desire for return to tne pre-industrial social structure, primitive

and supposedly more natural. Patterns of behaviour and unscientific,

mysticldogma take hold of youthil which leads to non- particiRation in

any popular social economic activities (dropouts . `These manifestations

prove clearly the limitati ns of the educational system as it exists to-

clay.

Truthfully, the destination of education was, and still is placed'

in mechanistic affirmation of each scientific and technological develop-
_

ment as a step forward towards a better fu ture. It's enough for youth

to observe the accompanying effects of that "progress" such as en-

.:
vironmental pollution and the deterioration of living conditionsin.the

noisy metropolis in order to awaken seriout doubts in his heart, not

only towards the consumption'which occurs in technological development,

but even the essenom of the concept of progress.

2. The Dimensions of the Crisis

The environmental crisis derives mainly from to basic factors:

the glorifiCation of man's force of influence to leave an impression
0

76'
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on the environment, and on the other hand the failure to suit his percep-

tion and his methods to his great strength. According to Platt, the .

heed of the Mental Health Institute for the University of Michigan, in
2the last hundred years,man has multiplied his ability by 10. with

respect to ooeed of movement and destruction of pathogenic bacteria,

by 10
3

for prpe-d energy, by 10
6

for the killing power of weapon and the

spedd pf communication by 10
7

. As a result human activity spreads over

a broad area. Eve" in the patt mao.maestroyod by wars or by exploitation
31a

of entire areas such as Aram N'harahim, the Jundah Mountains, or expanses

of North t.dwsr/er, there was no --eel danger to human kind since

it was pOssiola to move settlements to other areas...141n our time the

strength of our infi-ence grew so much that at the south pole the snow

is polluted with DOT coma' from far coneinents, not to chart fin radioactive
1fallout which is atSorbed on tte ow74osite sides of the globe.

so hear predictions of eAhaustion of vital raw materials

due to wasteful and uncontrolled consumption of resources which cannot

be renev ed such as oil and metals, and perhaps worse than all of these,

our abil ty irj the biological field in which we overcame the laws of

acologica balance and we ceased to be prey for animals and pathological

bacteria. This ability caused a population explosion at a rate which in-

creases exponentially.
4

3. The Need for a Change of Approach

In contrast to the fast rise din the strength of human influence and

the compl mained bogged down with rigid'

Cx.%

ty of problems so derived, we re

thought p rnttes and ,n approach fragmented' among different disciplines
/

while before us were partial or short=range goals but no comprehensive grasp u

of the phenomena, There is no doubt that this-approach further aggravated

men's negative. influence.

The e akening of environmental vareness came late. Suddently we
discovered thde is no value to economic doctrine which'ighores the finite_

.

nature of natural resources and vital influences of economic activities.- '

'1
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We are still in the early stages of interpreting the laws of nature upon
. -

which the continuation of the ecological systems rests. Without this know-

ledge - how will we be able to ensure the continuation of man's vast array

of accomplishments ? We are accustomed to see man. as "the height of

creation" because "men was created in the image of God" . This exag-

gerated anthropbcentrism actually severed the connection between, man and

nature and its laws.

In the economic sector, we see in the achievement of immediate results

an expression of efficiency. All economic indicators such as the gross

national product are based on obtaining short-term'profit by increasing the

pace of the cycle of investment and growth of consumption. Each process con-.

stitutee a self-sufficient segment, which causes a clash and harm to all con-

cerned.

This fragmented approach places the human economy in conflict with the

natural economic system in which mutual dependence among all the elements

ekists. For example, in modern agriculture we desire homogeneity. and
.

1specialization in uniform crops across wide areas in contrast to the basic law

of ecology determines that the more diversified .a system. is, the more

stable it is.-

4. The Three Prc7ged Task of the University: Instruction,.Research,and

Dissemination se:Knowledge

There is a close reciprocal relationship,between society's goals

and methods of instruction and research. In order-to,achieve narrowly

defined goals in a strt time, it is necessary to.separate knowledge into

narrow categories ano 4pecialize in then,. Even in a subjedtauch as

medicine the trend towards'specialization dominatet, dividing man into
0

-

segnents and severing him from his environment. We worked wonders in
2

surgsry. and in biological erigineering, yet we neglected the development of

bonafide human ecology for prevention-of en:Aronmental'obstacles and tensions.

Indeed, the increase of knowledge forces us to specialaze in offer to control

events. However, comprehensive evidence, the poesibnity,for *integration,

118
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and interdisciplinary synthessis are needed.' Unfortunately the traditional

university system is not designed to dispense broad educatiori such as this.

However, its three pronged task for ttte advancement of knowledge by re-

search, training of manpower and dissemination of knowledge 5y means of

publications and meetings imposes a heavy responsibility on the univer-

sity to improve the situation.

. In thefield of teaching, the ,lack of interconnections among the disciplines

which dispense the bases of natural and social sciences, law, etc., in ordr

to train professional managers in public environmental management and management

of enterprises whose activities effect environmental qualit% is especially

evident. Professor Lavieree, head of the Comprehensive Planning College (The

University of Tours, France) writes: "A policy intended for the improvement of

environmental quality and rational utilization of its resources which ignores

the need train the men whose task is to implement it, will result in waste

and fail.tre. Training such as this is intended not only for use.with.new

techndlogy or new materials, but requires integration of disciplines which
.

are functionally related , even though separated by university tradition. We.
. a

must define the contents of the curriculum and the pedagogical metntid anew.
0
More than in any other subject, teaching environmental science must be dynamic,

future oriented, multifaceted and comprehensiVe; the intention is for genuine'

integration Of the disciplines, and not just instruction of different subjects s.

;7,...1_,.,.317,.vithout an organic connection between them. 'Ike in medicine, so

in environmental science, we need general experts in addition to specialists in

certain aspects of the problem". \,

Indeed,several unversities in the United States, Canadal.Sweden and France.

introduced comprehensive environmental curricula based on the above principles.

In Israel the first signs in this direction can be seen, stillmodest and
,.....-

.struggling for their place in the traditional educational system. More than

from lack of means or trained personnel, we experience difficulty in developing

this because of the conservatism of the institutions Of higher education.

As man who deals with municipal environmental management, I am aware of, the 7

need for personnel in order to combat the complex problems of urban environ-

mental development.

79
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:

As we begin planning rational use of resources air, water, or land in

tne crowded urban region, we immediately some up against lack of professional

.'men with broad* education, not only in certain fields §-Joh as _architecture,

sanitary engidtering oi ..ransportation, but likewise a lack af. men with broad

knowledge of different,oatlooks of 'city planning, in area of engineering,'

sociology, economy, health, law, etc.

Even in large entbrprises for manufacture of. chemicals, oil, electricity,

metal, cement, minerals, etc., there is a need for environmental managers that

specialize in all areas in which the activities of their 'nterprises influence

the environment. At the state level, determination of standards for preservation

of environmental quality and supervision of their application requires integration

of skilled mapower into all branches of the administration which are, responsible

for planning and execulionof environmental policies.

r .

We are not exaggerating when we say that not only the quality of life and

character of future Israeli society depend on the solution to these problemp,

but our very existence and our ability to continue to develop and4comprehend it.

A

There can and must be a decided contribution of the University.in the areas

of instruction, research and dissemihation Of knowledge. Tothat end it should

demonSteate the ability to adapt to the real needs of society which are some

times inconflict to the barriers which, exist between faculties and different

colleges.

.

If it succeeds to master the enormous scientific potential hidden within

it for the good of improving environmental quality, ,I goliconvinced that we'll.
-

be able to solve the difficult problems which stand before,ui:

0'0

0
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PUBLIC ENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY EOUOATION

by

ARTHUR LIEBERMAN

Public Environmental Quality.EdUcatiOnLin Israel

"Persons and agencies responsible for: conservation efforts bin a country.,

region, or subregion (kce challenged to 'ensure that ecological knowledgeis

employed in making planning.decisions, , or stated otherwise, that ecologiCal

(1capabilities are used as a guide for planning. noreasingly, the need.for

employing environmental considerations (as we 1 as social and economic

considerations) is being given emphasis in their contacts with governmental
, .

officials civic organizations and interested private Citizens.
.,.

1

The challenge lies in the ability to develop an4nformed public, adult

and Youth, (1) aware of environmental problems (2) anxious to seek solutions,

and (3) ready to support public and private approaches that apply sound

.biological and ecological, technoldgical and plannin3and design kndWledge

both toward the solution of exist4.ng environmental prPb1ems and the` prevention"

and limitation of future problems.

81.
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,Public Environmental Quality Educational Process

s

It is possible to model an idealized public environmental quality

0 educational process that leads ,towards an educated, informed` public. py

comparingthis, with the stages in the educational process, one arrives at
-,_

-a_usefUl_device_to Beluga influencing the general public's perception,
,

motivation and desires andAction. The flow chart (figure l) showing a IN

7. N,,- 4- kr,

comparison of stages in, the educational process and public environmental

.quialitY educational process, identifies stage 1 as that of awareness and of

identification (rdcognition),o? 'environmental problems. It is the stage of,

exposure by the mass media of such Sronmental p?oblems as air -, water -,

noise -, soil -, and visual -pollutirn, and A is precisely ilt.this stagetage

that much of Israel's general public appears to Abe today. (In the United

States, this stage of strong focus on identification of problems in lakes

and along the coastlines, in air over cities and for long distances sibund
.

them; the use of pesticides, herbicides, fertilizer materials and their

mplications for,natural systems and processes, Bic. came to a peak about

6-7 years ago. The end of that stage was signified (in the U.S.) by the

increased clamor for positive activities on the part of an ever-wider seg-
.

mdnt of the overall population, as manifest in letters to newspapers and
.

periodicals on environmental issues, partiapation in citizen's environ-

mental management groups, heightened presure oneleCted officials to act

poa4.tiiely on environmental issues, and even voting for members of Congress
_ .

and state legistiative bodies on the basis of.their environmental recnOs).
'

Mass media have a strong role in stage 1 to.play in the creatilon of

awareness. Often, they, tend to exaggerate or sensationalize issues and

leave, aside important scientific information in 'their reporting; this.4is

a danger with the press, televisidn, and _radio that envronmpntalists

trying to reach the public on issues in stage 1 and thereafter should

carefully avoid. But, the mass media can be a major ally in calline4t-
,

tention to environmental problems and one has only to note the major in-

puts from Haetz, the Je?4,alem Post, Maariv. and other newspapers, as

well as Israel Broadcastiligk,programs,.in the ,period from late 1971
.

through to the present to be cognizant of how triUch'public attention'they

can draw to pressing issues, such as the concern forthe Sea of Galilee.

. s 8 2
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The importance of tne mass media beina.factual and informed cannot be. avert .4.

stressel; indeed, training for tworters assigned to environmental concerns

may brliTialpable and'imMortantttep to be undertaken.

Z
At .

Stame,2 ma be said to in at-the it of rather .eneral redo hition

.

4

L

that the identiflfaion(recomnition) oc major environmental problems has
-...

occurred, and there is a discenib:e desire to seek solutions tc tneseproblA
J

''Tilit, then': is a ti em motivation on the part of ingreasing numbers in the
,

general public wr:o want to sea "activity" taking place to resolve ne enviren- .

mental difficulties. it may become a period in Wrtich useis mad by zealous .. ,

.
environmental groups oc simplistic slogans that reveal a lack of mformaticr

\..on kelogicai biological, technological and planning-design prin iplea, systems,_

: 'and Methods. Such sloganeering can stimlate the public to still greater-desire

to have peddle in gpvernment "do somatning", but they may create false notions
4 .

-about -tree means to 1hchlave tne enps. i.

a i

.

ft

'4
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.
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It is precisely-here {at the beginning of stage 3) that the real needi

exists for the acquisitiorr of necessary and appropriate knowaedg? by the

general public, so thdt is can intelligently support wise environmental poli-

cies that will help to correct existing problems and prevent or considerably

limit future problems. A major thrust is to present scitntificallractual

materials to the public in a format and wording that is appealing, can be

reasonably Basil' comprehended, and draws attention to potential modes of

action in handling the specific problem. These materials can be madd available

through a variety of educational Methodsjutilizing selected mass-media, in-
.

dependent'and small group study means, for maximum inpact and learning.

Comparing public (U,S., Israel) Environmental Attitudes

A comparison can be made between the stages already experienced in

environmental attitudes and desires of the public in the United States

and what has-,become evident in very recent. periods in Israel, with a gap of

several years perceived between the onset of the awareness stage in the general

population of the former and latter countries. This would seem to indicate,

if accurate, that education planning for curriculum development on University

and other levels in Israel will very soon be faced with pressures for in-
.

tensified emphases in such studies, in both formalricula and in providing

materials that may erne as a basis for environmental decisions on local,

0 regional, and nat Anal issues. In_Saying this, and is intimately aware of

the different si uations, demographically and socially speakingl'in Israel

and the Unite States, but does see some important carry-over elements in fp

trying to relate environmental education perspectives to needs, capacities,,

and limitations in Israel. That is to sayi the gettral trend'in Israel is

fzom awareness of environmental problems to a desire to Change and ameliorate

offending situations, and this will predictably de followed by a strong need

t13 ad ire the tools diol ice]. technological and planning that will enable

pragres_toward physical environmental quality in its_various dimensions, fol-

lowed by Incorporatibn of these in policies and decisions on specific issues.

Ths ghysical-sociial interface is repdgnized as highly important witti defense

and econamiE needs strong factor in the total picture, but the ures on A

:
eleiural.resdurces and opin space to pd to increasingly plat e environmental

issues high on the list of priorities in Israel.

.85
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Opportunities for Public Environmental Quality Education_in Israel
1-

The opportunities for environmental education in Israel with youth and

adults in both structUredu formal situations and in continuing- education,

informal learninq experiences have been undertaken in several ways. One

recogni7pc the efforts.in Teva igo-the school system; the field schools of

the Hevrah Le'haganat Hateva; the recent publication entitlied "hasvivah

bah anu Hayim", issued by the Ministry,of Education and Culture in cooperation

with the Reshut Shemurot Hateva and HevrahLe'haganat Hateva (which contains

a fine array of materials in'brief form on topics ranging from air, water,

and other pollution problems to ecology in landscape planning); and tele-
%

vision and other mass -media focuses on environmen;al issues: -
. .

It is with these illustrations of' constructive forces and elements that

one'Pegins to assess potentials for.enviranmental quality education prOqram-
,

ming that addresses itself to all segments of thenpopulittion, in school, in A

post-school situations, and for those who may not have received formal educations

Particularly, as one include's the aesthetic-vtadgil components -o, environmental

quality does the importance of the latter category, take on significance so as
s

s

to make the ovality of life better through environmental enhancement. 'The

H.

very recent activities of a Philadelphiebased group (Group for Environmental

Education, Inc.) 1n Produbing a very high quality set of materials on our

man-made environment come to mind as the communication to O6rtain grade-levels

of school children is considered, in this inatailLe in highly urbanized situations.

. .

The basic preAise in environmental education is that Why routes imp

approaches need to be explored and charted to meet.'seads of. the diverse

audiences 'and students, 'from d= aide variety of backgrounds, interests, and

'value systems and outlooks. To provide even'a modicum of these in Israel

will require a concerted effort of persons in several disciplines jointly

rorking under a coordinated leadership of competent, educators, who have an
*11,

. .
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undeistanding of the audiences, of the students, and of methodologies ap-

propriate to reach and teach them. It seems fairly evident to me that an

academic base must exist for such environmental 'Education curricula, materials

and approaches to be developed.

Categories of Subject Flatter - Some Examples for the General Public

%lin order to equip the public with the complex subject-matter involved

iitpoltpe areas of physical environmental quality education, a professional

advisory team from 4ology, biological sciences, economics, urban and regional

planning, landscape architecture, 'continuing education, environmental en-.

gineering, humanecology, soil science and other disciplines should be constitu-
-

ted. Such
/
an advisory team,.headad by a coordinator familiar with public-

education approaches, would develop ei..natiional approach to educational program-
-

ming'in physical envirimiental quality for the general/public. 6

Exhiidt-B provides examples of envirpnmental fact sheets developed in the

state of New Hampshire; U.S.A. 'For such purposes. Although scientific re-
.

searchers in Israel may raise.guestions about specific points in the discussiA

on a particular,categOry, the title of the various topics covered can serve as

alguideline for -Israel, namely

'Water Pollution Abatement.Timetab/e

What Can You Do Personally, About Water Pollution?

Eutrophication

Scenery Praservation Streams and Shorelines

Wetlands A Vital Natural Resource

Tidal Wetlands of New,Hampshire

The ToWn conservation ComMissiOn in New Hampshire

"Watershed Associations

Air Pollution

That Can You Do, Personally, About Air Pollution?

Pesticide Points

`What Call You Do, Personally, About Pesticides?

A Promising Solution to the Dump Problem - The Open Pit Incinerator

What Can You Do, personfilly, About Solt Wastes? 414"'

87
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Urban and Municipal Scenery Preservation

Scenery-Preservation Along New Hampshire's Highways

Population

Environmental Educatlon in New Hampshire

(Kindergarten through Twelfth Grade)

Adult Environmental Education

Partial Liit of Conservation Organizations in NewH4thire

The 1899 Refuse Act - How You or Your Group Can Stop Polluters of
of Newliampshire's Waters... and Make Money!!!

Environment Hot Line

Open space

Current-Use Assessment -*One Tool Now Available to Save Open Space

Easements

Land Subdivision 9

Residential Housing

Vacation Home Developments

Beyond Stage 3: Action and Satisfaction

t
At the beginning of stage 4, thedifficult decisions arise in the attempt

to integrate environmental knowledge with economic and social policies. Such

has been the case in environriental - economic - social "tradeoff" situations

such as occurred in the case of the siting of a conventional power plant along

the coastal plain, with alternatives of Nahal Tanninim or Odera areas (1972)
.

and the question of NaSher quarrying operations and Mount.Carmel (1973). In

the case of the former, it can be shown through a review of press clippings

(EXhib* F) of the period ofwinter-and Spring of 1971 and 1972 that heightened

public awareness had occurred and citizens were becoming stirred by a,major

environmental issue. Finally, an interdisciplinary planning team head d.

Dr. 'Moshe Hill was called upon to assess the alternative possibilities

report its findings and recommendations (1). Despite the fact thatlsuch a

study Was confinsd,only to the alternatives of Tanninim-Hadera and not able

to explore other, possibly more enVirommentally-suitable alproacAba, it never-

thaless.represented a breakthrough in that resolutioKrof a major environmental

7E6 issue was put in the hands of a regionil - envirol-Z tal planning team from
A

T.
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pertinent disciplines.

One can similarly see the importance both of 'buildup and public pres-

sures in the case of the Nesher quarry operations and MoUnt Carmel National

Park in 1973 (Exhibit C, E) and the input of an interdisciplinary study in

_---

helping to artiverat a,conclusion (2). The article by Dr Ze'ev Naveh in

presenting in Haajetz (Exhibit D) in easily- understood t , the perspect-.
- .

ive of an_ ecologist who had shown a method for rehabilitation of an old quarry
i

but still opppsed permission to intrude on Mt. Carmel National Park, also

became an element in influencing public opinion.

Evaluation of Physical Environmental Quality Efforts in Israel:

Structure, Methodologies and Techniaues for Public Participation in Physical

Environmental Quality Efforts

It is quite apparent that the achievement of physical environmedal quality

in any country is dependent upon the cooperation of the public. One notes in
. .

the U.S.A. is recent yeats the active participation of the public in performing

inventories and helping assemble information that can'be used by governmental

officials and others in arriving at decisions that affect the environment.

'Activities will include the effort of environmental manageMant councils which

can provide a unique input that exists in comparatively few places (in fact,

in the United States the use. of environmental management councils has bean a

very recent development, but one which is gaining increasing national at-

tention as a.means of utilizing the interest and capabilities of citizens in

helpingto protect and enhance the environment).

Formal and yArmal educational efforts. including many different methods

are beginning to make an impact an the general public, and through the general:

public upon those responsible for enviorymenta/ planning and design decision.

making in all its forms.

' 1. '
The relating to special groups and their backgrounds, traditions and va]Ie

* . s' . v..
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systems is increasingly explored because it wot4ld seem to hold the key to

successfully reaching themany publics that need to be reached on environmental

matters:

A. Environmental Management Councils

Municipal Advisory Councils for Environmental Conservation having as their

purpose, to provide guidance for establishment of local government agencies to

serve as fgcal points -for protection and improvement of the natural and man-

made environment, have been encoqrageli in the State of New York and deserve

serious consideration as a means of enlisting the aid of interested antsehops.:

fully informed citizens. 'A publication entitled "Municipal Advisory Councils

Tor Environmental Conservation" was issued in Septefter 1970 by the-then Office

for Local Government of the State of New
'

York. In the booklet may be found one

of the Sample local laws which contains suggested provisions for establishment Of_

a county environmental management council. The duties in this local law reflect

the inter-county and intra-county coordinating rule to be filled at this level of

government as contrasted with the more localized responsibilities of city, town,

and village commissions. -*

Powers - Duties - Programs

"Environmental problems are Sp diverse that a newly formed commission may

be perplexed as to the pgture of its central substantive responsibilites within v

the broad framework of advising the governing body. The identification and pre-
.

servation of functional open spaces in,g community would be a good place to start

and this-is why provisions for this purpose have been stressed in these sample.

laws,

f

After an initial heavy involvement in open Space preservation and management,

local conservation commissions have broadened into areas where they find them- .

selves working closely-with planning and other agencies on development issues.

Parks and raceeationwork, pesticides and'chemicals control, clean-up ana'litter

control campaigns, shade tree planting and replacement, control'of visual pol-

lution, landscaping and other types'of community improvement projects, air and

water pollution control projects, erosion control, utilities and highway issues,

.01114' 0
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junk car disposal and related local regulatory problems, control of surface

mining and rehabilitation of mined areas, ground water and soils problems

relating to perdblation and development -.allthese and more-haue been

subject to action by existing Conservation commissions.

In Israel, the governmental structure both on tfie regional and local

level currently varies from the specifics of the unit's at counterpart levels in
ti

the United States. However, the ability to realize the inpdts of citizens 410T
currently wdrk very hard for environmental quality as members of the Society

for the Protection of Nature or other groups of interested lay persons, tan

in part be achieved by the organization of such environmental management

Councils. This will enablepeople'to operate in a recognized framework and

will gitie them the feeling of active participation in protecting and enhancing

the environment.

It is suggested that the Environmental Quality Service give careful at-
.,

tqntion to the potentials, legal framework and organization of environmental

management councils, and to enviornmental education °heeds of such councils,

should they be formed.

S. Civic and Citizens Groups and Informal Educational Efforts

In the recognition that civic and professional organizations and

grbups of
7

private citizens often seek to (or can be encouraged to),become

more knowledgeable and active on' environmental matters, it is recommended.

that an up-to-date listing of such bodies be prepared and maintained, both

on a national and heglonal basis. The names and addresses of the officers,

and the possible ways in which the group could help promote. physical environ-

mental quality efforts should be included. It would also be helpful to note

p'ersohs whg are members of or have identified with national and, international

organizations outside of Israel addressing environmental concenrs (such as.

the International,Union for the Conservations of Nature, the International

Federation of Landscape Architects, the American Society of Landscape

Architects, the National Academy of Science ,(U.S,)pithe National Wildlife

Federation.(U.S.) Sier24'Club (U.S.); iind numerous others).,

- 91
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Within Israel civic and citizens groups that would conceivably be included

Tzofim

nai Akiva

Sinai Brith

Rotary

Israeltandscape Gardeners Association

ISrael Association of Landscape Architects

Israel Association of Architects and Engineers

EnvironmeotaP,Planning Association .

Malraz

Hevrah Lehaganeit Hateva

Hoveve l. eve

the ind idual kibbutz movements

The moshav federations

.DrganizatiOnh of, olim by countries of origin

Alumni organizations of colleges and universities such as Technion, Hebrew
University0Tel-Aviv University_

These groups could.assist in the sponsorship of envir6nmentally-oriented

activities fortheir own group or in, conjunction with others. They could be

called upon to help .furnish from their own membership the names of individuals

with $spe6ific competencies to be used tp plan and exebute,environmental quality

promotional'and.educational activities.

In brief, conservation groups naturally rally around environmental issues.

It is important that oth's be informed,-be'made interested and take a personal

part on behalf` of environmedtal quality in ;weal., Maintenandwof a gobd

up-to -hate and with solid detailstaboutthe potential interest and input of such

groups as those noted above world help to enable this personal and group part-
-

. sicipation to occur.
.

4

C. ylorkin&with Specific GroOps.fn6 Their Backgrounds

t

X

Public formal and informal education efforts inevitably come dOwn to the

question of special audiences being worked with The educator then needs to
4: I
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carefully consider the "client", his needs and Dive attention to ethnic and

traditional considerations on the one hand, and attempt to identify environ

mental relationships (including soils) and the character of the region in

which the person lives, on the other hand.

It is quite evident that a considerable variety of backgrounds, traditions

and ethnic considerationd are involved as one works with Israel's citizens in

environmental quality education. As an example, considerable differences are

rioted in attitudes towards appreciation of spedific plants based upon vividness

of color of the plants, potential use for spices or in religious observances!.'

suchas the use of the 4 kinds for the holiday Succoth). As one adds in the

elements of country of origin, level of educationl.the- amount of time the

person has been in the country, ti4e,level of appreciation of cleanliness and of

environmental conservation, it becomes evident that considerable differences

not only exist but must be taken into account as Israel develops programs in

physical environmental quality education.

Up until this point environmental quality education on an informal-level

in Israel has not reached out to as many segments of the popUlation as_could
.

conceivably be worked with in the future. programs specifically geared toward
. .

provision of environmental educational materials for.tfie ethnic subgroupings

withint the country is strongly encouraged. Even though the author knows of no 11.,

existing data that would reveal varying attitudes towards, physical environmental

quality of various subgroupings, he_is of the opinion that strong efforts are

desirable to reach such groups by concentrating on elements.that have appeal

and are appreciated. 4

Specific Groups and:Appeals to Their Interest and Sensitivities

Olim coming from countries of the Middle East, North Africa;and some
. .

countries of the Eastern Mediterranean have cultural patterns that revolve

about understandings and appreciations often quite different frail those of

Ohm from the European continent or the Western Hemisphere.* They often cid have

a closer understanding of the climatic patterns of various regions in Israel

even tholigh all may not understand the scientificfspecifics in relationship

.

4.
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to plants, animals and natural systems. In working in the field of public

environmental quality education, materials that, are intended to reach such

-audiences should "be prepared with the reader in mind and their differing back-
,

grounds and experiences should be giVen carefal attention in the preparation

'of such literature. It is possible to entirely miss reaching such1an audience

simply because the motivations of those ethnic subgroupingi are appealed to.

It,is *suggested that persons from these cultbral backgrounds and countries of

origin be included in discussions preparatory to the development of methods

and materials Oesigned to create awareness and stimulate motivation toward a

better environment.

In Israel there is every sizeable percentage of the population with tradi-

tional orientations. These include poeple with a keen interest in the natural
.

history of, the lands observances of various holidayi,in which certain plants,

animals, kid land associations appear. For such:individuals, be they in the

moderate-Orthodox or in traditional bui non-Orthodox groupins much Can be done

to'stimulate activities on behalf of environmental quality by going b'ack to

scriptual sources concerning Biblical plants and plants of the Mishnah. From

these emphases can be developed themes dealing with different paks of the

country, and history; archeoltAgy and problems in contemporary land use

(environmental problems as hey appear today 11h the same location). It is

felt that Such'materials would be especially useful in working with person;

of the Kibbutz Dati movement and in the Bnal Akiva youth groups. There.

are several particularly good sources of. information that mightbeampailyqd.
1

9

As holiday approach, specific environmental issues might be introduced

that can be based upon symbols and assoc±ationsof these.holidays. These
.

could very likely gain a wider identification of observant groups with environ-
.

mental activities in the country.

To arrive at suggestions from the vantage point of countries of origin,

consultation with leaders of organizations of Olim from 1 various countries might

be given attention as well as the cdoSuItation with federations of the various

tybet of moshavim and kibbutzim. A particularly good reference book has appeared

inEnglish entitled "One People":

94
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1. Hacohen, Devora and Menahem, 1969. One People; The story of the Eastern'

Jews. Translated by Israel I. Taslitt with an Introduction by Vogel

Allan. Sabra books, Funk and Wagnalls, NewYork;

Appeals to Economic Considerations: Business, Industry, Agriculture

In addition to differences that appear based upon religious observances

or countries of' origin there are socio-economic differences having to do with

one's professional orientation. In this regard the appeal of environmental

issues to those in industry or business will need to be addressedgrot oply_to

their concern as interested citizens but also relative to econpmiC-environmental

tradeoffs so as to enable them to understand the environmental thrust to be

one that is interested in fostering the country's economic well-being along

with _its environmental protection and improvement. Groups such as the-Chambers

of Commerce, Rotary,The Associations of Manufacturers and others should have,

materials prepared, will help 'WI aRawer questions-of immediate concernto

.Lists- of -reference materials cohcerned with detailed studies of other

countries canderniAg environmental issues as they relate to economic expansion

or economic stability should be assembled and made available tp meMbers of

'industry and commerce. In a .similar loin the economic aspects of environment

as they affect the adricaturist should pot be overlooked; this is to say

that not only should thproblems be .explored, but the, economic implication of

these problems should be addressed in working with thy- farming sector,of Israel

'aocibty.

, *

Detailed materials should be developed for the various,elememis'in the-

agriCulturil sector.; such as citrus growers, vegetable farmers, Producers of

tither fruit'cropa; poultry and meat producers, commercial flower growers and

others.

Dne recognizes that it saying this there is the. danger of cre ing ante-

gonismtoward environmental solutions because there are some add ional costs
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involved but it is at*that point that the importance of emphasizing environmental

oualit5, and the tremendous long term cleanup costs oftenliironmental pollution can
be used to influence the thinking of the audience in favor of:prevention of pol
lution.

141,

'Tourists /
.0

Tourism is a significant elemegt in Isiaal. The appeal of the natural
%

environment to visitors to the country. should nottie overlooked.-- Materials

designed for tourists' understanding of Israel should include emphasis about
natural history. Indeed the Ministry of Tourist should be encouraged to place

additional focus on nature reserves, wild flowers.,

relationshops thdt prevail in the very diversified

The publication on Nature Reserves in Israel which

wild animals and ecological

setting of the Holy Land.

appeared in English in .19W!"

was an excellent example of what could. be done in other publiCations geared

, to a more genera]: type of tourist.
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N. SeriZvi and S. Ncv ick

,

,.

Science educators at all levels will agree that learning experiences

should,.when possible, emphasize envirknmental involvement. Yet in science

lessons we normally aim.at acquiring knowledge and developing concepts. Can

these lessons simultaneously foster values and attitudes, about environmental

quality? .Such a combination, if not forced%should contribute both to the

aims of environmental education and to learner motivation.

Participants in the workshop explbred a dumber of suggestions for

dealing with a typical environmental problem (air pollution) through various

kindsof involvement.
/.

. The Workshop in Action

a. "Nettftude survey

,

Sinceparticipantt were to work in groups for about two hours, they'1

first Considered the qUestion, what attitudes are held initially. This
was done,bypresentidgsix extreme statements, positive and negative, about
the quality` of life and the environment. Participants' responses formed '

the basis for dividing them intosmall %forking groups-so that each gioup

Contained people who differed cor1siderably in their attitudes. It was

)readily apparent that ties technique could be' pplied with pupils about

to begin a leSson related to enVironmental qual Heterog eity in the
. .

groups,can contribute to lively debate and nhance a sense of nvolvement.

'3

b. INeatiqatinq Candles

)Several moderh chemistry programs have used activities with a burning
4,
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candle as an affective introduction. Our workshop activity also began

with candle activities. Before looking at the candles, parttcipanis.

were asked to list all ttie chemical and physical concepts tWatcan'be

' associated with an oFdiAary burning candle. It turns out thatthe list

Is suraisingly long - as can also be seen from FaredaYilChrisiolas lecturet

on the candle, over _a century. ago:
.

6.4

,

Work i66 groups were then given a number of hmall hollow wick candles,

sane chemicals and'simple laboratory apparatus (test-tubas, flasks, droppers,

etc). Some of these candles made from materials whlich.give off much soot

and other pollutants (sulfur dioxide). After' investigating those. .

candles, their value in introducing air pollution topics was apparent. This

realization led the group into the neat activity.

c.' A Film on Air Pollution
. .

A film presenting typical urban air Pollution effects id a neutral
: .

way opened a discassion.of how use it in an educational setting and,what

"activities woild be appropriat before and after such a film presentation.

d. Data Sheeets ft*. Class Ditcussions

Two data sheets *ere considered: (1) sources of air pollutants i

Israel, (2) relative contribution of different transportation modes o air

pollution.

Mb

The flist exercise was based On a series of circle grap appearing

in a recent report on air pollution by the ENironmental tection Agency.

The total area of Aph circle ispropor4onal,to the tot I weight of a given

pollutant. Participaits were presented with these 113.6riohe and asked
*

.

to'prepareigiscussion question centeri ng on e da presented in the graphs.

From this exercise it, becbmes apparent th rtatibn isa major con,:

tributor to air pollution; The next, ex i e presented as One approach.

to the transportation problem.
a
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A data tabley.sting the relative emission of viarious pollutantsper

passenger mile by different transportation .modes was distributed. Again

participants rgested discussion questions based on the data presented.

e. &Livery

'111111

fSeveral methods for stimulating interest and discussion of air pollution

emerged during .the workshop. It was emphasized that these, ctivities dead,

be integrated into any chemistry course. The workshop concluded with a brief

overview of an Israeli environment- oriented chemistry program for non-

science majors, "Chemistry in 1odern Society".

.;

r
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THE FLY, ODT AND US

by

Benjeplin Feinstein
.

The Problem of Accumulating Insecticides, Residues

p

Pollution of food with residues from insecticides and/their-an-.

cumulation in our bodies are two of. the ecological-pr aoblems which

should concern us. This is especiallyjame in.Israel, where large

Apantitites of non-biodegradable insecticides are Used, control is

negligible and'the-concentratipn in the body fat is among the highest'

in the world. The problem should .got be solved by a general prohibition

ofdheMical inae4itides - an action that would bring death:to milliOils'

of people as a Asult of'diseases transmittedy insects'and as a.result

Of the damage caused to crops byother insects. Therefore it is better

to seekia more balanaced solution baeed'on.the present situation in science

and technological progress. In order to decide upon the optimal solution,
.

an understanding of the problem of exteranating'harmful insects A\rea:

quired. The-study unit "The fly, DibtandUs", whiCh.was adopted in the

Ministry oEducation and Culture'Curticulum Center, and which appeardd

in the Matelot Edition; deals with this.

The Mediterannean fruit fly was chosen as a centralobject in.thAl
.maw

unit becaUse it is one of the most darigefous pests to' many typ? of

fruit in Israel and many other countries. The student also learns./

,

:

.

about diffarent'itects, both harmful and beneficial to man, about
!

their life cycle and their mutual relations. The students grow Me-

ditdrannean fruit flies and follow their development aniTthe damage -

1

, . \
thliy cause to oranges.

At this stage "The Rise and Fall of DDT" g presented to the

' studeht, thestor5, of. its discovery, the initial enthusiasm over.

it in wartime and in time of opacelbut also the disapppiritmenCfollowing

...
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the'breach of the biologicalibaltance. DOT kills the Mediterannean

fruit fly, but it broad range of activity is also dangerous to

the fly's natural enemies, to beneficial insects and other animals

whose'place in the biological balance until now remained unshaken.

In a simple laboratory exercise, the students examine'howAPOT

affects the fruit .fly and one of its natural enemies (a patasitic
:

.wasp. brought from Hawaii}, a4 house fly, the honey bee, and.minnows'

in an aqu . They discover that these animals are killedwith,
one surprisi eXceptionv the.housefly which developed resistance to

. DDT. Hence, they see the need for a more efficient solution to the
i \

fruit fly problem. A portion of these'experiments were demonstrated in
the woilcshop,

,*

The way in which natural enemies of the Mediterannean;fruit fly lay.-

eggs intophe pupa of the host and thetay in which parasitic fungi

attatfk larime of the farodenia is examined in other experiments Which Ar

were-demonstrated.

-. .-..

I
1

,p
, I. , .

. . /
.. ...,.. ... .
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TME QUALITY OF WATER

bY..

Neti Buras 4

./I

Actual tests and discussion of their,ftlications wars-

Oakformed on the quality of water:

Criteria for determining the quality of water were presented.

The,discussion'fpcused on the quality of water as an indicator of the.

impact of Man onhis156ohment and therole of water:in disee4e

'dispbmination

e e
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Mentitative approach and to struggle with it while setting. up a model

of energy changes and energy flow in a desert eCsystem from data which

are collected by the course participants (6 days long)lin the field.

Now it is. also planned. to broaden this approach to agricultural and

human systems whichare.represented in the Negev. ./

!

Thus, there is 'an urgent need for a fundamental change and for

:Do '
.,

b adenihg ecology instruction in institutions of higher education and.
. ,

paralellel to'thatit is necessary to insure tj immediate training o

the teachers by concentrated sources and by books whii.ch'can bring the

teadher closer to the ways of thinkingang working of modern ecology in
-

igeheral and 1 nd<scape ecology specifically. As a first step towards intekl-

disciplin ati)t teaching in a selected subject of landscape ecology, .

geography elichers, history teachers and bible teachers dhould also be included

In all these training programs, the Sde Boker schotil could be used as a.

model forsa multifaceted,, environmental field study which assesses the

fundamentals of landscape ecology at work in desert landscapes. But

parallel'to that, it will be necessary to develop "e'dditiOnal programs . .

,

a

in Mediterranean and urban lapdscages.

The Method of Instruction ofLandscapeTEcology

There is no room here to ihsert getails abolit instructionii methods, to

. ,

but from everything said up to now it is clear that this subject is based

on takihg students to the field, and this "field" starts.in the school

yard and residences. The urban environment which has the greatest re-
,

.

levance to the student, and embraces the nearby, open areas.asmuch as

Possible, represenedifierent types of landscapes which are typical

of,the area, while cRmpletind this'mateirial with thesaid of slides and'

films about other lakctes which place4.the landscapeswhiCh were studied

into a broad framework and poiritout the princ lee and laws which occur in

all the landscapes. P icipation of the4tuden and the "invitation to

investiglte" begins before going gut to the wield by collecting ecological,
4 1

$

01.
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geographic, historic, economic, social and other background data which .

'aids in understandingithe patterns and pimesses in the fielb. 'The field

work can be performed by work grouos which do a survey of the landscape;

units according to the directions arir ' determioS0 during a preparatory

expedition. The opportunity is given here to translate the generalandi

unclear concept Of "Environmental quality' into actual terms of.Charac

istics and processes which appear in the landscape. For natural landscape
. .

unite, the diversity of the species and the ecological stability of the

soil-plant systems, the extent of pollution of river wateretc. will be

used as important parameters. . A

For the evaluation of built-up landscapes, the emphasis will be On

airpollution, noise, the extent of cleaniliness and care, and additiOnal

factors whit
s

determine, in the surveyors' opinion, Man's feeling Of well-

being. It is possible to develop tyhile debating and clarifying, a simple
6 ,

porting method which is based on a grading scale from 1 "completely satisfying"

to 5 "excellent' according to everyone" and to weigh, the dimensions,'according

to a joint decision on the relatie importance of each factor in the landscape

unit.

OU'educational success will be.measured in the final analysis, not only
,

if we developed the awareness and understanding of the close mutual relationships

between the physical, biotic and human elements which shape the landscape

and determine theprocessesand.patterns which appear in it; but also if ,we

caused some motivation for positiVe involvement and student activity in environ-
.

menlal preservatir, wKether by persistent and consistent action or by active

participation in cultivation and rehebUitatiOn enterprises. -.

I an sure that froM tbe students which reach these active positive stages

Will come citizens o accept decisions whi0 ensure a healthier and a.mcfre ploasent

, environment than t at in which we live today;
"-)

c
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THE PLANS OF ESTABLISH ING AN ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY OEPARTMENT AT

- HAIFA UNIVERSITY -"ORANIM"

by

Or. Uri,Zoller

1. Introduction /
. F.

Historical Background:, "Oranim" - The Schoo of Educatigh of the '

0
Kibbut/Movemeht - base unique structure. It is t 'e sole school in Israel

which trains and prepares teachers fbi4 he ages 0-18; i,p.educatory
I..

from'"metaplot* for, babies up to qualified social studies and natural -.
.

scienpas teachers (graduated with 'B.A.. depiee) for the ,junior end senior

high school.
.

N ;0

ti

.

gIra the past, "Oranim" trained,only those members of the KiPbutk Move-

ment who had been sent, by their own kibbutzim., Each of these people re7
r.

tLrned at the end' of the study ,period 'to his- own kibbutz and ,joined the

eduCational system there. Today,, about half of the student body consists

of non-kibbutz people. 'Consequently,' the curricula for teacher training
)

and eduCators are adjusted to,meet the requirements of the geiiera.l'edudation:.:-
-.,

al system in rael.' _However, all thetudy programs at " Oranim" are still

Yinfluenca0,by ge socta4 and' educational phil,ophy of thelKibbutz.ib Israel.

A few years

Oraity tiasbeen

Haifa University

, ..

ago an integration proCass,beween "Oranim " 'and Haifa Uni-

initiated. Today, " Oranim" J!.g the.school'of tducation b/
. This framework includes/the departmiants of Education,

V 4jnglishl Literature, History4 Jewish History, Biology,' and Mathematichd
\'Physics', all belongto the sorcalled Acadeinic

*ThodErwho 'take care of ba6i6s,or children in the educational system ofA ..
...

There no equivalent word in English. rthe Kibbutz"-Movehient.'

4
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Along with the icademit_recognition oethe department of Biology and

Math- Physics "OraniM" by the council of hightr education three yeare.

ago, it was recommended by the Ad-Hoc committee (specially nominated for

this4purPose , that "Oranim" should "develop a teacher training program

for chemistry teachers and also create new options'within the existing

program".

a

Following thri recommbndation, a division of Chemical Studies was

established at "Oranim". Its purpose has teen to extend the.chemical

studies at "Oranim" by teething basic principles of chemistry to the

students, of the -existing departments and at the same time to create

the foundation for-an independent chemistry department in the future.

. .

. The plans of establishing an' ndependent department of cheMistry

have reached now,the oint

towerds.the.opening of the

academic year 1.978/77. .

Existing Constraints:

of High gear: fill: the efforts are aimed

gatbs of the new tepartment'ih -A6. upcoming .
-

)

e

On atming,towards the establishment of a new deparpent within a
- ; -

university, one has to examine thOim6ghly the .existing constraints

'which dictate the fileme,lif actioh.
,

oo

. At present, the chemi studies-'at high school suffer

menent crisis. This'is p ibularly so as far as the ngn-sci ence(so-

Called - "humanistit") trend concerned. The laCk_of clear-educe-,

-tional-instructional policy, of'eppropriate and relevant curricula and -
,

teachers, as well as the lack of interest on the eida of the student

body, put a question mark concerning thefuture of chemistry teaching
,in these trends. AJrthermore;:there art sut)stantTal.difficulties'i

.

a per-'

. Chemistry teaching also in the traditional 'science- oriented trends

(so-called "realisti09. The reasons for th is state of affairs are

109
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Iny. Deliberation, however, will pe avoided here, 'Since it is. beyond

the scope of this article. The teaching of ehemistrvin the Kibbutz

Movement was always on a very low level.to say the least. One of the

mail reasons for that has been shortage of teachers with an.approp-

ria.te education in chemistry who are able of.handling the subject. .

tom`

.1. ,/
-

Taking into account the present and future conditions of the

national educational.system, it is desirable that the chemistry teacher

training pram will provide prospective teachers with a broad ,.

flexible basis, so*that following graduation the beginning chemistry

teacher will be capable also of teaching additional disciplines; i.e.

biology and physics in the junior high school and probably one of

these additional disciplines in grades 10-11 of high school.

,

1Parallel- .to'the recently..well.leocumented process of the declining
.`.

of the glory of the natural sciences in the public eyes, there appears a

significant declineto occur in.the chemistry teathind.andits position
.

within tie curriculum of secondary education: .N6re and more the need is

felt eb reestablish, chemistry in its ritht,place as an essentier.diedip-

line for underaanding.the World 1 and us. Uriderstanding the `fundamen-

tals o chemistry and the ch cal Sspectsof'our worl- d is vital for

every citizen in modpi;1 soc ety. Therefore, it is essential to emphasize

in chemistry-what was missing for such a long ti1ne:,,i7te relevancy

the undirstanding o f nature and, to our capacity to. successfully Cope

with existing and future problems concerning society, environment,

technology and quality of life.. :

t
If ene adds to the above constraints thosa,mrhich are Unique for

"Oranim"; namely limited resources, composition oVacult>, lorSg

hfstory of biology studies emphasizing ecology end the number of potential
. . 4.

students in the new departmtnt, - one sees that the following central

question had to be" answered: Is it desirable to establish an independent

. Conventional Chemistry department; or, should we establish et unique prog-.
I, MI

_.ram, the purpose lir which would beta achieve teaching and educational

.objectives beyond those that dictate the accepted convartignal study

.

.1.1a

4
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program df existing chemistr>kdepartments in the various universities.

Our answer is the proposal to'establish,an independent department

of Environmental Chemistry (or Chethistry with Environmental emphasis)

at "Oranim", Mhile building the curriculum accordingly..

11.

ff

II. Rational of the plan to establish a chemistry department with .

environmental emphasis

The objective of the proposed department of environm4Okal chemistry

at "Oranim" Haifa University iss'to train chemistry teachers for the

intermediate and high levels of high school (junior and senior high).

The curriculum was.built in accordance with the prescription of new

trends in chemistry instruction in. the world stressing the Chediatry

of the environment. The environmental emphasis stems from, the recogni

tion that chemistry of the environment connects the field of chemistry

with the basic problems of modern society of our time such as resources,

energy, tachnological developmentl'cAservatinn of the environment and

quality of life. Environmental chemistry is hence relevant to the needs

tf both teachers did their future students. It emphasizes the avenues

by which chemistry is influencing and Would influence the fUture world

we live in as well as displays the chancesand risks associated
. -

the use of the accumulated knowledge in chemistry and related areas.

J

-

Basically, the fundamental task of chemistry teachers is to conti>.

ribute their share in the education of the future citizens while the

education towards the preservation of the,environmental ql.gility of life-.

contributes a significant component of this education. An, improvemeit17

in environmental education begins with the change in the Character of

the educator. Environmental problems are not temporary, but Father.

basic in our life at present,and'in the future as. well.
.

.

The, curriculum in the proposed department of environmental chemis

try is aimed todevilop the capacity of the prospective chemistry teacher

to deal-in an inerdisciplinar manner with actual environmental problems

ill'
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whiles presenting poisible alternatives for solutibn. As sukhi the

both interested teachers andproposep department may become attractive to

their students. By:means of the trained teachers in the proposed

department, chemietry'may attract teen-agers as an interesting and

important area relevant for everybody.

It is relatively easy to apply the integrative approach in scienpb

education within ,he frameweilk of environmental chemistry,.. Substantial

lip-service is given in fostering this approach in science education,

but very little is actually accomplished with this respect within the

framework of high schools. In A'additioni the curriculum of the new

department of environmental chemistry is compatible with the recent 'trends

in modern education; These strive to implement, curricula based on dealing

with real actual problems derived of life and himultaneouslyattempt to

provide the student with ways of thinking and intellectual power while

directing.himito search for poisible solutions and concurrently developing
... -

his capacity to decide upon the desired ones (RearprobIern solving and

decision-making oriented cut=ricula).

t ,

Moreoever, a curriculum in 'chemistry which emphasizes the eilirion-

. mental aspects ot our life fits the charactO of that op ded and'

intelligent teacher who is capable of using exist-Mg materi and

curricula and develop ,y himself..the particular curriculum tailored ac-

cording,to the system of constraints of his particular school. In short,

this is a program which makes the development of the burriculumiproof

teacher possible; the teacher - who'iscitpable of contributing, his share

in developing his students,into future curriculum-proof citizens. The
k

unique emphesis,of.the,proposedprogrem, may, therefore, attract

potential educators who envision their profession as a estiny the pur-

pose of which is to shipe the personality of the citizen f the future.

A
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The environmenV1 orientation of the proposed department contributes
.

towards its uniqueness which,organically incorporate into the,"historyo

of "Orenim". Since the establishment of the school, a special emphasis

has.beeri given to the study of both vegetation and litiivg organisms in

their natural environment. Finally, environmental chemistry meets part

of the special requirements of the Kibbutz Movement and environment

.withih ihp range of education and curricula.

it
The proposed plan - of establishing the department 'environmental

. .

chemistry at "Oranim" - may contribute its modest s in the reglorifi-

cation of*thejflatural sciences as part of life, th uglithe demonstration

of the interaction_between science-technology society.. Thus, basedon

the fundamentals of modern chemistry, the'ch=-4"cal aspect's of central

environmental problemi in modern society by and large and in the Israeli

society in particular will be emphasized.

4.
III. Frotzlems, Difficulties and Alternatives (ari outline for biscussidn):.

%
,

.t

* In establishing an enviro entally oriented departmeht of chemistry
.

and in designing the approp te curriculum within an existing university,,
.. ,one immediately encounters 4: prdblems and difficulties.fkAt'least.in

V part, such Oroklems..may b= quitaiimilar anywhere. fn addition,, one has. .I ..

to add' the particular co: straints that stern from tint local given framework

within wkiqh the said, ..artment is to be established:
.,p

We shall present now a selection-of problems and issues one has to

cop with in the .d igningtfage of such'a department.' The selection to.

be anted in' an abstract form is not conclusive nor comprehensive;

also, it does .not stand to suggest solutions or directiveg..It has

to be considered s an attempt to present some of.theproblems we are

facing at "Oran in the stage of preliminary planning. We hop sthey

may serve-as theletimulating basis for colleCtive thinking and fruitful

discussion. It 4.s.important to note-in this connectioin4.ihat we are

-dealing here with a department of chemistry emphasizing environmental

aspects, and not with a departatent of environmental studies that .
.

chemistry ig one. of4tscomponents,

ip f,
.113, ..
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The following are some of the questions one has to think eipout but

not necessarily in the order of their significance:

1. What are the philosophy ana'the eduCational-instructiqnal objectives

of a department of environmental chemistry aiming to t tin. chemistry

teachers for junior high. school?

2. How to construct an appropriptv syllabus which will mee the require-
:.

ments and One scope of traditional departments of chemistrY, while,
. ( .4

at the same time will put c special qmptasis on_snvironmental.chemistry?`
_ . 1

What, in fact; should the Syllabus be consisted, of under
4r

any condition?

.. .

3. Is it desirable to start rightfrom.the beginning to .teach the basicr
. courqs.from the ;environmental point pf view, or alternatively, to start

: . .

with teechin§
0

of the fundamentals and only later,. on this basis (begin-

ning from the ,second year on), to; move gradually towards emphatizing of

erkdronmental aspetti?

.

4. What should be the criteria for building the syllabus, taking into account

the fact, that at. least_ in the initial state,the offered options would

not be many?. How to ensue a minimal but rather a meaningful proOram?

5. ,How to ensure that Idonventional" chemistry shall not be deprived if
, . .

unconventional courses have to be.ihtroduced?

.6. Should the program be geared toWards teaching skills and special tech-
. .

niques, or should it concentrate upon comprehsneivetreatment of central

issues? -What it `the bast compromise concerning this question?

7. HOW would courses such as "introduction to environmental sciences",
,

I

flpopulatio01"resturces and conservation of natural resomrces",

,"biogeochemistry",,"man and his chemical environment""technolOyg

assessment", "Analysis of ecologiCal systems'" and similar courses be

. incorporated into the general framsiork of the study program?*

114
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8, How t ensure the possibility for graduates of the proposed department
to ntinue their studies towards the second degree (contingent on

the r. wish) within the framework of traditional chemistry'departments?

e presented here only a.minor portion of the questions which constit

utes a challenge for serious thinking and discussion. The phrasing of part
of! a questions may point towards possible alternative sqp.utign However,

d
.som of the questions call for creative thought in order to create

al ernatives.

What. is now needed within the'rame of preparations towards the

tablishment of the proposed department is4the following: clarification,

ormuiption and definition of the objectiJairestablishment of criteria

and order of priorities for the construction of the syllabus; Critical

consideration of the existing constraints, an6 finally "translation" of all

the'thougtits and the ideas into an operational propram to be accomplished

as soon,as

.
'sIP

".
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SYSTEMS EDUCATION IN THE ENVIRONMENT

by

Amalie Pearlman

I. Analysis ,

1. The supersystem for environmental education includes basic concepts of

ecology (the supersystem of nature) and basic concepts of efiistics (t1,6

supersystem of human spttlements.which man inserts between Himselr and

2. At Sde Boker, we saw how ecology was taught as problem-solving l5roces.

in tne field. Student't made direct observations in a defined jar69.. .

cording to scientifidally selected criteria. They translated:the data

into charts and various conventional symbols indicating changing relatiop-

Oips over time etc. The principal discipline was biology, but physics,

chemistry artd geology played important roles. The wholwatudy.led to

experimental understanding of the desert ecology and also to the discovery

the work of Dic*Spirks and others

of better= source management policy.

In public education in the sciences,

shows hOw the problem - solving process

applied to the'cornei- of any ordinary

approach of Sde I]pr.can be
Mk

schoolyard.

3. Ekistics (,the science of human settlements developed by Drs. Qoxiadis, Mead,

Fuller, Toynbee and others) can, like ecologyo'be taught as a plieblem-
_

solving process in the field.
,

Student make direct observations ina defined urban or village area_ac-

cording to scientifically selected criteria developed by the planning pro-

fession.

The students translate the data into surveycharts and graphs And v

tion-aiding symbols indicating changing relationshops over time etc., The

p ncipal disciplines are economics and sociology; but geography, history,

anthropology and political science play important roles. It is vital to

include units of study from the humanities: Tann9ch, art and literature

(the distillation of examined human ekperience) illuminate the dry

ous pre-*
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"statistical data with the ethical,.aeSthetic and psychological

necessary, to decision making.'.
0

In public school edu6Ition in the humanities, the work of Or.

Pearlmarramong others, flea produced giade school curriculum which

teaches ekistics as problemsolving process, This can be applied

in any scHool.neighbbrhoodi

4. Up until now, we have been teaching separate disciplines spch as

reading, arithmetic, scikel social studies, art, music etc. and

teaching them *ell.

Our piesent task is to

focussed on problemsolving

%"4'7:.

write, and use interdisciplinary units of.curriculum

investigation of the'total changing environment.

At the closing session of .the Jerusalem Conference on Educationcin the

Environment, headed by Dr. P.,Tamir, of the De Shalit%Center, a_propoial was.

adopted to form, a Center for Environmental Education 'as a resource for 10,

teachers. This Center, with the stipulated supportive participation of the

Prime Minister'S Environmental Protection Service and its staff of specialists-

plus environmentalists._ This is tha. tool for_praducing-updated inter .
dibciplinatc, and disciplinary units.

What
. .

be intfodu

,)
MeII.- thod

?its shall be designed for which.Oisciplines and how will. they

into existing schools?

Now to design

.with the present est blishment.

the units and inser them into,the system for odexistence

1. Taking our cue from the Integrated Studies Program pidheered in London,

we begin with an integrating mechanism which already exists in our schools:
.

The General Assembly

All classes in all the disciplines are invited. The basic environMental

problem for heuristic study is presente0 in all its dimensions attha General
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Assembly. (Irmight% for example's be Noise PcIlution).

The use of Community Theatre techniques is another tdol which sn ul

be used for the General Assembly Presentation. A proposal to use Community

Theatre in the schools of Israel has been written by Dr.*Yannov'and thers

at Bar Ilan University Use ofi this tool makes it possible to pres t the .)

many interacting aspects of the problem in an interesting way. This tends

to achieve the total emotional and intellectual involvement needed t6

motivate the problemsolving investigation. (The Katgmon Theatre ex

perience in Jerusalem has shown how community theatre can promote citizen-:

ao

ship) .

du
7,

Conscisnessraising: The General Alsembly has presented the problem.

What is the role of the disciplihes? 4. .'

,

2. .Role :of Vie Disciplines .

f
A

.. ,

,

.

In thisproblemsolving apprbach, each discipline presently taught is

used as a tool for discovery in the process.of collecting data And relatiCn

ships bearing on possible options for the solution. SpeCial units are written
t

.

as needed by the facilities of the proposed Center for insertion into the

'regular school program.
.

.

w .

For example, if the }problem is Noise Pollution .
. .

.

Physics,Unit The nature of sound. decibels, reverberation, towhd
.

.

. .
.

.
,

suppression, muffling, baffles, barriers, ,.
...

Music unit The quality of 'sound, evaluation of pOunds we cherish.
y

1 and wish to see protected. C
./.. . v

Sociology unit Sounds we regard as.threats to health and sanity eind ,

,1 .wishito see controlled. a'

Political science
unit d. Who is responsible for what? ;Intrrot'and sticl$1,r e

118
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policies., how t

Economics unit

Sociology unit,

TannaPh unit

Physiology unit

%..socio:-economic unit

AS. we see,all uni

ArobleM for a given pe

4;4 :Interdisciplinary S nthesis:

protectwhat- 'cherish, how to

control what hreatens up tizen, community,

government 1 slator; administrator and public.

Whd will pay trio cost? Costbenefit studies of

various Cptionefor'noise control: Primary and

secondary short and long`vange costs and benefits

to community.

Social cost df negligence in terms of increased.'.
.

community services.made necetsary by noise pathology.

Biblical example of the power of,ScondJerich0.

Sound deCibels and the.humag\ear.:

Effect of 'sonic boom and liv6tilok..
.

in

od,

oo

each discipline focus simultaneously on the

in preparation for the student symposium.
.4

)

The Studentled Symposium

This tool is an ex ension of an educational device developed_ under the

Neta curriculum researc program headed by Dr. Smilan.ski ofTel Aviv Univer-

sity's School of Edutaton . It can be' reinforced. by an adaptation of

the ThinkTank Methodologies developed by the Van Leer Institute .

Thstudents hold a symposium to which parents and public officials

.may be invited.

In this symposium; they present the evidence that has beedlathered

in the various disciplines with special units focussing simultppaously'on

the problem. (In" oult4Omple, the Problem was Noise Roflution). The

students discbasthe pros and cons of various options for solution

according to the,interacting evidence provided in the field by the use

of each disciplinary tool.

et'
4

11 9
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The symposium should be4Weighted as heavily as the final examination

es anndicatdr of what learning has taken place.
1

The beauty of it is that it is not "final". In the course of suh'a

discussion, new problems surface which then'become the basis for new re-

search end a whole new cycle of teachet-student-professional investigation

is actiVated.:

A comparison of linear learning with the Cyclic Process of Learning

researc

2.4:dent-i

.-Symposium Levalvative
ymposium

- tudent

problem-solvin
investigation

3

4. Extension: Annual Regional Student SymposiuMr:

linear learning:

a one-way street.

cyclic learning: a

tcontinuum.

Stude nts 'symposium

Au-covers new problems

for research, trig-
.

gers a new cycle of

lEkarning

Students from. significantly different backgrounds, such as incner city,

rural kibbutz or moshav, suburb meet to exchange the findings of their

local symposiUm. The clash of ideas stemming from variety in lifestyles

Sharpens the evaluative ability and affords opportunity,to consider the

varieties bf lifestyle to be accommodated in forging regional and national

policy at the larger.ekisiic scales.,

1N



Summary of Tools:

4.

1. Science - applies ecology in the.schoolyard (Sparks) .

-
. , k,

2. Humanities - applied ekistics in'the art class fPeirlmanl

3. 'Awareness (consciousness rhIsi4, statement of the problem in its'

full dimensions) general assembly community theatre (Yanoov, Miller)

4. Disciplines - focussed in integrated studies pattern and used

as,4pols for discovery in a problem- solving process.

5. News Units of Study - writ12en by appropriate teams0.n the proposed`

Conte& for Environmental Studies. (Tamir=Marino4

'

6. Student-1ed Symposium - Neta leadership unit,(Smilanski, Hernstat)

Van Leer °IThinkteinkl *Methodologies.

-

t 4-

e.

. 4.

5. Systems - consist of aflexible series of units which work independently
. _,-

and interdependently to produCe a common product: In the case of environ-
4

mental education, the common product is citizenship, the ability.to part-
,

icipate intelligently in the necessary planning management of one's own

time era. Existing units can be reinf6rced by parallel units fed into

the system at any convenient dime. The ultiMate goal is a sequence-in

scope from Kindergarten through.collegecand in every school sin the vil-

lages, towns, cities. and human settlements -of Israel.

4

12,1
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6- A SYSTE PROACH TO ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN THE, DESERT
.

.
0,

. I f
.

.
. .

0 . . . .

.

rll

Mpsh= Shachale, Era. Alti;thn and Ted M.` Kahn

It is vel-y difficult, i -not impo4ible; to approac h the subject

,btEnvironmental_Education with t reference to'various"systems andtheirinherentAnteractions.C1, a 3). Through our research at4

the Fipla Studies Center at Sde Boke oven the 4Sais* few years we'

'have come to the conclusion that the de ri is an optimaloeducation

tool for such a sYstems'approach: This is Because of the relatiVe '

simplicity of the:,desert environment, which allows not only the dif-

fei"040.atiirkof the'Various systems and theieresOctive element, but

also awareness and understandbng of their inter-relations.

1.1-
.

The purpose of this article is to present our approach in

' development of a ourriculuni in environmental education repres ent-

. ing the desert as an interaction between different systems, or as

we-prefer to 'call it, as a "Super:System".
t - %

. \° toncept tne.Super System

,The,Super System, rdr educational purposes, is composed. the

.

(4 $, following elements ,(See Figure 1)
4( t

. 4:

Note that ihe,aystem 11 the lowest level, of iniitrati6n. As
.

shown above; the structure, funtion; 'size and importance of the

element systems (and poiysytetili4. within the Super SYstlim,(SuS)
...,_

depend upon: :,.

.- ... / I .1

(1) The surivunplIings, i.e., the bi in .which tne..,Sue exists;
.

(2), The needs and culture of Martin t "SuS. '

I

4

'Moshe ShsChak and Era Altman hWaq the c,,rriculum Development Unit
of the Field Studies Center, Midrashat. Baker, Har Hanegev, Israel.'
Ted M. Kahn is a consultant for tqs Outpoc?P Biology In4trucitional
Strategies (0.B.I.S.) Project,,Lawrenpe Hall of Science, University of
California, Barkley,' California. '24
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We may-summarize the relationships between the systems within the-.

SuS, as well as its evolution in time,:_?x'the following "T-model".

(See,Figure 2).

The goals and structure or the course
.

A course for

objective's:. .)

-

teacher was planned with the followies three main

. . . ,

(1) Understanding the crincepts-tatitedto the structure and function of
..

the-filestirtYSsiger-Bystem and its systed's; ,

Finding alternatives for man's role-function in the conservation and...,

, b
management of the SuS; .

.
.

...Applyirig and adapting the concepts of the course,to the
;

present school
curriculum.

Thecourse was strucWred around a Ordblem solving.approadh: What NN
is the structure-function on the DSuS? What' are the possible alternative

ways of conserving, it and Olanning'its future?-_

-

Participants worked individually and in groups in order to acquaint.

themselves with the main concepts related to each of the.systems (for the

BioSocio0ultiraI Systems, there was individualchoice'for areas of ,

-specialisation, as this poly-sygtem is inherently subdivided),." Summary
and integration was-accomplished by development of a "Master plan" for the
Yerocham Lake Nature Reserve. the technioque used for this integration

twas that of a "simulation game".

The course Structure is summarized in the following diagram. (Sett

Figure 3).

The study area.,

The area cf study, a steppe desert terrainis situated in the Noithern.

Negev Highlands; Israel, 50 kilometers south of Bear Sheba and about200,kilometers
,

IS

123,
1 a
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north of
4
Eilat. This area is especially suited to our approach for two

reasons:

(1) .There is a large distance bet the systems of the SuS;

(2) The boundaries of each system are relatively welldefined.

(See FAgyTs.4).

. _
.

---\

1-
t:

.

Pedagogical Approaches ;Dr the Study of Individual Systems

fee

In the study of each system, we triedta answer three main questions:

(1) ,What are the distinguishing elements for understanding the structure

and furictiori of the System?

(2) What: are the characteristics unique to each''System, which distinguish

it from the other systems?

(3) What is the placerole of the system within the DSuS? ,
.,

:$

v.

Below are summarized the cpnceptq central to the study of each system:

?. Natured Ecosystem (NETS)*

1) NEcS is in balance because of the interrelationship of its,biotiC

. and &biotic components..

2) Adding or removing species tofrom the system will destroy the existing

balance.

3) a. Differentjrganisms havl different strategies of .adap tions to their

surroundings; bit common to all of them is the existen of a

balance, over long periods of time, of

, Energy absorbed..= Energy emitted.

be The existence of the same strategies decreases the species diversity

and, different strategies increase the species diversity.

4) Stable systems with a large species diversity are the best ones to exploit

the resciurces*of the physical surroundings.

*Concepts of each system are not listed according to order of importance.

1.24
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Summart (viz. DSuS) : NEcS, is characterisedloy the tendency towards

increasing specieg diyersity. vApHigh species diversity tends to in-

sure energy flow and recycling of elements; these processes are es-
.

sential for the existence and stability of.the system. The Desert NEcS

is distinguished by the special relation between the driving forces:

high radiation, rate and low water.flow. The. relatively high species

diversity in the desert ecosystemlis due to the variety of different

strategies of various organisms to adapt to these special conditions.

, These concepts were studies through exercises which concentrated

on the loessidl plain in the desert (See Figure 4).

B. Bio- Socio- Cultural System (BioSCS)

Socio-Cultural System (SCS) .

1

(1) Different societies have different strategies for existing

4n the DSuS. .

(2) Enlarging SCS,creates a chain-reaction in the DSuS

Increasing AgS -- Decreasing NEcS Increasing.ONS

(3) Different strategies used include:

(a) Nomadic culture;

(b)' Ancient urban and rural cultures;

(c) Present day urban and rural culture

(4) The-quality of life in. the SioSCS is dependent on (due tog use

of the differehtgtietegias listed above.

The culture is a mediating factor between man and his environment.

Surplus of radiation and deficiency of water in the desert suii

(5)

(6)

roundings make the production of agricultural surplus difficult.

This agricultural surplus is necessary for a high standard of

living in a gb./en Society. The'efore, to obtain this high

standard of life in the desert (DeuS), import is necessary.

Summary (y1.1: DSuS )t The standard of living in the BioSCS is dependent

on agricultural surplus and managariaent of the entire ()Sup. In the arid

125
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'aurroundingp, there are special difficul1cies id'producing agriculturaf,,_

surplus and management. Different cultures have different strategies

in managing thcltrtSu6

The SGStwas stuac infour soEio-cultural environments: Beduin

(Nomadic tulture); Kibbt-cz (collective intensive agricultural set-

tlement); Nahatean (Ancient culture} and Industrial development towns
. i*

.(See Figure 4).

82. Agricultural System (AgS)

(1)

(2)

*(3)

Thtendancy of the AgS is to decrease species diversity.

The existenc$ of the desert agricultural systr is'due to a

change in the ratio between the driving forces (radiation and

1111

precipitation).

There exists a relatiOnship between the NEpS and the

between-the main supply of water soil and organic matter:

- The NEcS serves as Er.geneticApol for the AgS.

- The NEcS.is a source of disease and pests that attack

(harm) theAgS., ---)

Expansion and development of the AgS is done at the expense

of the NEcS; the AgS imports foreign elements that harm the

balance of the NEcS:,

(4) The BioSCS cannot exist without the AgS, excluding huntin g

societies.

(5) There is a strong relationship betWeen the structure of the

AgS and its productivity and the sticture and function of the

BiOSCS.
IP

Summary (viz. DSuS),: The AgS characterized by itstendency to decreate-

species diversit. Thus, the existence of the system deRends upon import

of energy, minerals, knowledge, technology and occasionally water. Different

cultures use different strategies to change the ratio between the driving

forces characteristic of the desert in odat to increase agricultural product-.

ivity.
12.8

.

C"
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The AgSoijas studied inverses. of gazing agriculture (Bedouin
,

Culture), run-off Water farm (an experiment/a farm, designed by

4 Evenari f2), modell)d after Nabatean culture) and three intensive

. agricultural Kibbutz settlements.

Jr
B3. Technological System (TS)

11) Thl TS istpresently the only system in which there is no

dirddt use of solar.-radiation.

(2) The liberation of Human Energy (one of the driving forces of
. #

the= TS) is a result of surplus produced by the'AgS; together

with fossil fuel ( surplus produced by. the NECs), It is this

liberation of'energy, which allows the TS to grow and develop.

'(3) Because of the high rate of energy use by the TS, the mineral

cycling within the SuS bec omes unbalanced.. This result in stress

on all other component systems of the SuS.

7

Summary (di".'SuS)s The TS is in competition for space And resources

with all the nther component systeMs of,the SUS.. This'is due to man's

seientific.and.tedhnological ability.tdyincrease the rate of energy

flow within the IS Thus there now exists _sparsdoxr The TS-is-growing

and is capable of supportingvlifep the other systemi, which are capable

of life support, are growing smaller and smaller. The only solution

is the management of the whole SuS in order to reduce this. competition.

The Desert SUS, being undeveloped, is very sensitive to this coineitition;

thus consideration for its management must be even greater'.
.

84. Conservation df NatUre'System (CNS)
.

(1) PS A NEdS + Management

*(2) The CNS has psychnlopinal, aesthetic and scientific importance

for the BioSCS.

(3) The chain-riaction (described in the SCS) that was initiated

by the expansion of the SCS may, /h the long run, convert the

NEcS into CNS.

1
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(4) CNS'is also a genetic pool for the AgS.

(5) CNS has a role is the Conserving of the DSuS by increasing

species diversity and by recycling of elements.

(6). -To total environment.

S

Summary CAE. DSuS): The main thing charecterittic of CNS is a strategy

of conserving species diversity with human assistance (management).

This strategy is very.necesrry in the Conservation of the ontire DSuS.

The CNS, in combination with the NEcip, also acts as a buffer'againet

the stress produced by the Ts, SCS and AgS. The.ideas of the CNS

were studied by examining the structure and function of tile Yerocham

Lake Nature Reserve, and suggestions for its future planning and its

Contribution to the dSuS (See Figure 4).
't

Summary - Integration, of the `duper 'System

Learning about each of the individual component systems is not

-Sufficient, however: we were equally concerned that the student -

participant; in this course come away with an appreciation and Under,-
.

standing of the inherent interrelation between the systems and

how they together compose the Super System:

Thus, a Simulation game was given as the summarizing-integrating

activity of theourse.. This simulation required the consideration of

such factors as'relative size and influence of the component systems in

relation to the wholSeper System:

).. A model of this simulation game - the planning of the erocham

Lake Nature Reserve is given below: (See Figure 5).

Note that the component systems within the NEcS above - ag.i CNS,

TS arid SCS - may expand of contract according to the feelings of the

participants in the game. In this fashion, the model is extremely flexible,

as participants understand that changing one element system necessarily

changes the inherent structure's of the entire system. Man's decisions

are thus an inherent part of the structure of the Super SysteM.

12 Ei
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In conclusion, our main goal for this course was the understanding

that Man_and his environment are togepher one unit, not two. The

course was designed so as to lead the participants to understand that

the entire environment is a Super System; and that Man is an integral

part of this system. Thus if we destroy a part of the Super System,

men may destroy all of the Super System. Environmental education must

therefore.emphasize thinking and planning of how to preserve not only

Nature; but the entire Super System,

LIST OF FIGUFES

Fig.1: Concept of a Super System.

Fig. 2: "T-Model" of the Super System concept-

between systems.

Fig. 3: Structure of the course "the desert as

Fig. 4: The study area.' The compartments show
r

within the Desert'Super System.

Fig. 5:

showihg the interaction

a Super System ".

the sites of the systems

The main concept of the Super System'aashown in the simulation

game planning of the Yerocham Lake Reserve.

Abbreviations:

AgSA- Agiic4ltrual system

CNS -Conservation of Nature

Bio ScS = Bio socio-culturel

NEcS - Natural Ecosystem.

ScS - Socio-cultural System.

Technologidal System.

bsus Desert Supersystem.

System.

System.
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY IN ISRAEL

by

Uri Marirrov

Foreword A

The decline of environmental quality began as a result of ,-a, numb& of

factors: the rapid growth in the number of residents, essential technological

0alca s, growth'of the large cities (urbeniietion) ena the increase in piroduction

,

t
a nd consumptionof energy. All thede brought in its wake, an increase in the

concentration: of pollutants in. the biosphere and as a result of that the lido-

logical balance in nature was violated.

In Israel all these factors exist and also many additional faCtors such
. .

as: special climatic conditions, lack of water, an overcrowded coastal regions

and also special social conditions. As a result, we discern a meaningful decline

in environmental quality -.pcp.uation of air, -water, soil and sea, an increase
.in moiieleyel and in insecticide residues in "food.

Whet should be done?

.f,
It is necessary to define each problem well, to measure its significance,.

to prepare a program of action, and to-decide the order of priorities. Iii
Israel heading.the.order Of priorities is attendance to the following subjects:

1. Water quality.

2. ,Physical planning.
- .w

3. Preservation of2nature and the landmape; since all damange which is caused,
.

to them is irreversible.

1 ,

Inkeeping with'the economic situation, it is necessary to place emphasis

on these subjects which do not require large 1 -fa,* investments and which may

even be able to bring economic benefits such as:

and energy), reclamatioh of water, and 'prevention of waste.
Y

13.13
a

refuse, raw materials,
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How should it be done?

For Meringful action in the disciplines of environmental quality a

number of cOnditions are required:

Professional and trustworthy manpower.

Suitable organization

Regard for the law

AP Interdiacipliniry work

High level of awareness
,

The challenges of educatibn and interpretatioh in the disciplines Of environ-
.

mental quality are:
. .

InstrUction of the subject

Permeation, of,amexeness'of the sgbjeqt.

Development of an independent discipline

Tending to.the possibility for interdisciplinary work.

NO
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,REUTILIZATION OF LIQUID WASTES IN AR AQUATIC SYSTEM

by

Balfour Heffer

Following is an example of finUing 0 compromise between,utilization

of nature for the existence of the species, and between the different
.

resources and the environmental aspect. The example-is one of reuse

of sewage, while suggesting a %Pei to treat the subject.

There is en advantage to reutilieation of waste water grom the

environmental point of view,.(prevention-pf environmental obstacles),

or'whether with respect to peutilization of water, in light of the

serious water situation in Israel.

The greatest consumption -of water in Israel oCcurs in irrigation:

since its requirements for water quality are low, irrigation is the

principal'user of recycled waste water.

There are sanitary and technical problems which cause difficulties

in utikiling recycled water for agriculture.

1. seasonal problems: ttlere tre wastes all year. Irrigation occurs t

mainly in the summer. According to the research of Tahal, the

quantity of waste water predicted for 19eo iak281 million cubic

meters, per year from which 137 million cubic meters will be available

in the summer when .it is needed for irrigation and 144o.m,will be

available in the winter. Accordingly, even if it would be possible to

utilize the entire quantity, not all the potential is used. 'There

are additional problems, bebause of which, even the avaiable quantity

in the'summer cannot be utilized in its entirety.

2. 'Salts in the water, sometimes the level of salinity of the.water

is too high and thes,water is net suitable for irrigation, such as,

for example, the sewage of *Life in which the amount of chloride

is very high. It should be pointed out that this specific proble0

was solved by diluting the sewage in Baruch` Reservoir, but inoer

instances no solution as fcqrui and large quantities of water,, are

; 1.3.8
It
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3. The quantity of sewage water required in a certain district for irrigation

does not always correspond to the quantity found. In the district of

Akko, for example, there are some 12 million c.m., from which only

4 million c.m. are required for irrigation. In Haifa, there are

pa million c.m. from with only some 3.4 million c.n. are required

for irrigation' such that inordinately high surpluses reFlain.

4. In spite of the many treatments, sewage contain pathogens such

as bacteria and viruses and therefore irrigation with. them is

possible with only a portion of the drops..
One of the ways of solving the above problems is through utilization

of sewage water in fish ponds together with agriculture in one integrated

.system.

The seasonal problem can be solved by storing water in large quantities,

however, this is too expensive. In contrast, to this, if the stored water

is made into a fish pond, then the fish yield for this period can solve

the problem of expenses for water Storage and leave a profit for the ,

farmer. Mbre than that, even the problem of salinity can be solved

in this way since It is possible to grow fish is very Iligh'salinity,

up to the salinity level of sea water.,. This method has additional

advantages even in solving the sanitation problem of sewage water.

In the ponds there are 3 factors at work which aid in purification:

1. dilution of the sewage in the pond,

2. a long pause.

'3, in a fish pond, the speed of purification is higher.

'4 f
The great dilution permits a larger population ofalgaezto develop

in the pond. As a result of the photosynthesid of the algae, a great

deal of oxygen is produced in the water and so a super saturated

pond is obtained. This oxygen is harmful to bacteria. Likewise, fol
.

lowing the strong assimiletionl.is CO2 absorption end following that, a
.

rise in iMpH ofi.th5

x..39
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Moremfer, the actual presenceof fish in the pond even helps purify

the pond. In the United States research weedone on this subject.
e .

In a portion of top final
.

purification poold for sewage they placed

fish, and a portion remained without ash , as a control. In checking

the major parameters which measure the degree of purity in the two

systems above, the following was obtained:

raw sewage water. 29224ithout fish pond with fist;

consumption of biological
oxygen 184 ppm 21 6

floatirt materials . 197 37 12

PH . 7.3 i 7.9 8.3

pathogenic bacteria 3x106/100cC . 20x10 /100cc 2.5x10 /100cc
J.

.

Putting fiih*in the pool raises the concentration of oxygen and the

PH in spite of the fact that the fish respire and consume oxygen.
I

The concentration of oxygen in the water is a function of photo-

synthesis and this depends on penetration of light into the pond. The

more the concentration of algae goes up, the light penetration becomes

less and with that also the rate of photosynthesis. On the other hand,

the algae i-espira, consume oxygen and release CO2. Hence the-great

importance of fish which eat phytoplenkton. The amount of algae is

small,-penetration of light increases and with it the oxygen level,

as a result of photosynthesis.

Even for Vae fish grower there is en adirantage. The addition of

organic material to water causes a substantial rise in the formation.of

natural food. The need to use supplementary food for fish (the price

of which is quite high) is much less. There is f9od prepared natural-

ly in the pool.

With all this, there are problems and also deficiencies lin a'

system such as-this.

140
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The main problem is sociosenitary. It is composed of the timblic

health pfoblem and also the publicsel relationship to those fish which

were grown in a pond with waste water. With regard to the purely .

sanitary problem, there is a.need for accurate research as to whether

the pathogenic bacteria multiply in the intestine of the fishlmaking

the fish potentially active in spreading adisease, or whetber the

fish just carry the bacteria found, in their immediate environment

passively so that the problem can be solved by transferring them

to completely clean water.

Because of the inclination of public opinion and because of the

importance of the problem, it is possible to take a number of important

steps to reduce the seriousness of the problem.

a. to use sewage which is passed through any purification it all before

use and not rem samage.

b. about 2O% of the fish grownare fry in the first phase, which in a

later stage are transferred to fattening-and growth ponds.- If

it becomes clear that fish only carry bacteria passively, it is

passible to gow the fry in waste water and transfer them to clear

fattening ponds later and thus, solve both the bacteriological

and peydholOgical problem.

An additional, serious problem, is the oxygen consumption of the

'sewage: tke large amount of organic material in the sewage undergoes

bacteriological breakdown which means oxygen consumption is high and this,

clearly Parigerous for fish. The solution to this problem

lies in the precise calculation of the onygen.consumption of the selvage

and then control of the supplementary quantities so .hat no damage

will occur to the 'fry.

Apother problem is that of poisops. Industrial sewage ..;ah contain

different poisons, among them heavy metals.- Wastes pf agricultural

settlements, in contrast, can contain other poisons such as insect-
.

icicles of the type of DDT and more, and these, even in the most minute

4 quantities can destroy fish. The solution to this problem is control of

the source from which the wastes emanate.

141
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In summery, suggested here is an integrated system for reuse
,

of effluents in agriculture. The systewithould be viewed as a

single' ecological unit with therfish-used as a niche in this ecological

unit. By filling the niche , the system is more balanced and more ef-

ficient and therefore goodfor man and, the environment.'

142
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LAW AND ENVIR6NVENTAL tADUCATION

by

R. Lester

The studies at the law school are contrary to the necessary

analysis of ecological problems. These studies lead the lawyer

taRthink as an advocate, which means, considering mainly the facts

which-preceded the case. Thus, the lawyer always asks what happened

instead of asking what will happen, though it is the latter which

eXpresses the, correct approach towards analysis,of ecological

problems.

Not only is the advocate's study dedicated to learning facts,

but the advocate is also educated to classify issues into catagoribs.

To deal with a case, for example, he divides natural resources into /

categories, he breaks up water in4lalses, creeks, rivers, underground-

water, etc., while the problem of Water pollution may influence the

whole natural system known as the Water cycle. Moreover, such an

approach cannot ;cover the interactions between the creekt_and the

ground nearb:Y because there are separate laws for the ground. As
S result of this the treatment of. environmental problems is in many

hands..''They.are taken care of by several bodies of the government,

whereas these prOblems should preferably be dealt .by one.

In order to iniprove.this situation, the lawyer should be led to

acknowledge environinental problems. To this end, I am not recom-

mending inservice workshops which studylliany subjects. I have learned

from my own experierice, that such workshops do not achieve their aim.

It is better to direct the advocate towards ecological problems while
he is still at the law school, and before he has begun studying or
working on these problems.

143
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c TOUR TI -FWGH LANDSCAPE

Part of the project "Man and Landscape" in the curriculum for high school.

by

Carmella Ben -Zur

The "tour through landscape" is an integral part of the project "Man

and Landscape" and is meant to conclude this project by finding and feeling

practically the factors of interrelations between man'and landscape which

surrounds him. The tour is meant to arouse in students'emotiork and

aesthetic attitudes towards landscapes and its components, and to the

ecological influences deriving from them. To be aware of nature land-

scape as a factor of calming and frustration. To learn to distinguish

between its physical formations; colours, smells, sound and whispers and

4o increase the ability of being impressed by it. To develop awareness

4 *of the influences of man on landscapes for good ang,for bad, for improve-

ment and destruction. To be aware of the micro-climactic influences

on the physiological feelings of man and the ability of man to change

these factors, have too for good and for bad, and hence to change the

physiological feelings of man, basedon it, as all as his emotional
4

feelings. To develop the ability of finding ties-between events and

conditions of landscape. To understand Oe physical'and biotic factors

which influence the location of man in landscape.'

6

Maybe, that at first sight, the targets mentioned seem to be too many

and too complicated. A closer look, however7Mill 'show us that in fact

they are joined and interWined and cannot be separated. They are as

links in 'a 'chain - joined together and interacting with each other.

The students have already learned about ecosystems and are sup-
,

posed to know that every ecological system is a combination of joined

and interacting units. The tour Can and should be used to emphasizethings

they have learned and make them be aware of them.
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In order to reach ttie objectives mentioned above, we have to teach the

students skills which will enable them to make surveys, to collect physical

and biotic data, to analyse them in order to clarify and understand the

interactions between the physical and biotic factors and among the biotic

factors themselves - including man.' To develop observation skills, clas-

sification skill, the skill of listening to the finest and most delicate

sounds and voices; in extreme: the skill to listen even to silence; the

Skill of formulating hypotheses concerning man's activity in lar;dscape.

The choice of the route for the tour in landscape:

In choosing he route for the tour, everything must be/done not to

make it too long, yet to be varied enough to find answers to probleMs we

raise and which may help us to reach our objectives. So it should have

sections where man's influence is as small.as.possible, on the environment

in which he lives. ?'should have sections in which the original land-,

scape has been "ruined" by man through,buildrik hoiAes, roads, etc., and

includes all, or most, negative consequences of man's presence. And,

o

., .

course, sections of landscagaitprov. " by man, either .by reconstill*ptiOn

by means of improving road sides, onst cting plantings, adding plantings

in faipw land etc. We succeeded to, find a ute for th th

three kinds of sections, described above, in Nahal totem OnN hr armel.

In addition, an observation point over most of the,route was Identified.

No doubt, that according to the criteria, we have decided upon, we can

find routes for tours in all the regions of the country.

*-1

The work has been Olanned so, that all the. students concentrate at the

beginning m the observation point and get a gerieral impression of the view.

They are asked to define their impression as: boring, calming, beautiful,

sad, urban, naturals etc. They are given a blank map which later on is

guiding them on their tour. With the help of the map and a compass they

determine the sections they will pass. They record the built sections,

the "natural" and the improved ones, according to their impression before

.148
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they have examined it directly. Finishingtheir tour they will return

to the observation point and crieck their first hypotheses. The students

are given a plant key which includes 15 kinds of trees, 15 kinds of shrubs

anO,8 kinds of climbers they meet along thrOute.

t
the origin of the plants is listed in the key. The key

has two functions: a.. to enable the students to distinguish between .

the natural vegetation of the area and that one added by man (the positive

influence& man .on landscape), b. to develop observatiog skill. All

the students go along the whole route, including all the sections, to get

a general impression of it. But after the observation point, the class

is divided into small groups scattered along the route, and each group has

to calect its data. We identified the various sections as "stations".

Each "station" is occupied by 2q groups of 3-4 students each. On our

route we have three stations, that means that you can work on such a

tour with a class of 30-40 students. For collecting the data, the students

are given the necessary equipment (to each group): 'pegs and rope to

sample plots and count thQ perrenial vegetation, frames to count annual

vegetation, earth thermometers, psychrometer wriih will serveas regular

thermometers (students are given tables to find the relative. humidity),

photometers, compasset. If possible taperecorder and camera, as well

as cans and bags for 'collecting living material and samples are Deed.

The tasks demanded from the students are collecting physical and

biotic data. It is difficult to giye the student tasks which may express

their feelings. But it is certainly possible to instruct them that when

coming'to an Qpervation point, they first sit down, close their eyes and

try to listen to sounds, to absorb smells and describe in few words their

impression's and feelings. The students are given work sheets which Buice

them in collecting data, evaluating them and coming to conclusions.

%

The tour is comp sted with a discussion. According.to the time the

teacher has at his disposal, the conversation may take place, .either

immediately after the tour or in the following lesson in theclassroom.

The short experience we have had shoWed us that mostly the conversation

takes place in the classroom. Representatives of groups inform the class

147
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of -their findings, compare them with other groups of,the same station

and of other stations. The representatives of the groups tell

about their physiological reactions ("it was very-hot", "we looked

for shade ", or on the other hand "we felt wonderful",' "it was

cool and a pity to leave the spot"), about their emotional feelings

("we felt nothing special, it was just hot and we wented to leave"

and on the contrary" we felt like being in another world, we. heard

only the trees and the birds twittering, pity we could not stay there

longer").1 Delivering the reports by the groups will lead t4 class

to,find the connection between the physical and biotic data and their

influence on man.

148
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OBSERVING ANIMALS AT THE ZOO

by

Yechiel Mador=Haim

to,

The workshop was given as part of the subject "Man and the

Environment" for ninth grade biology students.

Man's influence on natural animal population s wellknown.

Most big mammals are gradually disappearing. This is one of the

prdminent results of man's direct influence on the environment.

Although natural reserves have been established all over the world,

that is still a very severe problem.

Teachers are thinking about how they could explain ecological

.phenomena resulting from the relationship between manand the

animals. In this workshop we have tried suggesting to the teatners

a fieldtrip based on observing animals at the Biblical Zoo. As we

have tried arranging a direct observation of animals, we have chosen .

-f several species which can be found its natuine today, or which lived

in Israel once and arE now extinct.

Questionnaires and guidesheeth were distributed to at the

observer. The teachers were 'helped by booklets of animal drawings

as well. The booklets which featureanimals found in Israel, are by

V. Ferguson.

The purpose of the observations was to, get to know well several

kinds of animals, to read about their biological and ecological back /

ground, and to answer questions which deal with ecological problems,

from the point of view of the relationships between man and animals. 1

4-\ 149
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Preparatory Instructions for the Field Trip

The Zoo fieldtrip will take place after the class'hae.got,enough

preparation while studying the subject of 'Wan and the Environment":

This topic will.prPvide background to the next topic: the environment's

components...The pupils will also have to grasp some basic concepts of

ecology. The pupils will work on the queltionnaires in class, so that

they understand the questions and practide the technique. It is important

to use reading material which will help in 41- observations, such as:

Zoological Lexicon, by M. Dor; Zoology, Part II, by Y. Margolyn; A Guide

for Mammals of Our Country, by V. Fersugon; A Guide for Birds of Our

Country, by" V. Ferguson.

Instructions for Carrying out the Field Trip and the Observations

The teacher or the local 'guide will explain how ,to_approach observations

of caged animals so that their behaviour will remain as natural as possible.

It is advisable that the guide condudb a general preparatory field trip

in order to get some impressions of the various parts of the zoo.

The class will be divided into groups or pairs for work and.observatiOns.

Each pair will select, with the teacher's help, the animals which it will

observe. The information sheets distributed, the map of the zoo and the
a

literature mentioned above will be useful. The signs next to each cage can

be useful as well.

What Kinkof Questions?

Most questions were general inrder forthemto suit all animali. For
example:

Ar
1. In what way are the animals' limbs'suited to its natural habitat?

2. How does the animal protect itself from natural enemies?

3. Could you point out any changes in the population which are a result

man's interference?

4. Can destroying of a population be'harmfUl 'to man directly Or indirectly?
.

50'
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Summary of the,Exercise

A general table which introduces

OistOuted. Ttle.table was filled-in

.. there were difficulties in,deicribing

A.

chasnimals.orthe zoo was

by most observers, even though

tip animals.
A

Since there was not enough time, participants could not get a

suitable preparation in the subject. ?The.fact they were unprepared to

use the guides and books cause difficulties in filling-in'the qUeetion-,

naires.

s

All the participants agreed that this strategy of observing
.

animals at the zoo is appropAhte and beneficial. They also asserted

that better oPservations of.a small number of animals will be achieved

after a general field'trip throughout the'100.

4

It sews to me that a general questionnaire and filling-in a table-

make the exercise difficult for the obserVant an0 do not fullfil the aim
; -

of Aerousing the pupili' curiosity". We have learned that in order for

the pupils to understand What they have to do, it is very important

to- prepare for- the field tri'i and to 'discuss therquestions in class

beforehand.

-
We have learned that it is useful to present the pupils with a .

preceding description of the.natUral environment of each animal (pictures
,

and written mateiral), so' hat they'll be able to understand the reasons

forNhatural phenomena which are not reveale8- at ttie zoo.
.

Perhaps the .use pf specific citiestiOnneires ski, Several typical
,

animals will be More suitable ganpral ovestIonnaire, fpt
example; a questionaire relating to the rabbits *hick follows:"'

S
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A Questionnaire on the Rabbit.

'..

Observe from a distanc of eb4at carefully.

St4;#hen you notice signs of eUspicidnor. when ihe;'.ibbits run away.

a) Notice the shape of the body 'Ails it is active, which looks like

a ball Why?

Does its body oolour have any cliear function?

b) Compare to its pose when it is not frightened but lying relaxed. Can
N

you see any connection between its tense standing and its ways to

protect itself? '

c) How are the legs built end to whet ways of movement are they.

adapted?

Cad long nails be a hindrance? Explain

advantage of such nails

t

d) Describe the characteristics of'the various organs, such as the

sera and the tail. Explain how they are adapted to the rabbit's

environment

e) Look at the picture of the rabbit's hatural environent. What

types of food can it findinrsuch an environment? How is its

bodes structure, adapted to hunting'for.food?

f) How does it protect itself from itsinatural enemies, suchsgE

birbi of prey or the wild-cat?

d) Rabbits are:known to be social creatures. Suggest examplla for

/

advantages and disadvantage; of social life?

h) Try tb explain the stat ant taken from the Bible which sayst "Rabbits

are not a big people an they have come to live in the rocks".

Whet can we learn ifbeiLthis statement about the rabbits/ -Why wasGs

the rabbitrnoesen for this deicriOtion?

) GO to the rabbits' cage and *acribe the distinct differences

between the sexes regarding their outside appearance their

behaviour end their way a?'life
152
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Try to think whether Man harms the rabbits' population, and if

so how?

k) Can you describe the food web in which the rabbit is integrated?

. 153 &
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WHAT'S HIDDEN IN OUR IMMEDIATE ENVIRONMENT

by

Ami Bernstein

0
Urbanyou& lives in a most artificial environment. He goes out

to a natural environment only infrequently, and even then his contact

with nature is usually through*the window of a car or bus.

Does this disassociation from nature have any negative effects

upon 'the emotionalsocial development of youth?

Does an inclination or yearningfor contact with "Natural, Surroundings"

exist for youth? Whats its origin? How it it expressed?

Should such an inclination'be fostered? To what end? How?

It is possible to find wild life within the big cities? If so, then
Perhaps we can produce a daily link between '"youth and nature.

The principal goal Of this workshop is to seek nature in the crowded
urban environment and to clarify means for bringing youth closer to it.

154
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_ACCELERATED OXIDATION POOL - PLANT FOR PURIFICATION OF SEWAGE AND FOR

PRODUCTION OF ALGAL PROTEIN

by

Dr. Inca Dor

. An accelerated oxidation pool is a combined experimental network which
ti

is intended for the purification ofsewage effluent and for the production

of vegetable r.lotein from algae. This plant is built from a series of

canals in which raw sewage effluent swirls. In theleffluento.bacteria

develop naturally, which break,doWn organic material, and the algae

utilize the bacterial breakdown products for their growth.

The,pool is shallow and expoded to the radiation of the sun so that

the algae enjoy Plenty of light which they need for photosynthesis. The

oxygen which is releaied following the activity of the algae hastens the

growth of the aerobiclbacteria. At the end of the period ofccoribined

bacterial and algal activity, the organic waste breaks down, and, in the

purified sewage effluent, a suspension of unicellular algae which is rah

in protein remains.

_In order to complete the purification _process, it is necessary to

separate the algae from the water. The algae which are extracted contain
.

, about 60% protein. They can be used for feeding animals or for production

of pure protein in an industrial process.

A oxidation pool Constitutes an artificial aquatic habitat which

excels in very high concentrations of biotic materials and a high rate

of physiological processes. Vigorous photosynthesis causes oxygen to ac-

cumulate beyond saturation during the daylight hours, a lackof carbon
, -

dioxide, and a marked increase in p1-1, hereas respiration causes a. lack _of

oxygen at night in the absence of photosynthesis, an accumulation of carbon

dioxide and a drop in pH. The strong daily fluctuations of environmental

conditfons suggests that this isa,sufficiently extreme haOitat and accordingly

the nOthber of types of algae and animals able to exist in these conditions

is small.

155 4
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The above described network is experimental and is in the process of

extensive research in Israel and abroad. The foci of research are;

mutuali sm,between algae and bacteria, the factors which limit growth of

thede microorganisms in the oxidation pool, ways of operating the pool

and ways of separating the algae. ,In parallel, the riUtriiimal value of

the separated algae and their, influence upon the growth of animals was

researched.

C.
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AESTHETIC ASPECTS OF ENVIHONIENTAL EELICATION

by

Joseph H. SChWai.cz .

A. At the beginning of.the session, the participants of the group were

given the following working paper;

1. It is assumed that the potentially favourgble and spontaneous relationship

of a person to the environment in rich he lives is conditioned, among

other thingssby the existence bfamstnetic elements in t hat environment.

In the present context, the aesthbtic will be defined as the realM of

phenomena that are not, or not exclusively, functional. The existence

of these phenomena is justified in that they make the apprehension of

beauty and significance. possible through sensory perception. Thus they

make available a perspective on reality from a certain distance.

The need to ,infuse everyday life with aesthetic phenomena is apparently

one of man's 5asic needs. The scientific investigation of this hypothesis

has made some progress in recent years.

The desire to incorporate sesth'etio.elements in the shaping of thit

environment is found in ever varying :forms among individuals and groups

in every culture, religion, nation, and class.- The way in which the
- .

J individual and the grou0\relate to aesthetic aspects in the environment

depends, therefore, on comprehensive cultural and social factors.

ro

2. The present social climate ofIttrael is none too favourable to aesthetic

design in the enviioriment. T4O surpfising states rsquire explanation:
.

the sheer physical environment neglect; and the lack of,public awareness
.

. of the problem.

'

If it is true that the aesthetic environment is truly a vital human nead;
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. j
how does a particular society passively accept such a low standard of

cultivation of environmental aesthetics?

The answers usually suggested are highly pvagmatict The permanent state

of tension consumes both energy and money; the economic development

proceeds at a pace that overwhelms all other considerations; this in turn

emphasizes material success, and directs people's efforts towards

getting ahead q0ove all. It sews to us that all these are partial.eXplana-

tions, and that our society's actval lack of interest in aesthetic values

in the public sphere derives from rather more comprehensive processes.

Israeli society at this stage of itsdvelopment is, consciously or not,

contending with several b,ric challengitig issues which have implications for

the subject under discussion:

4'

The essentially verbal character of Jewish culture and its future development

in apredominantly visual age create-conflicting-issues.

Continuing waves of immigrants bring with them their own particular and deep-

rooted approaches to the aesthetic aspects of the public domain, thus preventing

the formation of a-binding-national canon. The'pr'ocess of constant immigration

bears many and, at times, polar implications.

Zionist education has for daeades necesaarib emphasized encompassing

social and national values rather than civic values that stem from at-
.

tachment to the immediate environment. Kibbutz education is the exception

as to the latter.

Paradoxically, de;,Ocratic regimes are not always successful in cultivating

civp pride in.the'publicsphi;re, an objective with which totalitarian

regimis, whose foremost aim it self - enhancement of the elite, often do

succeed, r.
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3. Education twoardi appreciation of aesthdtic elements of the environment,

in other words, aid in internalizing the need to experience aesthetic

phenomena as a part of life experience, can easily make use of curriculum

contents at every stage of schooling, and in most disciplines.

It seems, hdivever, obvious to us that curricular material will be used

to real acvantage, and that aesthetic environmental education will gain .

much, if the following Changes take place:

The Israeli school has to be transformed into an aesthetically attractive

site. SChool is a ded&sive environment in t[1.13 students.' personal experience.
,

Today most of our schools - with a. number of exceptIbns - are
4

anti- aesthetic

places. We shall be able to find ways for change when we succeed in creating

can awareness of the problem.

The. Israeli school system has to provide more apsthatic'processes for its

4stuAents. The aesthetic, as noted abovelmabba'defined as the non-pragmatic;

ourschool'today is an institution that puts too much emphasis on utXlita4en

andscodoetitive aspects of its work.

B. When the,participants were familiar with the text, slides were projected

showing sites 'where various efforts have been made to improve the aesthetic

appearance e the school.

The examples shown dp not refer to decoration, to external prettyfying. In

these-schools the attempt was made to devise a school setting with an aesthetic

character, crating a distinctindividuality, 'providing focal points of interest,

radiating an atmosphere of well-being. The few slides represent a wide range

of approaches: the4Atable and the changeable, the.ornate and the simple, the

use pf plants and of interior design, the idPas of the professional and those

of a Child'. A variety orinteresting ways to cultivate an aesthetic environment

is deManstrated.
:

160
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There may certainly be differences of opinion as to the good taste of

the solutions presented by these pictures. Their importance lies, however,

in the fact that they :exemplify a few guiding prinWiples far turning a school

into a more attractive environment.

*Given the general unsatisfactory state, the few scattered attempts to

create aesthetic facts that radiate an educational influence bear no little

significance.

1

a) The Leo Baeck High Sohotil in Haifa

Illustrations 1 and 2.

The school building is an unusual architectural achievement. In its centre,

a large hall extends to the height of the building. Variety in the treatment

of the starsases and the walls creates an interesting and almost monumental

space. Lingering in the hall and walking through it may arouse a

experience.' On the other timd, corners with small scale exhibits

to/sit on make intimacy possible in the large space.

In.i

kinesthetic

and benches

It

b) The Vocational School, for Child Care, Kiryath Blialik

Illustrations 3, 4 and 5

this building

unconventional aesthetic

includes both tlassroOms 'la dormitory, an

eat is achieved by the use of .a simple element:.

a wide interior staircase connects the two fla. rs and creates a sense of space.

For ceremonies and,art programmes the staiitZe, together with the hall:

A ,e

turns into a tiny amphitheatie.A lawn with heavy wooden furniture extends

behind the hall and adds depth.

111.3
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c) The Hugim High School in Haffet.

Illustrations 6, 7 and 8 :

Guided and aided by the school's art teacher the students decorated front

or rear walls in their classrooms. In this way, the cold neutrality of the

classroom is overcome. In summers the walls are whitewashed and may be

painted again the coming year.

111.6 III.?

d) The Ben Zvi Elementary School in,Shlomi

Illustrations 9, 10, 11, and 12

40,

1

./

N4 The school aims at creating satisfying surroundings in various ways. The

facades of the buiirtgs., the courtyard and the school cafeteria are designed :

by professionals o by the children:- A smaP. wood was -planted, in memory of the

eleven sportsmen killed atAdnich; wooden tables and benches serve for pre,

Oaring homework. In ancther corner stands the, memorial. for the men from Shlomi

who .fell in the wars.'

)1.
111.12

Photographs: Peter Silberstein.
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Cr. Summary of the group's deliberations

The discussion focused on severafasues of theoretical and practical

import.

One of the subjects discussed was the transformation of an educational

institution into a place where 14 ispleasant to do thing's in, because of its

aesthetic quality. Such a quality-max be crested by combinding elements of

diverse kinds: natural assets (views, plants), architecture, art, craft-work

both stable and modular. This represents a conception that views strict

functionalciiiift hindrance to education.

This topic should not,be confused with two related ones: decoration of

the school by presenting study material attractively, by the use of aUdio-

visual aids, etc. - taking students to the country, to museums, to attractive

, parts of the city.

, .

These.adt vities are most important and it is possible and desirable to

Combine them with the activities relevant to the topic discussed here, but

they are not identical with it. These differences are not always recognized

by teachers.
ti

This creates some danger that in stressing these two kinds of activity

we avoid coming to grips with, the the problem, namely, public awarenesS'of

the batic iIorms for the work of school as a social institution that has

humanisticfunctiona.

Thediscussion detailed and stressed the substantial difficulties facing

east-hut...Lc education, difficulties whose source is the historico- cultural

background of Israeli society.

It is not simple to effect the shift from the yearning for an idealized

spiritual homeland that developed throughout generations of impermapent

settlement in the Diaspora, to a renewed affiliation with a national physical

life-space. This change has to take a long.tims.

167
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The individlal's attitudes to specifically sestheitic elements in the

public domain and to the public domain as. an area of social cooperation,

as influenced by his cultural and geographical origins. Differences can

be discerned in the ways parents, children and educators approach, education

and the role of the school setting.

In this connection it was again stressed that.Judaism is fundamentally

a culture whose essence is expressed in the significance of the world

evolving in time sequences that is, in categories more abstract than.those

of the spatial and the Visual world, whose impact has increased recently.

Aesthetics and art activities in school often t with violence and

intentional destruction. This weakens the.tendency to devote time, tho4dht

and means to this field, and epitomizes the frustration awaiting anyone

seriously interested in changing the shape of sbhools.,

There is no easy solution to this problem. Violence and aggression

exist in society and we cannot hope to overcome them in any single area of

social life.

.
The question islhiawevei--_, more comprehensive-39nd directly connected

with the role of aesthetic phenomems.d.rilife. Their functional nature

'makes them less structured and thus less tolerable for a person who is

inclined to violence. Moreover, a person's inclination to violence reflects

the frustration that derives fr9n psychic-energy turned to aggression

because education has failed to supply encqunterswith the aesthetic.

Aesthetic experience can in part help sublimate instinctual impulse and

transmutethem into huManistic attitudes.

S
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A/AN'S ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE ENVIRONWENT.-

A Discussion of Attitudes and Behaviours in Environmental Education

by

.Shoshana Carmel

The suggested activity for educationists consists of eight,written

presentations (reports or stories). Each of the passages deals with en

eniel-6-;;ental topic and is accompanied by an invitation to the reader to

write down his or thought after reading. Later the individual reactions

will be discusseAme small group (374 members) end finally the main

,points wig be presented to the whole group (about twenty participants).

As an outcome of the gscuesionan effort will be made to constructa

list of attitudes and behaviours related to the environment. The act-
.

ivity was regarded as challenging by educators and others who. were en-.
.

gaged in it. Izhar's views (1) on this issue were summarized as follows:

"Everybody is talking about values .without _knowing about -what
he is, talking. '111,e:re is no sense in trying to teach for values, since

it is impdeSible to achieve anything worthwhile. hishalabeen expressed

by the author (Of the essay) as follows: There 3.9 no need to educate

towards values, and alio it is impossible to do so". (2).

Vdlueafiay be regerdedses a whole systei of social norms, judgements
. -

and decision-making. They will be meaningless, if there is no personal

commitment to behave according to them, and also td be 'responsible for
- 4

the outcomes of one's behaviour. Because of the demand for:personal in-'

volvement, values Will not be'fixed for ever, and theref8re they should

not be regarded /s 'aggregates of stones' r as one of the Israeli writes .

put it (3).
fro

.
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Discussing environmental education 'we should assume,.that man causes

Changes and that he is expected-to be responsible for the changes caused

by himself. Environmental education should therefore aim at fostering the

responsibility of man while acting in his environment.

The purpote of environmental education is to develop citizenry which is

knowledgeable Concerning the biophysical environment and its associated

problems, is aware of how tothelp resolve these problems, and is motivated
to do so." (4). To create the motivation for being engaged in environmental

problems and also to be aware of the possible outcomes, will be the re-
.

ponsibility of educators. We should concentrate on developing open-minded

attitudes of social responsibility rather than 'preaching' what these

attitudes should be. If we really want to avoid preaching or indoctrination,
we have to start with finding out what kind of attitudes and values are ac-
cepted by our students. Only if le know their own criteria for decision-
making in environmental issues, we shall be able to develop a; worthwhile

environmental education. With these couiderationsin mind written passages
are giver? to a discussion-group of educators. Each of the passages concen-
trates on an 'environmental problem and is accompanied by a printed invi-
tation to the reader, tb write down his ' rst, second, and if possible his
third thought, after_ reconsidering /vious-onesr. -In -s group
discussion following reading and wri::ng Lives. one's tnoughts, the individual
reactions are presented to the participants. Later the group will" be erp=
gaged in ordering and formulating theattitudes and behaviours inherent in
their Own reactions. The activity has been found to be effective in fostering
the willingness of educators to analyze the reactions and behaviours of their
owh stucOnts.Later Jn preaunsably these educators will try to define desirable
:attitudes and tohavioLrs which should be developed in environmental education.

C400sino the'readind material.
j Ai-

/

ThaLcase-studies and stories have been chosen with the intention of con-
..

.veying a.brief niessage concerning the interrelationship between Man and
'Nature. This is the common thread in this aeries of events,,problems and'
facts presented,`although that are unrelated to each other. Therefore a

. .
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great variety of the readers' reactions is expected, the influence of one

passage on the other being minimal.

eft

The choice-of the passages was influenced by the idea, ,that attitudes

and values might change when they are no longer satisfying to the individual
,.

.

whq holds them. Also it was assumed, that attitudes and values are components
. .

of a personality-structure, and that the relative ease of changing one or more

these Components will be determined by their linkgges with others. If

or example a person believes that industrialization is essential for our

existence, it will be extremely difficult to change this person's reverence

to everything connected with industrialization, including Changing landscapes
,..

Oesttuying vegetation, etc; On the other hand; If one's attitudes about-the
..

desirability of nature consgrvation are not terribly, strong and are unrelated

to other impo'rtant attitudes and talues, this person will not be too disturbed

by the construction of roads and quarries in a naturereservation

In orcip to introduce the topics included in the reading-passages, a short

review is given to the reader here:

Passage 1: This passage is d from.science-fiction. Ii is g description

of an imaginary organism whose po ati grew recently in such an enormous

way that biotic well as physical comp nents of this egrh are in serious

danger. In the final sentence of the pas e it turns outs, thit it is our
. '-

own human species which has been described.

Passage 2: This is a short allegory-written by the Danigh philosopher Kirkegaard,

telling about a go6d-tempered farmer on the Isle of Zealand, who liked very Teictw

to observe the flight of migrating ducks. Unconscious of the possible. outcome,

he started supplying food to the ducks arriving near his farm. After two seasons

or so, the duckb. preferred to stay enjoying the ready food supplied to them.

They became fatter and lazier and soon lost their ability to fly anythore.
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Passage an ancient source the Greek traveller Herodotus is quoted,

telling about a spring in the land of the Ammonians. The water of this spring
ties said to be hot at mid-night, but from sun-rise on, when it becomes hotter
and hotter outside, the water cools down, until at noon it is really cool./

'And this is ilso the reasoni:why the Anionians use the water of this spring
:_for watering their gardens at noon'.

Pass age 4: A teammof medical officg7s
of this British Navy landed on the Island

of Tristan de Cunha in 1932. They reported, that 83 persent of the island's
people hays 7 teeth-aeiciencies at all. Twenty three years later, the"

fourth survey'bf teeth- condition was cerrten out. This tittle only TWelve

percent of the islanders.wera fc..4n7.4 to have hepithy teeth. 11,9 report ends
with Tne following statements: Tt is possible to point out only twu faCts

.

which might-be relevant to teeth-conditionr (1) In the thirties me islanders-.
started to import tooth-Crushes. (2) Rhite sugar and white flour had
been introduced during the last twenty Years.

The last four passages will be described shortlyi

*No. 5: A shott extract of Garrett Herdin's famous article: 'The Tragedy of the
.

.64A -Import on-a public campaign-against the,fleUridation of drinking
water in one of the districts in England.

No. 7: An Israeli apecdote about an old man who still is Sticking-to his

experience of riding ph his donkey through the woods of ther8baroni,

which were cut down fifty years ago.

MD. 8: A report about the peMbugepeople,of New Guinea, whose way of life is
r
* ..

in an ideal equilibrium with their natural environment..

f
/-

In several meetings with biollegy teachers and also with mixed groups
of people, who regard themselves as' environmentalists, two or- three of the
reading passages were presented at a time. In general the content of the
material has been regarded, as challejging. there was-no difficulty to arduse
a spontaneous reaction, followed by s and arid third reactions, which were more
rational reasoning, mostly influenced by professiondl knowledge. Neverthel;as,

1
4 tr

r
io
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9

there was a great variety of em 'uses , sometimes totblly contradictory

to each other, despite the fact that at the time only one topic had been

discussed. After various opinions had been argued, an attempt was made

to classify the views. 'The.result is the following list of attitudes in-:

fluencing people's approach towards. environmental issues:

List of Attitudes towards the Environment

1. Conservatism

2. InnoVation

3. Scepticism

4. Tendency to prejudice

5. Mercy

6. Risk taking

7.

8.

Criticism'

Altruism

9, Egoism

10. "Love of Natvren

11. Flexibility

12. Innocence

13. Apathy

14. Ignmrance

15. Laziness

16. Hones*

17. Curiosity

18. Awareness

19. Openmindedness

20. Irresponsibility

21. Conformism

22. Modesty.

The above list is a tentative list of items suggested by the participants

in sevaral'discussionsi Different passages were presentecein each of the

meetings, but in any case'ho. 2 (Kirkegaard's story) Waspcluded.

1 7 4:
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After. constructing tie list of attitudes, the discussion group went'

on trying to describe behaviours apparent in people's approach towards

the environment. Very soon the conclusion was reached, that'it is quite

impossible to talk about 'desirable' or 'undesirable' attitudes in general

and that a person's behaviour depends on a set of attitudes, the weight of

each being different in different, situations. One of the participants

'put it this way: "Isn!t the whole idea of nature conservation a conservative

trend, althouih we expect people, to be innovative, openminded and non
conforming in general"? Constructing, a list of behaviours might help edu,

cators to reach a- great awareness towards their students' approach concerning

environmental isAves.

People's reaction to Kirkegaard's story (No. 2) will be a good example

of the contradictions inherent in-environmental issues:

1. Innocence might yield unexpected damage.

2. Th tory ieunrealistic. The migration of ducks depends on the

ction of hormones,which will not Oe changed dUring a short while
. of interference with natural conditions.

3. Ducks are like people: living in'better conditions, they get lazy
a

and less active.

1 4. Man's interference with nature might be irreversible. Sometimes.

most desirable things vanish because of unconscious actions.

5. Often animals are suffering because of plenty of'mercy.

JD.

Des4te the difficulties. en attempt to construct a list of desirable
and undesirable behaviours has beeidone.

List of Behav ours(no order implied)

1. Showing curiosity towards environmental events.
2. Making pessimistic comments on the.:futtaof mankind.
3. Being reluctant 46o accept pessimistic,views.

4. Feeling helpless coping with environmental problem.
5. Believing, that it is possible to keep an honest'way,of life.
6. Not believing that things may change.

7. Admiring the beauty. of nature.
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-B.' Loving animals.

'9. Shoiving. merry towards animals.

10. Trusting,On0Os own%senses.

11. Tending to evaluate things inan,objective way..

12. Being pr;pared to abandon comfort and lUxury in order to

quality of life.
. .

13..Giving away pleasure in order to protect health,

14. Accepting willingly personal disadvantages in favour

15. Being involvein public melfare.

16. Being prepared to lose money for the sake of environmental conservation.

17. Keeping a modest way of life.

18. Spending' leisure time in the open countryside

19. Being prepared to undergo certain experiences.

.20. Being reluctant to accept innovations.

21. Showing courage.

.22. Reluctant to make decisiOns.

23. Reaching decisions after thorough consideration.

24. Avoiding 'anxiety towards unexpected results.

protect the

of others' benefit.

S Uri)MarY :

Traditional values concerning man's behaviourin nature, as well as the

modern economic view upon nature and natureresources are not always in ac

cordance with the desired approach of confrcnting . environmental problems today.

Reluctance to acculturate attitudes and to transmit values in education is
-,,-

widesrpead, and is enforced by the idea of two roles human species:

the ibiologicar man and the 'cultural' men (5).

r
The above described'activity might be regarded as an aid for educators-

to get to know better their own attitudes and values towards the,environment,

and alsb toy become aware of the 'frame of mind'7of their students. A list of

attitudes, 'even being incomplete, might be helpful in deciding, what kind of

attitudes and values should be emphasized In environmental education. In

order to evaluate the outcomes of environmental education, a tentative list

0 behaviours presented above may help to follow possible changes of

behaviour.

176 .,
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A

IMPLICATIONS QF ENVIRONMENTAL E6LICATION IN EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES' .

/

by

Miriam Ben Peretz

.r
The purpose of the workshop was to bring out,ideaa7and to plan

aitivlties which demonstrate the responsibility of Man tb maintaining

and improving the quality of hid environment.

The.folloWingproblemswere rlised:

the, gap .between what is usually learned in vschools and the everyday

behaviour-

b) the doubts which accompany any educational attempt,to deal with and

develop valdas,

c) the difficu1tis involved in performing out di school activities.

A
The participants were dividsd into teams, Each

19
team discussed

certain issues and later reported to the whole group. A group discus

sion ended 'the activity.

%,

t

- 1 "I 8
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'do

AN EXPERIENCEIN.ENVIRMENTAL-GALES AM IN failOpESS OF

. GAME INVENTION

it by
a

d.Sideon Carmi

A
a

.

The intention of the worksOciof was, to encourage teachers and curriculumlp
J.t planners to make use of games and of the process of warp inyention,in schoo4

in miler to pass informatibn and to create awalress to environment and
,

ecology:

To that end, the following was carried oat:

The pdticipants played two gdlies ( 112hour each) outdoor

,game (direct contact with the environment) and an indo r (table)_ . .

game tfor conceptualization and for .cre;tfOn of self-i sight into

-attitudes). Thb twogames were specially createfor the workshop*

and they were intentionally not structured-in a final way, so as to.

leave open ends for the next stage.

2. The participants discussed possible alternatives for the final struc-.

turing of the.ge;:les. This way they gained active insight into the

of the, design and the invention of a game.

3. -The pai-ticipants.acguainted themselves with several environmental

table-games which were invented and desighed by pupils in Arad

this year as part of their legular school-ptogram. This way,4the

participants obtained an idea' what one expect of,pupils

(and were pleasantly surprised) .tore details:

c
4.

(11, Al A. The taudoor game is of the"field.and nature" typa.,*The parti-
ci4ntcipantss split into'2 groups who get Identical paCks of task -cards and were sent

-,tp.soread out over the 'portion of the H.U. Campus
betweenthaMaiser-Building

G

and the Sus-station. Within 30 minutes they had to report about all unconceivable

.4
o

by Tamar and Gideon Carnit
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environmental aspects of that area. The task cards covered a lde range

of aspects, and left room for initiative, sense of humor end inventiveness.

The group returned,noticeabli sensitized to various .invironmental factors,

quite involved in the subject and showed a.strong urge to report and discuss

their findings. This very involvement convinced them of the usefulnessof

such activities within the school curriculum. The discussion then turned

to (quite interesting) suggestions for further developments of the game.

AO'

B. The indoors game is a table (board) game. The participants take

a "trip" in a varied landscape on the board. The paths they choose are un-

structured (each paves his own). They have to overcome environmental handi-

caps which opponents put in their way, by inventing on remembering reasonable

.solutions (e.g. the same type of pollution).. At the same'tiMe they are

'engaged in "deVeloping"'the area in a pleasant waybuilding-national parks,

etc). The rules give plenty opportunity to amusing verbal interaction and

inventiveness. Ohe of, the traits of the game is that,competition-ienot the

single motivation. A flexible and changing pattern of collaboration between

two or more players is required without which one gets stuck (e.g., two haye

to collaborate to cross a river), This creates changing alli4nces, etantes

and detentes and leaves room for more sophisticated interdependent strategies,

as in real life.

Again, the game evoked discussions which, at first, focused on the

environmental problems themselves and than on ideas for further develop-

ment of the game.

*

(3) The participants acquainted themselybs with three environmental games

which were invented and 'developed by 3 pupils of the eleventh grade of the

comprehensive school in Arad, under the directpn,of their teacher, Shaul

Landau, within a sociology Course (the other pupils in class also designed

a game each). The participants were impressed by the high level and sophis-
.

ticatiOn of inventiveness and execution and got to febl that this is indeRd.a

good way to learn a subject and get involved. It requires ovite some dedication
f

and extra time of the teach, though, as in other projects of individualized

learning.

- lu 0
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END TO HUNGER ( A Simulation Game)

1

by

Avraham Blum

Simulation Games, Motivation and Learning

Simulation games penetrate more andlmore into the classroom. Their
use is not longer restricted to the Social Studies and to culturally,

deprived children, who "anyhow cannot learn"., The technique and the
nethodology2of simulation games improved tremendously during the last
decade:- They are based upon a successful integration between the will
to play which is in each child (and

according .to Nietzsche in every
man) and the positive expariencemadeiwithsimulations in various teaching
areas. Simulation turns out to be for social science what the lab is in
the natural sciences.

4

.

While a review of many evaluation studies shows that simulation
- genes do motivate, it remains. doubtful if they are mere effective than
other methods in teaching factalor_problem.:soliiing Skins; Pr-ih inducing-

'.critical thinking '6herryRolmes, 1965). Other researche;Nre lipre
t±mistic (Soocock a Schild. 1§58). They believe thet:simulallpn games
not only. can generte great interest and invOlvemerlt, but that the' players0

alto learn from t it very participation in the game.-

cc

.Thp Curriculum Unit "Fight Against Hunger"
r

%

\.Hunger has a direct effect oh the quality of life of whole nations.
.Efforts are made ta,solve'this problem whiOh thrbatens the ever glowing
world population, in various ways. Because of the graveness of the'hurtger
problem curricular material's have been prepared for Student:A( 8th and 9th
grade. Students 'ream basic concepts and different'approocheEta the problem
oy using task cards, which direct themto furpq reading, experimenteend

ov

a
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discussions about controversial issues. Field experiments (done by

those schools which have land facilities) serve to investigate some

questions about plant improvement. Cole crops show how one botanical

species, Brassica oleraceae, was selected and bred into different direct-

ions - for different purposes. The immense similarity of the seeds and

even of the seedlidgS suggests a possible parallel between ontogenetic

and phylogenetic development. Wild resistant) tomatoes, planted next to

a highly developed (but sucsepticle) cultivar demonstrate the changes

induced in food plants during the ages. In another experiment students

prepare a hybrid squash (using artificial pollinatior and compare its

hybrid vigour with the performace of the parent strains.1
The peak learning activity, which sums up the chapter on economic

development and interdlitiOnal cooperation, is the simulation game

"End to Hunger".

The Place of the. Simulation Game in the Fight Against.Hunger Unit

A simulation game was dewed very,appropriate for developing the

studemti8 consciousness of'the world hunger problem as a major issue
..

threatening the quality of life. There is no subject second to the

fight against hunger, in which interest and involvement are so crucial.

This is specially ..rue for children of school age, who have little pos-

qibilities to do something to improve the state of affairs. The simulation
?

game gives the student chance to "act" in a simulated situation, according

to different motives, which are trenslatedinto interactions tletween Aim.
4
and his peers in the game. -At the same time the game contain factor

of (cent lied) competition, which enhatices the invoL"ment of the students
.

and thei? 4oilXingness to suaceed

In the Eild of Hunger Game each student represents a rich or a de-
.

veloping countiy. Besides the efforts put into work, nattiral.factors .
.

(draught, petrol etc.) and social factors (setting up an,extension service,

strikes, etc.)* 0i-cot the prospects of the dbunt157Sto procure. food for their

1
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ever growing populations. The vicious circle of hunger den to broken.

through the acquisition of knowledge and through'economic development
(which is represented in the game by a food machine, whiCOMultiplies

the yields). /Students discover that cooperation helps all of them an,/
is necessary for progress.

In the workshops of the .conference the participants played the End
of Hunger game, Old this was followed by short biscUssions an the Otitential-,---
usesWthe game.

44).4

Sdmmary of the Workshop Discussions

workshop participants played 3-4 rounds in order to get to knoW the
1-orules of the game and to ex ience its effects.

--.s

In the discussion,which.follOwed the game,
/ .

safe suggestions were made.
Many oarticipants felt the involvement to be very strong and found that their
economic situation`(in the game) affected their mood still after the gam6
was ovtlk Therefore they expressed theit vied that. the outcome of the game
should be ;directed in such' a 'way'-heat almost all students should sum up'
with a.poative,res4t: (This can be done by lengthening the "growing

season"). "'This vie* was stressed mainly by those peticipants which were
not so lumky and s*ccessfUl in the game. The i5oiniwas made that a positive

situation vas specially `important for deprived Children, who had already
7.nc.

enoL;gh feystratidggxperiences.
.

1 ,

,inother recurring' remark concerned thevalue of the simulation game in
givinh*the teacher e, tool to Obser6 his students' ,reactiOn:in a play

situation, which can be manipulated to acertaindegree*.:

. . 4:.
y

.
Thetxpprience accrued so far.indicateithat.groUng.uptichildren showed

a higherOstendard or morality than adults (Mostly teatherg and university
students) vitld -had played the game. This was'exposedl.for example, in the

A
greater coricern of children, they might nob* be able' to repay a loan or in
-their greeter reluctance to pledge themselves poltObally agailkat economic
aid.

183f
et,
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PRO CT YEAUCHAM - A SIMULATION GAME IN EXVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

by

Moshe Shachak - Era Altman

Simulation game - Project Lake'Yerucham ia model based on the
problemaiics of setting up. an artificial lake in the Negev. Its objective
is to bring the players to an understanding of the difficulties involved
in environmental planning.

In the game the players are of four types:

Industrialists - interested in the industrial development in the Negev
and its resultant settlement.

Agrarians - require creation of-"green areas" and rural- settlement.
Recreation seekers - their goal is the creation of a national eark"that
will . by used as a .recreation center in a nature setting.

3

Researchers,ducators and Preservationists - their intention is to
preserife large areas in the desert for the needs of education erici research. '

These players are divided in theiropinions as to how to use the Lake
and its surroundings. Thendustialisti see it as a catch basin for
effluents, the farmers as a water source, the recr eation seekers as a,
recreation site, and the educators, researchers and prpservationists as
a aeserve for research and study.

There are three turns in the gamer-.

1. establishing the project,
.A.°

..-1-4,.2. development.

.

- dtr ""i
3. vigorous development.

r
.In each turn the layers, will run into new problems, in particular:

-, ..
,a) how to plan a turn when the interests within the human group are opposed,

..-,.and

b) how to develop an area and maintain the quality of life.

1

1.85. lo . S.
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MAN-AND NATURE: MAN AND NATURE

by

Shoshana Carmel

Man and Water is one of five topics designed by the Curriculum

team at Haifa University. It represented a case study of 6ne of the

Most important components of our -environment .water.

The workshop was designee to familiarize the participants

with the materiels end 9ctivitiet designed for the studedts and

the tdachers. Teems of two to three participants dealt each with

an exemplary activity for about in hour. Then each team reported

to the entire group on its activity. In this mariner a complete

picture of the program was obtained, at Well.a an example of the

wdy teachers consider various aspects of

. r-

.

. 0 4

,.-
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ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS' WORK.- MAN AND WATER

Helena Kennon

This workshop gives the participants the possibility to acquaint them-.
-deles with the subject by studying the childrens' projects individually,

.

or in groups.

The items for this workshop are displayed in "stations".

- Students' b9oks with reports, essays, summaries and newspaper cuttings.

- Poster with cuttings and graphs summarizing a series of experiments

--(Oxygen, pH and turbidity tests). A poster suTmarizing a field trip
to a river --mail!, and graphs of water tests.

- Colour slides, showing students working in the lab and in the field,

testing water samples: .
- Audi-tape - a discussion_(suggestions and criticism)

with the-students
about the program at the-conclusion of the course.

S

_ The participants in the workshoreceived a list (epos/14)0.) orthe s
jectives as they have been defined by the "Man and Water" writing teem, and
(OP.'2) a table with.the'"stations" and the objectives. After studyihg the'
items in the-various "stations" one, can evaluate to what extent, the objectives
were achieved&

.. .
. .

The group discussion enables the.6articipants a critical examination
of the projects and may contribute in improving the teaching of this subject.

.187*
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Appendix 1

Men and Water What are the Objectives?

1. To recognize environmental factors influenping Man and man's influence

on his environment.

To create an awareness of the far reaching impact man has on his en

vironment.

3. Participation and experience in carrying out surveys, quantitive and

qualitive experiments dealing with this subject.

4. To stimulate the pupils' personal involvement in the subject "The

Quality of the Environment ".

5. Providing the means where by pupils could protect and improve the

quality of their environment..

A few additional generel aims that are not specific to this program:

6. The.ability to use previous knowledge and experience.

7. To practice using materials and instruments, carrying out experiments

and making exact observations.

8. The capability to sort out collected data and information.

, 9. The ability to:plan an experiment or instrument to solve a practical

problem.
. .

10: The ability to analyze.and evaluate nformation.

11. The ability of use previous knowled e in new situittioni,and to demont
.

trate creative thinking.

188-
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INQUIRY ACTIVITIES DEALING Valli THE ENVIRONMENT

by

Tatricia,Sparks

Environmental edication requires a new approach to.problem

t

I

The workshOp is based an an inquiry approach by involving

the.participants in actual investigations as follows:

a) an investigation of the school yard

b) an' investigation of a parking lot

c) testing an area which suffered of soil erosion

d) whpre is the garbage trail?

These activities are intended to promote the follokng skills

Observation, cOmparison, classification, drawing conclusions,

prediction, posing questions, planning and executing experiments,

data collection, data analysis and data evaluation.

4

9

_
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MAW'S INFLUENCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

by

Leah Shaham

The purpose of the film- "Environment ", which was produced in the

United States by Bernard Wiletts B.F.A. is to produce a high degree

of involvement, among its viewers in problems of improve;ent of environ .

mental- quality whether they be upper classmen or teaches Even though

the movie is'en American productiOn, it clearly shows that-the problems

of environmental imprdvemeht iversal, and that there is no country,

in whicb.the confrontation vironmental quality and increases

in the standard of living dies st.

between

Before viewing the movie, the students (iewers) work in groups
. .

(20 minutes). Their task is to cake a list of environmental problems

(1-76) which we have to face when we are about to develop a new re-4

.sidential area. This activity will introduCe the group to the-

topic which serves as the-facds of the film.

U

The =tie is presented like a V14191 in which ileprudecutar proae-.

huManity, which is represented by 4 people, for'the damange
--.

causes to the quality of life and we, the viewers are expected to serve,

.*as jury. .

'I would like to destribe acme of the reactions which occured dyring

-the workshop. '.

,.

s ...

'( In the movie thereare situations'which represent the problems of
r . %,

environmental pollution at their 'Same of the viewers at the

way.workshop strongly. -objected to the way.in which' the problem is
.

.presented; while- others Law it as a strong motivation towards-

.t involvement, debate, and identifying problems.'

44,

'Aner my own experience leading three warkshops, I learned that

the discussion should be turned directly to the issues raised intbe.

mavj.e. . ,.

- v
. 191 ; ..
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For exampleja) the farmer wh6 loves his soils whose family has

lived in the Eagle River Valley for 100 years, is proud of his crops,

but pollutes the soil andc,the ground water.* with nitrogenous fertilizers

and insecticides.. DID.We have, this problem too? Does, the farmer have

tokchange his values,, hiss approach? What are his alterhatives? .

(b) Or what will you answer.to the housewives' questions *hat do I
,f,

.0

do?. "Do I stop using canned food, and wraps, and doI stop bearing child-
/

O'

child-

ren"? -'
.

; .

,

The problems of the land developerand the industrialist who
;.

,

. , . -... .

idistribUte energy-fOr industrial developMent should be-dealt with n

a similar manner.

, While watching the behaviour' of the blaCkman:it.Seems that

the problems of environmental preservation and ecology are exaggerated.

',Do we have a'similar problem and where? 'Why do we have such a feeling?

.

In conclusion, the'discussion'should focus on'the following: 'How

do we,preserVb envirohmentalqUality so that it will be pleasaritto

live Hand in hand .with population growth and an increasing standard
. .

of. living; whfch -miens establiailmentdf induatries, development or:
. .. .

transportation and all that is involved in it. Are there onl9' tech=

hologioal,soiutism8 here? Or afe therefundamentalvalues here? Since.,
,

0

the problem, st, what kind of life do we went to lead,,intardigciolinary -,
..

, .

. ,

cooperation inenvirdhmental plannind and value is a must. * i

,*. il,,: ,.

. ..- . -

".b.jections may arisp2:, ...

-i

-,e

problems .of en- ,

a
4, . ....0 0-

.
AlthOUphoethp-1104,atis,FmetimesArritating and

about the forrriat nobody remains ndifferent to the

vironmentalOuality dna that is is great'virtue.-
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